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Abstract: Nanoelectronics and spintronics are concerned with writing, trans-
porting, and reading information stored in electronic charge and spin degrees of
freedom at the nanoscale. Past few years have shown that two spintronics effects
discovered in the 19th century, namely anisotropic magnetoresistance and anoma-
lous Hall effect, can be used also for sensing antiferromagnetism which opened
the field of antiferromagnetic spintronics. The more than a century of controver-
sial studies of these effects have shown their relativistic spin-orbit coupling and
spin-polarisation symmetry breaking origin. However, a complete understanding
of these effects and a fully predictive theory capable of identifying novel suitable
antiferromagnetic materials are still lacking.

Here, by extending modern symmetry and topology concepts in condensed matter
physics, we have further developed the theory of anisotropic magnetoresistance
and spontaneous Hall effect. Our approach is based on magnetic symmetry and
topology analysis of antiferromagnetic energy bands, Bloch spectral functions,
and Berry curvatures calculated from the state-of-the-art first-principle theory.
This guided us to the prediction of two novel, previously unanticipated effects:
relativistic metal-insulator transition from antiferromagnetic Dirac fermions, and
crystal Hall effect from collinear antiferromagnetism. Signatures of both effects
have been already observed, in collaboration with experimentalists, in Mn2Au and
RuO2 thin films. Our results have contributed to the emergence of the field of
topological antiferromagnetic spintronics. The field promises to provide unprece-
dented insights into many different physics problems, ranging from dissipationless
currents to axion dark matter detection.
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Introduction

“Just knowing the correct laws of quantum mechanics does not mean that we un-
derstand all the strange phenomena that it allows”

Duncan Haldane

Dutch tulips bulbs, the dot-com bubble, rise of personal computing or bitcoin
prices are a few historical examples of black swans. Effects hardly predictable but
of magnificent influence characteristic for a typical exponential rise and fall of its
value over a certain period as described by Nassim Nicholas Taleb [1]. This thesis
is devoted to the investigation of novel topological magnetic phases of matter
exhibiting black swans in magnetotransport effects in the emergining field of
topological antiferromagnetic spintronics. Here topology refers to robust physical
properties preserved under continuous deformations of the parameter space of
the system. Antiferromagnetism describes an order magnetically modulated on
the atomic scale with zero or negligible net magnetization, as firstly foreseen by
Louis Néel [2]. Finally, spintronics studies the spin generation, transport, and
detection aiming at a new type of nanoelectronic devices [3]. We will show in this
text that antiferromagnets represent a favourable class of materials in topological
spintronics research [Šmejkal et al., 2018].

We will focus on two effects - relativistic metal-insulator transition (RMIT) in

Dirac quasiparticle antiferromagnets [Šmejkal et al., 2017b, Šmejkal et al., 2018],
and spontaneous crystal Hall effect (CHE) from collinear antiferromagnetism

[Šmejkal et al., 2019]. Both effects are characterized by an unexpectedly large
magnitude and by spikes in dependencies of the effects on the Néel vector orien-
tation. This opens attractive prospects for both fundamental types of research
of magnetic topological phases and nanoelectronic applications. The RMIT and
associated gigantic intrinsic anisotropic magnetoresistance (AMR) can revolu-
tionize magnetic storage with the possibility of smaller devices, and thus im-
proved integration, and faster readout [Šmejkal and Jungwirth, 2018]. The CHE

[Šmejkal et al., 2019] or Dirac fermions in magnets [Šmejkal et al., 2017a] repre-
sent possible routes towards low dissipation electron and spin transport with high
mobility in the next generation of nanoelectronics materials, or building blocks
of quantum transistors [Šmejkal et al., 2018].

Last 15 years of research of topological phases of matter focused primarily
on nonmagnetic systems which are less difficult to simulate than their magnetic
counterparts. The Hubbard correlations, often arising in magnetic systems, com-
plicate the calculations and are difficult to determine because of typically many
competing magnetic ground-states. Furthermore, to realise the magnetic topolog-
ical phases of matter, it is necessary to study, instead of 230 crystallographic space
groups, the 1651 magnetic space group (MSG)s [Šmejkal and Jungwirth, 2018].
From the common intuition gained from studies of Dirac quasiparticle systems as
graphene, topological insulators, or 3D Dirac semimetals, our prediction of mag-
netic 3D Dirac semimetals is surprising since ferromagnetism always spin-splits
the bands and thus prevents the required spin degeneracy.

The thesis is divided into four thematic chapters. The first two chapters
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investigation not only sheds new light on symmetry breaking mechanisms and
theory of spontaneous Hall effects in general but provides evidence of our effect
in the RuO2 antiferromagnet.

Signatures of both AMR in Mn2Au, and CHE in RuO2 [5] were confirmed in
magnetotransport experiments[Bodnar et al., 2018]. The spectra obtained from
the photoemission experiments on tetragonal CuMnAs [Veis et al., 2018] are con-
sistent with the electronic correlation strength of approximately 3 eV which can
substantially influence also the Dirac fermions in the orthorhombic CuMnAs. Re-
sults presented in this thesis thus provide compelling evidence that antiferromag-
netism represents a favourable magnetic order for exploring and exploiting novel
and technologically relevant magnetic topological phases of matter and spintron-
ics effects. The antiferromagnetic materials and systems studied in this thesis can
find applications ranging from the building blocks of beyond von-Neumann com-
puter architectures, as neuromorphic computers, to more esoteric fundamental
research of dark matter detection [Marsh et al., 2019]. Results presented in this
thesis contributed to establishing a field of topological antiferromagnetic spintron-
ics [Šmejkal et al., 2018].
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1. Topological antiferromagnetic
band theory

”By symmetry we mean the existence of different viewpoints from which the sys-
tem appears the same. It is only slightly overstating the case to say that physics
is the study of symmetry.”

Philip Warren Anderson [6]

Before the 1980s the phases of matter were conventionally classified by the
symmetry breaking paradigm [7]. The discovery of the quantum Hall effect (QHE)
introduced an additional label, the topological index or Chern number of the elec-
tronic wavefunctions [7, 8]. QHE refers to the quantization of the Hall conductiv-
ity in a quasi-2D electron gas in a strong magnetic field. Topology is concerned
with properties of an object preserved under continuous deformations. The con-
ventional spaces in condensed matter physics are the manifolds which are a subset
of topological spaces [9]. Topology in electronic structure can be associated with
robust quasiparticles in energy bands [10]. For instance, the bandstructure of
the trivial insulator can be continuously deformed to the atomic limit, while this
is impossible with the bands of topological insulators. Avoided and unavoided
band crossings were investigated since the very early days of quantum mechanics
[11], and the critical phases of matter existing at the transition between metallic
and insulating state were discussed already in 1970s [12]. In part owing to the
predictions of the intrinsic spin Hall effect [13, 14] and experimental discovery
of graphene [15], many different types of Dirac quasiparticles were predicted and
found in non-magnetic systems in the past 15 years: topological insulators [16],
Dirac and Weyl semimetals [17, 18, 19, 20], higher-order degeneracies with no
high-energy physics counterparts [21], or higher-order topological insulators [22],
to name a few. This invasion of topology into physics was recognized by the 2016
Nobel Prize.

The fundamental science exploration of quantized observables and correspond-
ing low dissipation states are driving the search of novel topological phases of
matter. However, the intrinsic magnetic systems are less investigated, partly due
to the complicated nature of the many-particle and relativistic quantum nature of
the (antiferro)magnetic ordering [23, 24]. In this chapter, we focus on the basic
classification of Dirac quasiparticles in antiferromagnetic solids within a single
particle picture. Such a picture can be useful for understanding energy bands,
their topological characterization and associated spin transport effects in itin-
erant antiferromagnets [25, 26], or in antiferromagnets with localised moments
whose bandstructure is possible to describe within DFT + Hubbard correlation
U approximation. Firstly, we will introduce an antiferromagnetic generalisation
of the Kramers theorem [27, 28]. In the second part of this chapter we will
discuss Berry phases [10, 29, 30, 31, 32] and topological characterization of elec-
tronic states [33, 34, 35, 36], magnetic symmetries [26] and a Dirac quasiparticle
catalogue in antiferromagnets and symmetries of linear response coefficients. In
the last part of the chapter, we will formulate and discuss minimal TB models
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illustrating tunable Dirac quasiparticles in an antiferromagnet, and nodal chains
generating spontaneous Hall conductivity in perfect collinear antiferromagnets.
We will illustrate the role of discrete symmetries (spatial inversion and time re-
versal) in the classification of Dirac quasiparticles and Berry phases on exemplar
band structures. We will show that antiferromagnetism plays a crucial role both
from a fundamental symmetry perspective, as well as from a practical technolog-
ical viewpoint. The former manifests itself, for instance, in the existence of 3D
Dirac antiferromagnets, while 3D Dirac ferromagnetism is prohibited (the energy
bands are Zeeman split). The latter is reflected in the abundance of antiferro-
magnetism in nature when compared to relatively rare ferromagnetism, in the
fast internal THz frequencies of the antiferromagnetic order parameter, robust
intrinsic magnetism, high Néel temperatures and versatility of a wide palate of
reported electronic phases [3, 23, 37, 38]. The results presented in this chapter will
be used to understand our fist principle calculations in real materials discussed
in Chapters 3 and 4, namely in CuMnAs, Mn2Au, RuO2 and CoNb3S6.

1.1 Antiferromagnetic Kramers theorem

Discrete symmetries such as unit-cell and partial unit-cell translation, time rever-
sal, or spatial inversion have profound consequences on electronic structure, the
band splitting, spin polarisations, topological properties of the electronic quasi-
particles, and transport effects.

We start discussing time-reversal T which is an operation which reverses direc-
tion of time in our systems. Time-reversal does not change the position operator
x̂, however, momentum p̂ changes sign under T . Since T [x̂, p̂]T −1 = T iℏT −1 =
−[x̂, p̂] = −iℏ we need to make the time-reversal operator proportional to com-
plex conjugation, in other words antiunitary. In spinless theories, T = K, where
K marks complex conjugation operator [32].

We are interested here in spinfull systems. The T action on the particles
spin S changes its sign, and we define S = ℏ

2
(σx, σy, σz) with the help of Pauli

matrices:

σ1 =

(
0 1
1 0

)
, σ2 =

(
0 −i
i 0

)
, σ3 =

(
1 0
0 −1

)
. (1.1)

The spinfull T thus acquires an operation rotating the spin, and we use a common
convention for choosing the rotation axis along y axis,
mathcalT = e−iπSyK̂ [32]. The square of the operator gives, T 2 = e−i2πSy , where
we have used Eq. (1.1). Rotating twice integer spin particles gives identity, while
rotating twice half-integer spins gives a factor −1. In the half-integer case we can
perform matrix exponentiation [32] to obtain:

T = iσyK. (1.2)

We can verify that our operator squares to −1, as can be demonstrated by Dirac’s
belt trick [39].

Wigner [40] demonstrated that the time-reversal symmetry enforces Kramers
theorem [41]: In systems with an odd number of half-integer spin particles, the
energy levels are at least double degenerate. The proof can be found elsewhere
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[32], and we will focus now on band-degeneracies in Brillouin zones of magnetic
periodic solids which can be labelled by the quantum number: crystal momentum
k. The electronic states in periodic crystal are assigned Bloch wavefunctions,
modulated plane waves delocalised in real space:

ψnk = eik·runk(r), (1.3)

where we have introduced the band index n, and the lattice-periodic wavefunction
part:

unk(r) = unk(r + R), (1.4)

with R being lattice vector. Time reversal changes the sign of the crystal mo-
mentum, the Hamiltonian at k is transformed to the same Hamiltonian at −k

[32] and we obtain for energy:

T Enσ(k) = En−σ(−k). (1.5)

The Hamiltonian is invariant under T at specific points in the Brillouin zone, the
so called time-reversal invariant momentum (TRIM), which we denote G/2, e.g.,
(0, 0, 0), (π, 0, 0), ..., (π, π, π) [42]. The corresponding states have thus in time-
reversal invariant system the same energy due to the Kramers theorem.

Is there a way how to make states Kramers degenerate for arbitrary crystal
momentum? Can we expect Dirac quasiparticle double degenerate dispersion in
certain solids? The answer is yes and we need to realise that we can get help
from another discrete symmetry: spatial inversion P . P transforms spin, crystal
momentum, and energy bands as:

PEnσ(k) = Enσ(−k). (1.6)

We can combine last equation with Eq. (1.5) to obtain that in systems with both
P and T symmetries (centrosymmetric non-magnetic systems), energy bands are
Kramers degenerate [32].

Does this mean that we cannot obtain double degenerate bands over the entire
Brillouin zone in magnetic systems? We will show that also certain antiferromag-
netic systems can have double degenerate bands everywhere in the Brillouin zone
and we will formulate a generalised Kramers theorem [27].

Theorem 1: Generalized Kramers.

In antiferromagnetic systems with P ◦ T or P and T t symmetries and
in non-magnetic systems with P and T symmetries the energy bands are
Kramers spin degenerate for arbitrary momentum.

Proof. Let us consider a wavefunction ψk with energy Ek. Since PT is a
symmetry of the Hamiltonian, the two operators commute. Consequently

Hkϕk = HkPT ψk = EkPT ψk = Ekϕk. (1.7)

This means that the PT transformed state with a wafunction ϕk = PT ψk is also
an eigenstate of the Hamiltonian. PT is antiunitary, (PT )2 = −1 making the
PT partner states,

(ϕk, ψk) = (PT ϕk, PT ψk) = (PT )2 (ϕk, ψk) = −(ϕk, ψk), (1.8)
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We substitute the ansatz (1.10) into the time-dependent Schrödinger equation
and we obtain:

0 = ċ(t)♣n(t)⟩ + c(t)♣ṅ(t)⟩. (1.12)

By applying ⟨n(t)♣ from the left side of the last equation we get [10]:

ċ(t) = ic(t) ⟨n(t)♣i∂tn(t)⟩ . (1.13)

The last equation has a solution, c(t) = eiϕ(t), and we have thus obtained the
additional factor called the Berry phase:

ϕ(t) =
∫ t

0
An (t′) dt′, (1.14)

where
An(t) = ⟨n(t)♣i∂tn(t)⟩ (1.15)

is the Berry connection. We can change variables by applying the time-derivative
chain rule on ∂t♣n(Λ(t))⟩ to obtain:

ϕ(t) =
∫ λ(t)

λ(0)
An(λ)dλ, (1.16)

where the transformed Berry connection An(λ) = ⟨n(λ)♣i∂λn(λ)⟩. As long as the
dynamics is adiabatic the Berry phase does not depend on the rate at which the
path was travelled through but instead depends only on the path in the parameter
space, and sometimes is called geometrical phase [10, 32, 45].

In the adiabatic approximation, the Hamiltonian variation with the parame-
ters is small enough such that the Hamiltonian remains in the (non-degenerate)
eigenstate during the evolution. This adiabatic condition for a vanishingly small
probability of the transition of state n into a different state m can be estimated
by the adiabatic perturbation theory (related to the Steinheimer formula[10]) to
be [45]:

ℏ♣⟨m♣Ḣ♣n⟩♣ ≪ ♣Em − En♣2 . (1.17)

Under this assumption, the system returns into its initial state after cyclic evo-
lution in the parameter space.

Stokes theorem. The cyclic Berry phase can be expressed with the help of
the Stokes theorem[46] as:

ϕ =
∮

δS
A · dλ =

∫

S
Ωµνdsµ ∧ dsν , (1.18)

where the the second integral is over N dimensional space S with the element
dsµ ∧ dsν (the wedge product marks in differential geometry higher-dimensional
generalisation of the vector product in the context of manifolds and form inte-
grations), while the first integral is over the N − 1 dimensional boundary, δS.
Furthermore, we introduce the Berry curvature:

Ωµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ = −2 Im ⟨∂µn♣∂νn⟩ (1.19)

as an antisymmetric real second-rank tensor. In three-dimensional parameter
spaces, e.g. crystal momentum, we can take advantage of the pseudovector nota-
tion:

Ω = − Im ⟨∇λn♣ × ♣∇λn⟩ , (1.20)
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e.g. Ωz ≡ Ωxy = −2 Im ⟨∂xn♣∂yn⟩. This motivates the analogy of the Berry
connection A(Λ), and Berry curvature Ω(Λ) with the electromagnetic field vector
potential A(R) and magnetic field B(R) = ∇ × A(R) in real space. While the
potentials (Berry connection) are gauge-dependent, the fields (Berry curvature)
are gauge independent since the ∇× operations removed it. We will discuss gauge
dependence of the multiband formulation of Berry curvature in the next section
[10].

Berry curvatures and Chern numbers in the crystal mo-
mentum space

So far we have discussed the generic space of parameters Λ. We will illustrate
now that we can apply this formalism to periodic Brillouin zone wavevectors,
aka crystal momentum torus. The crystal momentum parameter space is unique
since it represents internal parameters of the systems, in contrast to external
parameters such as magnetic fields [31]. The built-in periodicity is very appealing
since a finite Berry phase is accumulated when the state is driven by an external
perturbation (e.g. electric field) to vary through the entire Brillouin zone. Since
inner products of Bloch wavefunctions (1.3) are ill defined due to the averaging
[10], we will use the well-behaving cell-periodic parts of the Bloch functions (1.4)
and we will label the states of a solid correspondingly ♣un(k)⟩. The Berry phase
of nth band reads:

ϕn =
∮

An(k) · dk (1.21)

with crystal momentum Berry connection:

Anµ(k) = ⟨unk♣i∂µunk⟩ . (1.22)

The Berry curvature in the crystal momentum space takes the form:

Ωn,µν(k) = ∂µAnν(k) − ∂νAnµ(k) = −2 Im ⟨∂µunk♣∂νunk⟩ . (1.23)

We can transform this formula by inserting quantum unity decomposition of the
Hamiltonian, ⟨n′♣∇n⟩ = ⟨n′♣∇H♣n⟩

En−En′
, to the form

Ωn,µν(k) = i
∑

n′ ̸=n

⟨n ♣(∂H/∂kµ)♣ n′⟩ ⟨n′ ♣(∂H/∂kν)♣ n⟩ − (ν ↔ µ)

(εn − εn′)2 . (1.24)

This formula is useful in numerical implementations, when we want to circumvent
the numerical derivative of the rapidly oscillating Bloch functions. Instead, we
evaluate in Eq. (1.24) the derivative of the Hamiltonian.

Chern number. Two-dimensional Brillouin zone has a topology of a torus.
The Berry curvature integrated over a two-dimensional torus takes a 2π quantized
value [10, 33], ∫

BZ
Ωn,µνd2k = 2πCn, (1.25)

where Cn is a Chern number. This equation represents a specific two-dimensional
case of a general mathematical Chern formula proven in any even dimension [10]
and it is also sometimes called the TKKN formula [33]. The two-dimensional
manifold can be, for instance, a Brillouin zone in the quantum (anomalous) Hall
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system where the Chern number corresponds to the observable Hall conductiv-
ity [47], or spherical surface around three dimensional sphere surrounding Weyl
points [32, 48]. Chern number is an example of the topological invariant, a quan-
tity which can be ascribed to bandstructure quasiparticles which does not change
upon smooth transformation of the Hamiltonian. Various generalizations of the
Chern number were introduced to describe topological quasiparticles in materi-
als, example being the crystalline Chern number and its analogy can be used
in Dirac quasiparticle antiferromagnets [27, 28, 49, 50]. We have gauge freedom
to transform the Bloch functions as ũnk = eiα(k)unk, and the Berry connection
depends on the gauge as:

Ãn(k) = An(k) + ∇kβ(k). (1.26)

In contrast, Chern numbers are invariant under gauge transformations.
Multiband Berry phase and curvature. So far we have explicitly or im-

plicitly considered isolated energy bands, however, the concept of Berry curvature
and Chern numbers can be straightforwardly generalised to multiband systems
[51, 52, 53, 54]. Multiband cases arise commonly in the metallic system where
the bands can be entangled in a complicated way and we will describe a nu-
merical method to calculate the multiband Berry curvature in antiferromagnetic
metals from first principles in Chapter 2. Multiband Berry curvatures are called
also sometimes nonabelian or noncommutative since the matrices in multiband
cases are not diagonal and do not commute in general and thus form nonabelian
symmetry groups. The Berry connection generalises to the expression [10, 48]:

Amn,α = i ⟨umk ♣∂α♣ unk⟩ . (1.27)

The corresponding multiband Berry curvature can be written in the covariant
form [48, 55]:

Fmn,µν = Ωmn,µν − i [Aµ, Aν ]mn , (1.28)

where:
Ωmn,µν(k) = ∂µAmn,ν(k) − ∂νAmn,µ(k)

= i ⟨∂µumk♣∂νunk⟩ − i ⟨∂νumk♣∂µunk⟩ .
(1.29)

By a covariant form we mean here that the Berry curvature is in gauge-covariant
form as it was in the single band case. This property is not recovered for the
naive generalisation of the single band Berry curvature given by Eq. (1.29). This
procedure is required since the physical quantities of interest which we calculate
from the Berry curvature ought to be gauge-invariant [10].

The observable quantities which can be expressed in terms of Berry phases
and also can take quantized values are e.g. polarization, Hall conductivity, and
magnetoelectric polarisability [22]. The Hall conductivity can be expressed in the
differential geometry form [33, 54, 56]:

σµν = − e2

2πh

∫

BZ
Tr[dA + iA ∧ A], (1.30)

where A refers to the Berry connection, for the sake of brevity we have dropped
the momentum and band indices, and the integral is taken over the entire Brillouin
zone (BZ). We will describe the numerical calculation of the Hall conductivity
from first principles in Chapter 2.
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2. The spatial inversion symmetry transforms Berry curvature as:

PΩ(k) = Ω(−k), (1.33)

and we illustrate this Berry curvature property on the centrosymmetric
Haldane model [62] in Fig. 1.2(b).

3. If both P and T , or more generally only the combined P ◦T are present, the
Berry curvature vanishes identically. Exemplar systems include the Dirac
quasiparticle antiferromagnets (CuMnAs, Mn2Au).

4. The spatial unitary and antiunitary symmetries operate as [63]:

MyΩ(k) = (−Ωx, Ωy, −Ωz)(kx, −ky, kz),

C2yΩ(k) = (−Ωx, Ωy, −Ωz)(−kx, ky, −kz),

T MxΩ(k) = (−Ωx, Ωy, Ωz)(kx, −ky, −kz),

T C2xΩ(k) = (−Ωx, Ωy, Ωz)(−kx, ky, kz).

Analogical symmetry transformations can be obtained for symmetries de-
rived from the three-fold, four-fold and six-fold rotations [63].

In Fig. 1.2(c-d) we demonstrate a Haldane model with broken both P and
T and preserved three-fold rotation. While panel (c) illustrates a Chern number
equal to zero, panel (d) corresponds to a nonzero Chern number and a quantum
anomalous Hall state, as we will explore in greater detail in Section 1.5 on TB
models.

Numerical evaluation. Numerically we will evaluate Berry curvatures on
finite meshes and thus let us consider state vectors ♣un⟩ discretized along the
closed loop. Berry phase can be written as:

ϕ = − Im ln [⟨u0♣u1⟩ ⟨u1♣u2⟩ . . . ⟨uN−1♣u0⟩] (1.34)

Here we use the expression for a phase of a complex number [10] and we consider N
state vectors ⟨ui−1♣ui⟩ with i = 0, ..., N −1. We can rotate for each state vector its
phase, perform gauge transformations, and since expression (1.34) contains always
a pair of bra and ket, the local phase factors out and do not affect the value of
the Berry phase. This illustrates that the Berry phase measures how the relative
phase ⟨ui−1♣ui⟩ varies along the loop. The Berry phase has also an interpretation
in differential geometry as an anholonomy angle, loosely corresponding to the
choice of the local basis aligned as possible with its neighbours [10, 45].

The expression used in numerical calculations on minimal models [64] can be
obtained from the discretized formula:

ϕ = −
∑

i

Im ln det M (Λi,Λi+1) = − Im ln
∏

i

det M (Λi,Λi+1), (1.35)

where M is Nb × Nb matrix:

M (Λi,Λi+1)
mn =

⟨
u(Λi)

m ♣u(Λi+1)
n

⟩
(1.36)

where Λ are closely spaced discretized points in the parameter space. The Berry
phase is calculated around each small plaquette with vertices Λi.
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The continuous limit of the discretized formula can be also used to illustrate
the interference nature of the Berry phase and its short memory. We can take
continuous limit as:

ln ⟨uλ♣uλ+dλ⟩ = ln

⨀
uλ

\\\\\

(
♣uλ⟩ + dλ

d ♣uλ⟩
dλ

+ · · ·
)

= ln (1 + dλ ⟨uλ♣∂λuλ⟩ + · · · )

= dλ ⟨uλ♣∂λuλ⟩ + · · ·

(1.37)

where in the last equality we neglect terms higher than second-order in dΛ. We
obtain

ϕ = − Im
∮

⟨uλ♣∂λuλ⟩ dλ =
∮

⟨uλ♣∂λiuλ⟩ dλ, (1.38)

where we have used the fact that the integrand in the first equality is purely
imaginary and corresponds to the Berry connection (potential). By considering
only lower order terms in the adiabatic perturbation theory, the time evolved
eigenstates have short memory of the path in history [10]. Despite the common
intuition prevailing till the 1980s that in quantum mechanics only probabilities
and thus squares of wavefunctions matter and not the phases, the latter can be
important in interference phenomena. An example of such a coherence effect is the
Berry phase arising from spin-split energy bands in the crystal momentum space
in magnetic solids which produces an intrinsic contribution to the spontaneous
Hall effect [51, 65]. We will investigate an unanticipated symmetry breaking
mechanism, the crystal Hall effect, and evaluate its Berry phase contribution in
Chapter 4.

1.3 Magnetic symmetry groups and classifica-

tion of Dirac quasiparticles

Introduction of the antiunitary, time-reversal operator T leads to the four types
of MSGs [26]. The ordinary 230 (Type I, colourless) space groups are labelled
by G. In addition, we have three new types of MSG. The type II MSGs (grey) is
defined by:

G ′ = G + T G. (1.39)

The type-II MSG is thus obtained by adding the T operation to the type-I sym-
metry group and we have thus also 230 of them.

A type III, black-and-white MSGs is constructed as:

MIII = H + T (G − H) , (1.40)

where H is a halving subgroup of G and G − H contains no pure translations.
There is in total of 674 MSGs of type-III. The type-III MSGs have the same
size of the Brillouin zone in the non-magnetic and magnetic state and all the
important real materials studied in this thesis belong to this class. We illustrate
an example of PT symmetric antiferromagnetic tetragonal crystal CuMnAs in
Fig. 1.3(a).

The last, fourth type of MSGs is based on black-and-white Bravais lattices.
The black-and-white lattice is formed by introducing a second lattice site gener-
ated by the combination of nontrivial translation t and time reversal T operations.
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is extended by two symbols. First, a prime remarks antiunitary operation, e.g.,
m′ refers to mirror plane combined with time reversal. Second, the potential
subscripts indicate the magnetic Bravais lattice in the type-IV MSGs. Formally,
the band degeneracies can be obtained by analysing little groups in crystal mo-
mentum space defined as:

Gk ≡ ¶g ∈ G♣gk ≡ k♢. (1.42)

Here the crystal momentum vector is defined modulo reciprocal lattice vector and
the translation acts trivially in momentum space. We find a n-fold degeneracy
if the little group irreducible corepresentation at given k is n-dimensional. Irre-
ducible means that the representation cannot be further decomposed into a direct
sum of representations. Corepresentation refers to a group representation with
antiunitary elements. The non-magnetic degeneracies can be found by using the
Bilbao Crystallographic server and were recently enumerated [21]. Because of the
additional crystalline symmetries, solids can host higher-order degeneracies not
available in high energy physics, e.g. 3, 6, and 8-fold degeneracies.

The magnetic degeneracies can be found by analysing the tables [67] of re-
maining 1191 MSGs of type-III and IV as described in Ref.[24]. For the type-III
MSG MIII, also the corresponding G, G ′, and H poses the same Brillouin zone,
and G ′ has more symmetries than G. One can scan tables of type-III MPGs with
the numerical index starting with the non-magnetic G ′ symmetry groups with
degeneracies. Instead of 3-, 6-, and 8-fold degeneracies listed in [24], we focus
here on type-III MSGs and 2-fold (Weyl), or 4-fold (Dirac) quasiparticles which
seem to be more common in spin-orbit torque (tetragonality) or spontaneous Hall
effect (low symmetry) systems.

When we strip partial unit cell translation we obtain MPG which are useful
for obtaining the symmetry of the spatially averaged linear response coefficients,
or Berry curvature. The type-I (colourless) MPGs are the usual point groups
marked G, they do not contain T at all, and there are 32 of them. Type-II
(grey) MPGs are the direct product M = G + T EG, where E is the identity
operator. They contain explicitly T and there are 32 of them. Type-III (black
and white) MPGs are constructed as M = G+AG, where A = T R, is antiunitary
symmetry combining time-reversal and crystalline symmetry and does not belong
to G. There exist 58 MPGs of type-III. There are in total 22 MPGs with P , and
22 with PT [68].

The energy bands can be expanded around the band-touching points and
their topological character can be classified based on the ten-fold-way studied
also for random matrices [34, 69]. Analysis of the action of internal symmetries:
chiral X (sublattice symmetry X −1H(k)X = −H(k) is not spatial inversion),
time-reversal T , and particle-hole C symmetries leads to the periodic table of
topological insulators with 10 different classes. For our topological antiferromag-
netic spintronics effects are rather relevant time-reversal T , spatial inversion P ,
and crystalline unitary and antiunitary symmetries R and A = T R. We focus
on catalogue and classification in terms of these symmetries.

Dirac quasiparticle classification

Dirac quasiparticle energy bands require PT invariant solid with two double
degenerate bands separated from the rest of the band structure. When we choose
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T = iσyK (see Section 1.1), we have three possibilities of choosing the P operator:
±τ0, ±τx and ±τz, where τ are Pauli matrices referring to the orbital degree of
freedom, and σ are Pauli matrices referring to (pseudo)spin degree of freedom.
In Tab. 1.1 we derive all PT allowed representations for the basis matrices, and
one can easily check that the listed Γ matrices commute with the PT symmetry
operator.

P Allowed Γj dj(k), d5(k) Realization

±τ0 τx, σxτy, σyτy, σzτy, τz dj(k) = −dj(−k),d5(k) = d5(−k) CuMnAs[28]

±τx τx, τy, σxτz, σyτz, σzτz dj(k) = dj(−k),d5(k) = d5(−k) Models

±τz τy, σzτx, σxτx, σyτx,τz dj(k) = −dj(−k),d5(k) = d5(−k) EuCd2As2[70]

Table 1.1: We choose T = iσyK allowing the three different representation of
spatial inversion P . dj(k) are coefficients in front of Γ matrices in the expansion
of Hamiltonian in Eq. (1.43).

The choice of basis has physical meaning in solids. For instance P = τz

swaps orbitals, and the Pauli matrices σ can refer not only to physical spin but
also to pseudospin. An example is a graphene, where the P = τz swaps the
two orbitals and pseudospin is a sublattice degree of freedom or valley degree
of freedom. The form of P operator also constraints the odd/even character of
expansion coefficients under swapping the direction of the crystal momentum [59].
We see in Tab. 1.1 that the PT symmetry reduces the number of independent
basis Gamma matrices Γ from 16 to 6 (5 excluding unit matrix) [36], and the
corresponding Dirac Hamiltonian can be written as:

H(k) =
5∑

j=0

dj(k)Γj, (1.43)

where dj(k) are functions of crystal momentum. This Hamiltonian can be diag-
onalized analytically:

E±(k) = d0(k) ±
√

5∑

j=1

d2
j(k). (1.44)

The 3D Dirac quasiparticles are in general massive since it is generically impos-
sible to tune simultaneously five functions dj(k) to zero by varying just three
components of the crystal momentum k. Additional crystalline and magnetic
symmetries can do the job of protecting crossing for us as we will show later on
our models and realistic crystal potentials of CuMnAs in Chapter 3.

Depending on the set of symmetries we can distinguish different types of
massive and massless Dirac quasiparticle in non-magnets and antiferromagnets.
(We emphasize that as we have seen in the Antiferromagnetic Kramers theorem
section 1.1, ferromagnetic 3D Dirac quasiparticles cannot be realised.) We can
group the Dirac quasiparticles based on (i) the type of discrete PT symmetries
depending on the MSG, (ii) the dimensionality and mass of the band crossing
(nodal points vs nodal lines and topological metal vs insulator), and finally (iii)
the stable accidental band-crossing at high symmetry lines, or Kramers band
crossings at TRIMs.
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We start by discussing the first classification. There are 22 out of 122 MPGs
with the PT symmetry. We distinguish three types of Dirac quasiparticles de-
pending on the type of the MSG operation protecting the Kramers theorem (see
section 1.1 of this chapter) and we list the material candidates in Tab. 1.1.

1. Non-magnetic Dirac quasiparticles. When the system hosts both P
and T symmetries it belongs to the Type-II MSG. Examples are the non-
magnetic Dirac semimetals Na3Bi,or Cd3As2. Massive Dirac quasiparticles
of this type are also found in Bi2Se3 type topological insulators with two-
dimensional massless Dirac surface states.

2. Magnetoelectric antiferromagnetic Dirac quasiparticles. When
both P and T symmetries are broken on their own, but their combina-
tion PT is preserved, the system belongs to the Type III MSG, and is also
compatible with magnetoelectric response. Examples are massless Dirac
semimetal CuMnAs [27], or massive dynamical axion insulator candidates,
Fe-doped Bi2Se3 [60].

3. Non-symmorphic antiferromagnetic Dirac quasiparticles. For cen-
trosymmetric systems with antiferromagnetic lattices connected via non-
symmorphic T t symmetry, where t is partial-magnetic-unit cell translation,
we obtain MSG of Type-IV. We show in Fig. 1.3(b) an illustrative antiferro-
magnet EuCd2As2. Also antiferromagnetic topological insulator MnBi2Te4

belong to this class.

To ensure the stable accidental band-crossing, the expression under the square
root in Eq. (1.44) must vanish [36, 71]. We can reduce the number of free func-
tions to three by additional crystalline symmetries, which can further reduce
the number of Γ matrices in the Hamiltonian (1.43). Depending on additional
symmetries we can obtain distinct topological antiferromagnetic phases:

• Dynamical axion insulator antiferromagnet. If we have broken in-
version and time-reversal symmetries on their own while their combination
is still preserved we can obtain dynamical axion insulator antiferromagnet.
The Hamiltonian can be obtained from the Hamiltonian of Bi2Se3 topolog-
ical insulator by introducing Fe doping (which can randomly substitute Bi-
sites [59] and thus preserving on average the PT symmetry) which tends for
certain concentration to order antiferromagnetically. We have shown that
coupling of these Dirac quasiparticles with antiferromagnetic fluctuations
[59] can be useful for the detection of axion dark matter [60].

• (Antiferromagnetic) topological insulator. If we have in addition P
and T t (or possibly other effective T symmetries [72, 73]) preserved on
their own, we can obtain Dirac quasiparticle surface states on a bulk anti-
ferromagnetic insulator [74, 75].

• Dirac semimetal antiferromagnet. Finally, the Néel vector provides in
principle two tunable parameters in the Gamma matrices expansion in ad-
dition to crystal momenta. We can thus expect that for certain orientation
of the Néel vector, the antiferromagnetic systems will host crystalline sym-
metry which will prevent hybridization at the four-fold Dirac crossing. We
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have found minimal model describing this situation and a realistic material
candidate CuMnAs, which we will describe in Chapter 3 of the theses. The
Dirac fermions are in this material protected by the non-symmorphic screw
rotational symmetry.
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+
<latexit sha1_base64="2dpEPWCyjsJo+x+t90/+bdH92hI=">AAAB6HicdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMgCMtujCa5Bb14TMA8IFnC7GQ2GTP7YGZWCEu+wIsHRbz6Sd78G2eTFVS0oKGo6qa7y404k8qyPozcyura+kZ+s7C1vbO7V9w/6MgwFoS2SchD0XOxpJwFtK2Y4rQXCYp9l9OuO71O/e49FZKFwa2aRdTx8ThgHiNYaal1NiyWLLNeq9Yrl8gyrQVSUrZr5xfIzpQSZGgOi++DUUhinwaKcCxl37Yi5SRYKEY4nRcGsaQRJlM8pn1NA+xT6SSLQ+foRCsj5IVCV6DQQv0+kWBfypnv6k4fq4n87aXiX14/Vl7NSVgQxYoGZLnIizlSIUq/RiMmKFF8pgkmgulbEZlggYnS2RR0CF+fov9Jp2zalmm3KqXGVRZHHo7gGE7Bhio04Aaa0AYCFB7gCZ6NO+PReDFel605I5s5hB8w3j4BzBOM7Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2dpEPWCyjsJo+x+t90/+bdH92hI=">AAAB6HicdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMgCMtujCa5Bb14TMA8IFnC7GQ2GTP7YGZWCEu+wIsHRbz6Sd78G2eTFVS0oKGo6qa7y404k8qyPozcyura+kZ+s7C1vbO7V9w/6MgwFoS2SchD0XOxpJwFtK2Y4rQXCYp9l9OuO71O/e49FZKFwa2aRdTx8ThgHiNYaal1NiyWLLNeq9Yrl8gyrQVSUrZr5xfIzpQSZGgOi++DUUhinwaKcCxl37Yi5SRYKEY4nRcGsaQRJlM8pn1NA+xT6SSLQ+foRCsj5IVCV6DQQv0+kWBfypnv6k4fq4n87aXiX14/Vl7NSVgQxYoGZLnIizlSIUq/RiMmKFF8pgkmgulbEZlggYnS2RR0CF+fov9Jp2zalmm3KqXGVRZHHo7gGE7Bhio04Aaa0AYCFB7gCZ6NO+PReDFel605I5s5hB8w3j4BzBOM7Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2dpEPWCyjsJo+x+t90/+bdH92hI=">AAAB6HicdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMgCMtujCa5Bb14TMA8IFnC7GQ2GTP7YGZWCEu+wIsHRbz6Sd78G2eTFVS0oKGo6qa7y404k8qyPozcyura+kZ+s7C1vbO7V9w/6MgwFoS2SchD0XOxpJwFtK2Y4rQXCYp9l9OuO71O/e49FZKFwa2aRdTx8ThgHiNYaal1NiyWLLNeq9Yrl8gyrQVSUrZr5xfIzpQSZGgOi++DUUhinwaKcCxl37Yi5SRYKEY4nRcGsaQRJlM8pn1NA+xT6SSLQ+foRCsj5IVCV6DQQv0+kWBfypnv6k4fq4n87aXiX14/Vl7NSVgQxYoGZLnIizlSIUq/RiMmKFF8pgkmgulbEZlggYnS2RR0CF+fov9Jp2zalmm3KqXGVRZHHo7gGE7Bhio04Aaa0AYCFB7gCZ6NO+PReDFel605I5s5hB8w3j4BzBOM7Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2dpEPWCyjsJo+x+t90/+bdH92hI=">AAAB6HicdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMgCMtujCa5Bb14TMA8IFnC7GQ2GTP7YGZWCEu+wIsHRbz6Sd78G2eTFVS0oKGo6qa7y404k8qyPozcyura+kZ+s7C1vbO7V9w/6MgwFoS2SchD0XOxpJwFtK2Y4rQXCYp9l9OuO71O/e49FZKFwa2aRdTx8ThgHiNYaal1NiyWLLNeq9Yrl8gyrQVSUrZr5xfIzpQSZGgOi++DUUhinwaKcCxl37Yi5SRYKEY4nRcGsaQRJlM8pn1NA+xT6SSLQ+foRCsj5IVCV6DQQv0+kWBfypnv6k4fq4n87aXiX14/Vl7NSVgQxYoGZLnIizlSIUq/RiMmKFF8pgkmgulbEZlggYnS2RR0CF+fov9Jp2zalmm3KqXGVRZHHo7gGE7Bhio04Aaa0AYCFB7gCZ6NO+PReDFel605I5s5hB8w3j4BzBOM7Q==</latexit>

−
<latexit sha1_base64="uOqN9FDCslgS5pxJhhZL9kovAqQ=">AAAB6HicdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBC8GHajEnMLevGYgHlAsoTZSW8yZvbBzKwQlnyBFw+KePWTvPk3TpIVVLSgoajqprvLiwVX2rY/rKXlldW19dxGfnNre2e3sLffUlEiGTZZJCLZ8ahCwUNsaq4FdmKJNPAEtr3x9cxv36NUPApv9SRGN6DDkPucUW2kxmm/ULRL9sVZ1S4TQ+YwpFquVB2HOJlShAz1fuG9N4hYEmComaBKdR071m5KpeZM4DTfSxTGlI3pELuGhjRA5abzQ6fk2CgD4kfSVKjJXP0+kdJAqUngmc6A6pH67c3Ev7xuov1LN+VhnGgM2WKRnwiiIzL7mgy4RKbFxBDKJDe3EjaikjJtssmbEL4+Jf+TVrnk2CWncV6sXWVx5OAQjuAEHKhADW6gDk1ggPAAT/Bs3VmP1ov1umhdsrKZA/gB6+0Tub+M4Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="uOqN9FDCslgS5pxJhhZL9kovAqQ=">AAAB6HicdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBC8GHajEnMLevGYgHlAsoTZSW8yZvbBzKwQlnyBFw+KePWTvPk3TpIVVLSgoajqprvLiwVX2rY/rKXlldW19dxGfnNre2e3sLffUlEiGTZZJCLZ8ahCwUNsaq4FdmKJNPAEtr3x9cxv36NUPApv9SRGN6DDkPucUW2kxmm/ULRL9sVZ1S4TQ+YwpFquVB2HOJlShAz1fuG9N4hYEmComaBKdR071m5KpeZM4DTfSxTGlI3pELuGhjRA5abzQ6fk2CgD4kfSVKjJXP0+kdJAqUngmc6A6pH67c3Ev7xuov1LN+VhnGgM2WKRnwiiIzL7mgy4RKbFxBDKJDe3EjaikjJtssmbEL4+Jf+TVrnk2CWncV6sXWVx5OAQjuAEHKhADW6gDk1ggPAAT/Bs3VmP1ov1umhdsrKZA/gB6+0Tub+M4Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="uOqN9FDCslgS5pxJhhZL9kovAqQ=">AAAB6HicdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBC8GHajEnMLevGYgHlAsoTZSW8yZvbBzKwQlnyBFw+KePWTvPk3TpIVVLSgoajqprvLiwVX2rY/rKXlldW19dxGfnNre2e3sLffUlEiGTZZJCLZ8ahCwUNsaq4FdmKJNPAEtr3x9cxv36NUPApv9SRGN6DDkPucUW2kxmm/ULRL9sVZ1S4TQ+YwpFquVB2HOJlShAz1fuG9N4hYEmComaBKdR071m5KpeZM4DTfSxTGlI3pELuGhjRA5abzQ6fk2CgD4kfSVKjJXP0+kdJAqUngmc6A6pH67c3Ev7xuov1LN+VhnGgM2WKRnwiiIzL7mgy4RKbFxBDKJDe3EjaikjJtssmbEL4+Jf+TVrnk2CWncV6sXWVx5OAQjuAEHKhADW6gDk1ggPAAT/Bs3VmP1ov1umhdsrKZA/gB6+0Tub+M4Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="uOqN9FDCslgS5pxJhhZL9kovAqQ=">AAAB6HicdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBC8GHajEnMLevGYgHlAsoTZSW8yZvbBzKwQlnyBFw+KePWTvPk3TpIVVLSgoajqprvLiwVX2rY/rKXlldW19dxGfnNre2e3sLffUlEiGTZZJCLZ8ahCwUNsaq4FdmKJNPAEtr3x9cxv36NUPApv9SRGN6DDkPucUW2kxmm/ULRL9sVZ1S4TQ+YwpFquVB2HOJlShAz1fuG9N4hYEmComaBKdR071m5KpeZM4DTfSxTGlI3pELuGhjRA5abzQ6fk2CgD4kfSVKjJXP0+kdJAqUngmc6A6pH67c3Ev7xuov1LN+VhnGgM2WKRnwiiIzL7mgy4RKbFxBDKJDe3EjaikjJtssmbEL4+Jf+TVrnk2CWncV6sXWVx5OAQjuAEHKhADW6gDk1ggPAAT/Bs3VmP1ov1umhdsrKZA/gB6+0Tub+M4Q==</latexit>
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+
<latexit sha1_base64="2dpEPWCyjsJo+x+t90/+bdH92hI=">AAAB6HicdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMgCMtujCa5Bb14TMA8IFnC7GQ2GTP7YGZWCEu+wIsHRbz6Sd78G2eTFVS0oKGo6qa7y404k8qyPozcyura+kZ+s7C1vbO7V9w/6MgwFoS2SchD0XOxpJwFtK2Y4rQXCYp9l9OuO71O/e49FZKFwa2aRdTx8ThgHiNYaal1NiyWLLNeq9Yrl8gyrQVSUrZr5xfIzpQSZGgOi++DUUhinwaKcCxl37Yi5SRYKEY4nRcGsaQRJlM8pn1NA+xT6SSLQ+foRCsj5IVCV6DQQv0+kWBfypnv6k4fq4n87aXiX14/Vl7NSVgQxYoGZLnIizlSIUq/RiMmKFF8pgkmgulbEZlggYnS2RR0CF+fov9Jp2zalmm3KqXGVRZHHo7gGE7Bhio04Aaa0AYCFB7gCZ6NO+PReDFel605I5s5hB8w3j4BzBOM7Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2dpEPWCyjsJo+x+t90/+bdH92hI=">AAAB6HicdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMgCMtujCa5Bb14TMA8IFnC7GQ2GTP7YGZWCEu+wIsHRbz6Sd78G2eTFVS0oKGo6qa7y404k8qyPozcyura+kZ+s7C1vbO7V9w/6MgwFoS2SchD0XOxpJwFtK2Y4rQXCYp9l9OuO71O/e49FZKFwa2aRdTx8ThgHiNYaal1NiyWLLNeq9Yrl8gyrQVSUrZr5xfIzpQSZGgOi++DUUhinwaKcCxl37Yi5SRYKEY4nRcGsaQRJlM8pn1NA+xT6SSLQ+foRCsj5IVCV6DQQv0+kWBfypnv6k4fq4n87aXiX14/Vl7NSVgQxYoGZLnIizlSIUq/RiMmKFF8pgkmgulbEZlggYnS2RR0CF+fov9Jp2zalmm3KqXGVRZHHo7gGE7Bhio04Aaa0AYCFB7gCZ6NO+PReDFel605I5s5hB8w3j4BzBOM7Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2dpEPWCyjsJo+x+t90/+bdH92hI=">AAAB6HicdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMgCMtujCa5Bb14TMA8IFnC7GQ2GTP7YGZWCEu+wIsHRbz6Sd78G2eTFVS0oKGo6qa7y404k8qyPozcyura+kZ+s7C1vbO7V9w/6MgwFoS2SchD0XOxpJwFtK2Y4rQXCYp9l9OuO71O/e49FZKFwa2aRdTx8ThgHiNYaal1NiyWLLNeq9Yrl8gyrQVSUrZr5xfIzpQSZGgOi++DUUhinwaKcCxl37Yi5SRYKEY4nRcGsaQRJlM8pn1NA+xT6SSLQ+foRCsj5IVCV6DQQv0+kWBfypnv6k4fq4n87aXiX14/Vl7NSVgQxYoGZLnIizlSIUq/RiMmKFF8pgkmgulbEZlggYnS2RR0CF+fov9Jp2zalmm3KqXGVRZHHo7gGE7Bhio04Aaa0AYCFB7gCZ6NO+PReDFel605I5s5hB8w3j4BzBOM7Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2dpEPWCyjsJo+x+t90/+bdH92hI=">AAAB6HicdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMgCMtujCa5Bb14TMA8IFnC7GQ2GTP7YGZWCEu+wIsHRbz6Sd78G2eTFVS0oKGo6qa7y404k8qyPozcyura+kZ+s7C1vbO7V9w/6MgwFoS2SchD0XOxpJwFtK2Y4rQXCYp9l9OuO71O/e49FZKFwa2aRdTx8ThgHiNYaal1NiyWLLNeq9Yrl8gyrQVSUrZr5xfIzpQSZGgOi++DUUhinwaKcCxl37Yi5SRYKEY4nRcGsaQRJlM8pn1NA+xT6SSLQ+foRCsj5IVCV6DQQv0+kWBfypnv6k4fq4n87aXiX14/Vl7NSVgQxYoGZLnIizlSIUq/RiMmKFF8pgkmgulbEZlggYnS2RR0CF+fov9Jp2zalmm3KqXGVRZHHo7gGE7Bhio04Aaa0AYCFB7gCZ6NO+PReDFel605I5s5hB8w3j4BzBOM7Q==</latexit>

−
<latexit sha1_base64="uOqN9FDCslgS5pxJhhZL9kovAqQ=">AAAB6HicdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBC8GHajEnMLevGYgHlAsoTZSW8yZvbBzKwQlnyBFw+KePWTvPk3TpIVVLSgoajqprvLiwVX2rY/rKXlldW19dxGfnNre2e3sLffUlEiGTZZJCLZ8ahCwUNsaq4FdmKJNPAEtr3x9cxv36NUPApv9SRGN6DDkPucUW2kxmm/ULRL9sVZ1S4TQ+YwpFquVB2HOJlShAz1fuG9N4hYEmComaBKdR071m5KpeZM4DTfSxTGlI3pELuGhjRA5abzQ6fk2CgD4kfSVKjJXP0+kdJAqUngmc6A6pH67c3Ev7xuov1LN+VhnGgM2WKRnwiiIzL7mgy4RKbFxBDKJDe3EjaikjJtssmbEL4+Jf+TVrnk2CWncV6sXWVx5OAQjuAEHKhADW6gDk1ggPAAT/Bs3VmP1ov1umhdsrKZA/gB6+0Tub+M4Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="uOqN9FDCslgS5pxJhhZL9kovAqQ=">AAAB6HicdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBC8GHajEnMLevGYgHlAsoTZSW8yZvbBzKwQlnyBFw+KePWTvPk3TpIVVLSgoajqprvLiwVX2rY/rKXlldW19dxGfnNre2e3sLffUlEiGTZZJCLZ8ahCwUNsaq4FdmKJNPAEtr3x9cxv36NUPApv9SRGN6DDkPucUW2kxmm/ULRL9sVZ1S4TQ+YwpFquVB2HOJlShAz1fuG9N4hYEmComaBKdR071m5KpeZM4DTfSxTGlI3pELuGhjRA5abzQ6fk2CgD4kfSVKjJXP0+kdJAqUngmc6A6pH67c3Ev7xuov1LN+VhnGgM2WKRnwiiIzL7mgy4RKbFxBDKJDe3EjaikjJtssmbEL4+Jf+TVrnk2CWncV6sXWVx5OAQjuAEHKhADW6gDk1ggPAAT/Bs3VmP1ov1umhdsrKZA/gB6+0Tub+M4Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="uOqN9FDCslgS5pxJhhZL9kovAqQ=">AAAB6HicdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBC8GHajEnMLevGYgHlAsoTZSW8yZvbBzKwQlnyBFw+KePWTvPk3TpIVVLSgoajqprvLiwVX2rY/rKXlldW19dxGfnNre2e3sLffUlEiGTZZJCLZ8ahCwUNsaq4FdmKJNPAEtr3x9cxv36NUPApv9SRGN6DDkPucUW2kxmm/ULRL9sVZ1S4TQ+YwpFquVB2HOJlShAz1fuG9N4hYEmComaBKdR071m5KpeZM4DTfSxTGlI3pELuGhjRA5abzQ6fk2CgD4kfSVKjJXP0+kdJAqUngmc6A6pH67c3Ev7xuov1LN+VhnGgM2WKRnwiiIzL7mgy4RKbFxBDKJDe3EjaikjJtssmbEL4+Jf+TVrnk2CWncV6sXWVx5OAQjuAEHKhADW6gDk1ggPAAT/Bs3VmP1ov1umhdsrKZA/gB6+0Tub+M4Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="uOqN9FDCslgS5pxJhhZL9kovAqQ=">AAAB6HicdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBC8GHajEnMLevGYgHlAsoTZSW8yZvbBzKwQlnyBFw+KePWTvPk3TpIVVLSgoajqprvLiwVX2rY/rKXlldW19dxGfnNre2e3sLffUlEiGTZZJCLZ8ahCwUNsaq4FdmKJNPAEtr3x9cxv36NUPApv9SRGN6DDkPucUW2kxmm/ULRL9sVZ1S4TQ+YwpFquVB2HOJlShAz1fuG9N4hYEmComaBKdR071m5KpeZM4DTfSxTGlI3pELuGhjRA5abzQ6fk2CgD4kfSVKjJXP0+kdJAqUngmc6A6pH67c3Ev7xuov1LN+VhnGgM2WKRnwiiIzL7mgy4RKbFxBDKJDe3EjaikjJtssmbEL4+Jf+TVrnk2CWncV6sXWVx5OAQjuAEHKhADW6gDk1ggPAAT/Bs3VmP1ov1umhdsrKZA/gB6+0Tub+M4Q==</latexit>

+
<latexit sha1_base64="2dpEPWCyjsJo+x+t90/+bdH92hI=">AAAB6HicdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMgCMtujCa5Bb14TMA8IFnC7GQ2GTP7YGZWCEu+wIsHRbz6Sd78G2eTFVS0oKGo6qa7y404k8qyPozcyura+kZ+s7C1vbO7V9w/6MgwFoS2SchD0XOxpJwFtK2Y4rQXCYp9l9OuO71O/e49FZKFwa2aRdTx8ThgHiNYaal1NiyWLLNeq9Yrl8gyrQVSUrZr5xfIzpQSZGgOi++DUUhinwaKcCxl37Yi5SRYKEY4nRcGsaQRJlM8pn1NA+xT6SSLQ+foRCsj5IVCV6DQQv0+kWBfypnv6k4fq4n87aXiX14/Vl7NSVgQxYoGZLnIizlSIUq/RiMmKFF8pgkmgulbEZlggYnS2RR0CF+fov9Jp2zalmm3KqXGVRZHHo7gGE7Bhio04Aaa0AYCFB7gCZ6NO+PReDFel605I5s5hB8w3j4BzBOM7Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2dpEPWCyjsJo+x+t90/+bdH92hI=">AAAB6HicdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMgCMtujCa5Bb14TMA8IFnC7GQ2GTP7YGZWCEu+wIsHRbz6Sd78G2eTFVS0oKGo6qa7y404k8qyPozcyura+kZ+s7C1vbO7V9w/6MgwFoS2SchD0XOxpJwFtK2Y4rQXCYp9l9OuO71O/e49FZKFwa2aRdTx8ThgHiNYaal1NiyWLLNeq9Yrl8gyrQVSUrZr5xfIzpQSZGgOi++DUUhinwaKcCxl37Yi5SRYKEY4nRcGsaQRJlM8pn1NA+xT6SSLQ+foRCsj5IVCV6DQQv0+kWBfypnv6k4fq4n87aXiX14/Vl7NSVgQxYoGZLnIizlSIUq/RiMmKFF8pgkmgulbEZlggYnS2RR0CF+fov9Jp2zalmm3KqXGVRZHHo7gGE7Bhio04Aaa0AYCFB7gCZ6NO+PReDFel605I5s5hB8w3j4BzBOM7Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2dpEPWCyjsJo+x+t90/+bdH92hI=">AAAB6HicdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMgCMtujCa5Bb14TMA8IFnC7GQ2GTP7YGZWCEu+wIsHRbz6Sd78G2eTFVS0oKGo6qa7y404k8qyPozcyura+kZ+s7C1vbO7V9w/6MgwFoS2SchD0XOxpJwFtK2Y4rQXCYp9l9OuO71O/e49FZKFwa2aRdTx8ThgHiNYaal1NiyWLLNeq9Yrl8gyrQVSUrZr5xfIzpQSZGgOi++DUUhinwaKcCxl37Yi5SRYKEY4nRcGsaQRJlM8pn1NA+xT6SSLQ+foRCsj5IVCV6DQQv0+kWBfypnv6k4fq4n87aXiX14/Vl7NSVgQxYoGZLnIizlSIUq/RiMmKFF8pgkmgulbEZlggYnS2RR0CF+fov9Jp2zalmm3KqXGVRZHHo7gGE7Bhio04Aaa0AYCFB7gCZ6NO+PReDFel605I5s5hB8w3j4BzBOM7Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2dpEPWCyjsJo+x+t90/+bdH92hI=">AAAB6HicdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMgCMtujCa5Bb14TMA8IFnC7GQ2GTP7YGZWCEu+wIsHRbz6Sd78G2eTFVS0oKGo6qa7y404k8qyPozcyura+kZ+s7C1vbO7V9w/6MgwFoS2SchD0XOxpJwFtK2Y4rQXCYp9l9OuO71O/e49FZKFwa2aRdTx8ThgHiNYaal1NiyWLLNeq9Yrl8gyrQVSUrZr5xfIzpQSZGgOi++DUUhinwaKcCxl37Yi5SRYKEY4nRcGsaQRJlM8pn1NA+xT6SSLQ+foRCsj5IVCV6DQQv0+kWBfypnv6k4fq4n87aXiX14/Vl7NSVgQxYoGZLnIizlSIUq/RiMmKFF8pgkmgulbEZlggYnS2RR0CF+fov9Jp2zalmm3KqXGVRZHHo7gGE7Bhio04Aaa0AYCFB7gCZ6NO+PReDFel605I5s5hB8w3j4BzBOM7Q==</latexit>
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Figure 1.4: (a) TRIM type of non-magnetic Dirac semimetal. (b) Accidental
band-touching type of antiferromagnetic Dirac semimetal. (We plot the energy
dispersion of the quasi-2D antiferromagnetic model discussed in Eq. (1.83) for
Jn = 0, and 0.8t.)

Finally, the generic band touching points [36] (and also Dirac points) can be
of the two types: (i) Dirac points at TRIMs, and (ii) accidental band touching
induced Dirac points found along the high symmetry lines invariant under higher-
order or non-symmorphic rotational symmetries. In the case (i) an argument pre-
sented by Young [76] explains the stable crossing. At TRIM, a non-symmorphic
symmetry Rt and P have simultaneous eigenvalues ±1 and they commute with
T . Since also ¶Rt, P♢ = 0, the degeneracy is four-fold. We illustrate Dirac points
in Fig. 1.4(a) at TRIM G

2
= X. In the case (ii), the crystalline symmetry prevents

hybridization at some accidental point along the high-symmetry axis (plane) as
we will explain on our model in Section 1.6 of this chapter and on CuMnAs in
Chapter 3 and we illustrate this case in Fig. 1.4(b). The β-BiO2 is of type (i)
[77], and 3D Dirac semimetal (DSM)s Na3Bi [78] and Cd3As2 [79] are of the type
(ii) and are protected by the rotational C3 and C4 symmetries, respectively. For
antiferromagnets, the type (ii) case was discussed for model systems [27, 80],
CuMnAs [27, 28], and EuCd2As2 [70], while the type (i) only for model systems
[50].

Weyl fermions classification.

Furthermore, we can break PT symmetry to lift the Kramers degeneracy and
to construct Weyl fermion quasiparticles and Weyl semimetals [20]. WSM is
described by the generalized two-band Weyl Hamiltonian [81, 82]:

H(k) =
∑

i=x,y,z
j=0,x,y,z

kidijσj (1.45)
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(QAHE) states. We will discuss the Haldane model of the QAHE in Section
1.5.

2. Noncentrosymmetric Weyl fermions. In non-magnetic systems with
broken P the Weyl points come (with exception of Kramers-Weyl in next
point) in multiples of four (this is due to the Nielsen-Ninomiya theorem [83]
combined with T symmetry). Non-centrosymmetric non-magnetic mono-
pnictides of the TaAs type [85, 86, 87] were shown experimentally as the
first systems to host the Weyl fermions.

3. Generic Weyl fermions. This type showcases systems simultaneously
magnetic and noncentrosymmetric. An example being reported here are
LaCeSi type antiferromagnets [88].

4. Kramers-Weyl fermions. Weyl points can be found also at TRIMs.
They were originally reported in chiral non-magnetic crystal [89, 90], how-
ever, our symmetry analysis shows that they can be identified also in mag-
netic and centrosymmetric systems. In contrast to standard Weyl points
in centrosymmetric crystals, they do not have to come in four since they
reside at TRIMs. Kramers-Weyl fermions are not energy degenerate what is
promising for the observation of quantized photogalvanic effects [89]. Such
states are characterised by long Fermi arcs (open surface states) and were
suggested to host peculiar negative magnetoresistance [90].

5. Type-II Weyl fermions. Furthermore, the first term in the Weyl equa-
tion (1.46) can generate tilting of the Weyl cone or modulation by the
quadratic dispersion. When the former is important we talk about type-II
Weyl semimetal with electron-hole pockets. The type-II Weyl semimetals
can host nonlinear (in electric field) Hall effect, e.g. Berry curvature dipole
is nonzero when the Weyl cone is tilted [91, 92].

Despite numerous ab initio predictions [82, 93], the observation of true mag-
netic WSMs is very challenging as the existing candidates are often also strongly
correlated, disordered, and the symmetry breaking is provided by magnetism
which complicated both the experiment and theory. Promising material systems
are kagome ferromagnets [82], or antiferromagnets [94] and other candidates can
be found in Refs.[23, 82, 93].

1.4 Linear response theory and Dirac-Néel an-

tiferomagnets criteria

We start by writing the electrical current response as a series in applied electric
field:

j = σ(1)E + Eσ(2)E + ..., (1.48)

where the first term corresponds to the linear response, second term to the
quadratic response (e.g. nonlinear Hall effect or magnetoresistance [91, 95]),
etc.
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Any second rank tensor can be decomposed into part even σp (symmetric,
polar) and odd σa (axial, pseudo) under reversal of magnetic field H and spin
ordering S:

σp/a
µν (H, S) =

σp/a
µν (H, S) ± σp/a

µν (−H, −S)

2
, (1.49)

Since the spins can be reversed by the application of time reversal symmetry T
these components are alternatively called T -symmetric or antisymmetric.

Now we can expand the conductivity tensor into series in applied magnetic
field:

σµν(H, S) = σ(0)
µν (S) + σ

(1)
µνk(S)Hk + σ

(2)
µνkl(S)HkHl + ..., (1.50)

where we fix the spin order S. By using the Onsager relation (4.7) [65] and
decomposition (1.49) we can derive the transformation properties of the expansion
coefficients. For instance,

σ(0),a
µν (S) =

σ(0)
µν (S) − σ(0)

µν (−S)

2
= −σ(0)

µν (−S) − σ(0)
µν (S)

2
= −σ(0),a

µν (−S), (1.51)

σ
(1),a
µνk (S)Hk =

σ
(1)
µνk(S)Hk − σ

(1)
µνk(−S) (−Hk)

2
= σ

(1),a
µνk (−S)Hk. (1.52)

We summarized the derived transformation properties under T up to the third
order in the following table, where we also list the number of allowed symmetry
point groups.

T even Longitudinal σ
(0),p
ij (122) HE σ

(1),a
ijk (122) QMR σ

(2),p
ijkl (122)

T odd Spontaneous HE σ
(0),a
ij (31) LMR σ

(1),p
ijk (66) Quad. HE σ

(2),a
ijkl (66)

Table 1.2: Transformation properties of Hall and magnetoresistance tensors.

The effects even in T , longitudinal conductivity σ(0),p
µν , ordinary Hall effect

(HE) σ
(1),a
µνk , and quadratic magnetoresistance (QMR) σ

(2),p
µνkl are present in all

magnetic point groups. The effects odd in T are called in literature magnetic
and are present only in a subset of MPGs. The spontaneous Hall effect is present
in 31 ferromagnetic point groups, the linear magnetoresistance (LMR) σ

(1),p
ijk and

quadratic Hall effect σ
(2),a
ijkl are present in 66 magneto-piezoelectric point groups.

Now we focus on a specific linear response but we formulate it for two generic
operators, not only for the response of a charge current to an electric field.

Change in the expectation value of an observable Aν due a time dependent
perturbation Bµ can be written within the Kubo linear response theory [96, 97]
as two operator correlation function:

χµν(H) =
∫ ∞

0
dt

∫ β

0
dλ Tr ρ(H)AνBµ(t + iℏλ; H), (1.53)

where ρ(H) is the density operator for the canonical ensemble [97], the operators
are in Heisenberg picture and H is the magnetic field intensity.

Considering independent electron approximation and zero frequency and zero
temperature leads to an expression [98, 99]:

χ(2)
µν = − i

V

∑

k,n,m

fnk − fmk

εnk − εmk

⟨
ψnk

\\\Âν

\\\ ψmk

⟩ ⟨
ψmk

\\\B̂µ

\\\ ψnk

⟩

εnk − εmk + iΓ
, (1.54)
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where fmk = f(ϵmk) is the Fermi distribution function, εmk and ψmk are the
eigenvalues and eigenstates of the Hamiltonian and Γ is the quasiparticle spectral
broadening (scattering rate). We are interested in this theses in effects depending
on the applied electric field to (semi)metallic antiferromagnets. We can thus
choose Bj = −evj, where vj is velocity component due to the applied field, and
formally separate the transport coefficient into two parts [98, 100, 101]:

χµν = χI
µν + χII

µν . (1.55)

The first part,

χ(I)
µν = −eh

π

∑

k,n,m

Γ2Re ⟨nk♣Aν ♣mk⟩ ⟨mk♣(v · E)µ♣nk⟩
[(EF − ϵnk)2 + Γ2][(EF − ϵmk)2 + Γ2]

(1.56)

is energy degenerate [98] and dissipative current driven part, and under time-
reversal changes sign when the two operators have different transformation prop-
erties under time-reversal. This part is sometime called Boltzmann-like, and
can be within Green’s functions formalism of longitudinal charge conductivity
expressed by the Kubo-Greenwood formula.

The second part is usually considered in the Γ → 0 limit and can be written
as:

χ(II)
µν = −2ℏe

∑

k,n̸=m

Im ⟨nk♣Aν ♣mk⟩ ⟨mk♣(v · E)µ♣nk⟩
(ϵnk − ϵmk)2

, (1.57)

as is energy non-degenerate [98], nondissipative electric field driven part, which
changes sign under time-reversal if both operators transform under time-reversal
in the same manner. In contrast, the spatial inversion changes sign of both χ(I),
and χ(II) if the inversion partner eigenvalues of operators A, and B are different.

Since our systems are promising candidates for a novel type of spin conduc-
tivities and staggered Néel spin-orbit torque (NSOT) we summarize the transfor-
mation properties in Tab. 1.3.

A χ(I) χ(II)

−ev even (conductivity) odd (anomalous Hall conductivity)
1
2 ¶s, v♢ [101] odd (spin current) even (spin Hall conductivity)

M × ∇MH(k)[100] odd (field-like torque) even (antidamping-like torque)

Table 1.3: Transformation properties under time-reversal operation of spintronics
response tensors to electric field.

Remarkably, the nonequilibrium steady-state properties can be according to
the linear response theory expressed in terms of solely equilibrium ground state
wavefunctions and operators. This method is thus conveniently implemented
within diverse first-principle DFT formalisms. Examples of spintronics quan-
tities of interests hosted in our materials are charge conductivities, anisotropic
magnetoresistance, spontaneous Hall effect, spin Hall effect, magnetic spin Hall
effect, spin-orbit torque (SOT), and NSOT.

We will use the Kubo-Greenwood formulation to evaluate the longitudinal
conductivity and anisotropic magnetoresistance of our antiferromagnetic Dirac
semimetal model and the disordered antiferromagnets in Chapter 3. The nondis-
sipative part corresponds to the charge Hall conductivity and can be expressed
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in terms of the Berry curvature (cf. (1.24)) and we will use it to calculate the
Berry curvature in nodal chain antiferromagnetic model and in Chapter 4 for the
calculations of the Hall conductivity.

We are now in a position to formulate symmetry criteria allowing for the
simultaneous presence of Dirac quasiparticles and NSOT [27, 102, 103, 104]. We
can illustrate the serendipitous overlap of symmetry criteria by comparing the
graphene Dirac quasiparticle systems to the tetragonal CuMnAs crystal shown
in Fig. 1.3(a) where the NSOT has been experimentally verified [103].

1. The two-Mn-site primitive cell of CuMnAs favours band crossings and a
semimetallic density of states character. This is analogical to the two-C-
site graphene crystal further discussed in Section 1.5.

2. In the paramagnetic phase, the Kramers degeneracy is guaranteed due to
the T and P symmetries of the CuMnAs crystal shown in Fig. 1.3(a). In
the AF phase, the AF Kramers theorem applies since the combined PT
symmetry is preserved, although the T symmetry and the P symmetry are
each broken [25, 27, 28, 105].

3. Finally, the combined PT symmetry also provides for the NSOT control of
the antiferromagnetic Néel vector [102, 106]. Furthermore, because the A
and B Mn-sites are non-centrosymmetric, a non-equilibrium spin polariza-
tion δsA,B is generated under the applied electric current. The nonequilib-
rium spin-polarisations are opposite on the opposite sublattices since the
inversion symmetry is broken in the opposite sense, aka the two Mn-sites are
connected by the inversion in the non-magnetic state. This spin-polarisation
can be calculated from the formula 1.56. In turn, the current-induced non-
equilibrium spin polarization and the equilibrium antiferromagnetic mo-
ments are both staggered and commensurate. The exchange interaction
couples them and the resulting current-induced SOT was shown to effi-
ciently reorient the Néel vector [102, 103, 104].

To further control the Dirac quasiparticle masses we require, in addition,
symmetry dependence on the Néel vector orientation.

• We need at least one orientation of the Néel vector N which prevents hy-
bridization of bands and protects the four-fold degeneracy of Dirac crossings
of two Kramers pair bands. In our case of CuMnAs model, we identified
off-centred mirror symmetry present for N ∥ [100]. In contrast, the Dirac
quasiparticles in graphene are not symmetry protected and the Dirac points
gap in the presence of SOC, producing a quantum spin Hall effect [107].

1.5 Tight-binding method and spin-orbit cou-

pling

TB models simplify the problem of electronic structure description of the in-
principle infinite Hilbert space to an only very limited number of atomic-like basis
functions corresponding usually to orbitals centred at atoms in the crystal and
usually describing important valence and conduction bands of the system. The
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TB models played an important role in understanding topological insulators and
semimetals since many properties such as Berry phases and Hall conductivities
can be calculated explicitly and transparently for the minimal models. After
introducing the general TB scheme and an example of graphene Haldane TB
model, we will formulate our two topological antiferromagnetic models.

The TB Hamiltonian eigenstates can be expanded as [10]

ψn(r) =
∑

j

Cnjφj(r − rj), (1.58)

where φj are atomic-like orbitals, and Cnj are expansion coefficients of the n-th
eigenstate on the orbital labelled by j. We use the shorthand composite index
notation where j = ¶αν♢ comprises orbital index ν and α labels the basis atoms.
By substituting Eq. (1.58) into the Schrödinger equation we obtain a matrix
equation for the coefficients:

(H − EnS) Cn = 0. (1.59)

Here the matrices

Hij = ⟨φi♣H♣φj⟩ , (1.60)

Sij = ⟨φi♣φj⟩ , (1.61)

are the Hamiltonian and overlap matrices of dimensions M × M , where M is the
total number of orbitals in the system. Diagonal elements of H are called site
energies and the off-diagonal terms are hoppings. The hopping terms are usually
truncated at few nearest neighbours, and the overlap matrix is assumed to be unit
matrix and referred to as orthogonal tight-binding. We have thus transformed
the differential Schrödinger equation in a large Hilbert space to a sparse matrix
equation which can be conveniently solved numerically.

To obtain crystal momentum Hamiltonians, we construct Bloch-like basis
states via Fourier transformation. We have gauge freedom in constructing the
states as manifested in multi-sublattice systems. We present here two common
conventions related by a unitary gauge transformation. The first, periodic gauge
convention [10, 64] expands Bloch-like crystal momentum basis functions as:

\\\χk
j

⟩
=

∑

R

eik·(R+tj) ♣ϕRj⟩ , (1.62)

and we use the normalization to a single unit cell and the basis is labelled by tj.
The Bloch eigenstates can be expanded in terms of these basis functions:

♣ψnk⟩ =
∑

j

Cnk
j

\\\χk
j

⟩
. (1.63)

The Hamiltonian transformed into the Bloch basis can be obtained from the
following equation:

Hk
ij =

⟨
χk

i ♣H♣χk
j

⟩
=

∑

R

eik·(R+tj−ti)Hij(R). (1.64)
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In the second, Bloch gauge [10, 64] convention the definitions do not contain
the basis phase factor eik·tj and we have:

\\\χ̃k
j

⟩
=

∑

R

eik·R ♣ϕRj⟩ ,

♣ψnk⟩ =
∑

j

C̃nk
j

\\\χ̃k
j

⟩
,

H̃k
ij =

⟨
χ̃k

i ♣H♣χ̃k
j

⟩
=

∑

R

eik·RHij(R).

(1.65)

In the periodic gauge, the Hamiltonian is manifestly cell periodic [42],

H(k + G) = H(k), (1.66)

in analogy to cell periodic unk(r) functions in Eq. (1.4). This convention is less
common in literature, however, PythTB [64] package implements this one. We
will use in our numerical calculations the periodic gauge since we have seen in the
second section that the cell periodic functions are convenient for the definition
and calculation of the Berry phase. In the Bloch gauge the Hamiltonian is not
periodic and the coefficients are analogical to Bloch functions. The conventions
are related by:

H̃k
ij = eik·(ti−tj)Hk

ij, (1.67)

C̃nk
j = eik·tj Cj,nk. (1.68)

After we choose the convenient gauge, we solve the eigenvalue equation:

HkCnk = EnkCnk, (1.69)

where Hk is an M ×M matrix of elements Hk
ij, and Cnk is a column vector of the

elements Cnk
j . The eigenvalues can be obtained from the corresponding secular

equation: det (Hk − Enk) = 0.
Haldane graphene model We will illustrate the TB method, gauge trans-

formation and basic topological characterization of energy bands on minimal two-
band models of graphene [15] and its Haldane quantum anomalous Hall extension
[62]. We start with the simplest TB honeycomb lattice nearest neighbour Hamil-
tonian describing graphene. We choose the graphene unit cell translation vectors
a1 = (1, 0) , a2 =

(
1
2
,

√
3

2

)
giving rise to the reciprocal lattice unit cell translational

vectors b1 = (1, 0) , b2 =
(

1
2
,

√
3

2

)
as we show in Fig. 1.6(a), and inset of Fig. 1.2.

The unit cell contains two atoms labelled A, and B. The Hamiltonian is thus a
2×2 matrix which can be expanded in terms of Pauli matrices and the sublattice
degree of freedom is thus commonly called pseudospin. The nearest neighbour
hopping Hamiltonian in the pseudospin second quantization basis (cA, cB) reads:

H(r) = −
∑

⟨ij⟩
tij

(
c†

icj + h.c.
)

, (1.70)

where h.c. stands for the hermitian conjugate term. Each C atom has three
neighbours at relative vectors δi. The Hamiltonian in crystal momentum space
takes the form in the Convention II:

H =
∑

k

(
c†

Akc†
Bk

) (
0

∑3
i=1 tie

ik·δi

∑3
i=1 tie

−ik·δi 0

) (
cAk

cBk

)
. (1.71)
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estimated by the two-level system Berry phase formula and can be associated with
vorticity [32]. The graphene crystal possesses also threefold rotational symmetry
C3z which protects the Dirac points globally meaning pins their position at K,
and K ′.

We will now illustrate the P and T symmetry breaking on energy bands of
Haldane model [62] which we previously discussed in terms of its Berry curvature
maps around Fig. 1.2. Haldane found, that the Landau levels are not necessar-
ily needed to obtain quantized Hall conductivity. Alternatively, a mechanism of
spontaneously broken time-reversal symmetry in the system is sufficient. He illus-
trated the idea on a model TB Hamiltonian of spinless electrons on the graphene
lattice with two additional terms [17, 62]:

H = H0 + ∆
∑

i

c†
ici + t2

∑

⟨⟨ij⟩⟩
eiνijϕc†

icj. (1.74)

The first term is the nearest neighbour hopping in graphene from Eq. (1.70).
The second one is a mass term (see blue dashed line in Fig. 1.6(b)) originating
from inversion symmetry breaking due to the chemical non-equivalence of the two
basis atoms as e.g. in boron nitride crystal and removes the six-fold symmetries
[62]. The final term, is a complex Haldane phase term which breaks time-reversal
symmetry. νij = sign (d1 × d2)z = ±1, where di are the bonds along the next-
nearest-neighbour vectors (red and blue arrows in Fig. 1.6(a) for ϕ = π

2
). We see

that the phases are chosen as to be compensated when summed over the whole
unit cell.

The Fourier transformed crystal momentum Hamiltonian can be written in a
compact form as:

Hk = ϵ(k) + d(k) · σ, (1.75)

We list the parametrization:

ϵ(k) = 2t2 cos ϕ [cos(k · a1) + cos(k · a2) + cos (k · (a1 − a2))] , (1.76)

d1(k) = t1 (cos(k · k1) + cos(k · a1) + 1) , (1.77)

d2(k) = t1 (sin(k · a1) + sin(k · a2)) , (1.78)

d3(k) = ∆ + 2t2 sin ϕ [sin(k · a1) − sin(k · a2) − sin (k · (a1 − a2))] (1.79)

In order to make first three terms in the Hamiltonian invariant under T , we have
ϵ(k) = ϵ(−k), d1(k) = d1(−k), d2(k) = −d2(−k), and d3(k) = d3(−k). Simi-
larly, to preserve P = σx around the A − B bond centre, we have ϵ(k) = ϵ(−k),
d1(k) = d1(-k), d2(k) = −d2(-k), and d3(k) = −d3(−k). The P symmetry is
broken by the Semenoff mass, e.g. ∆ ̸= 0. Finally, T symmetry is broken by
ϵ(k) ̸= 0, when ϕ ̸= 0, π.

In Fig. 1.6(c), and (d) we plot the energy bands for a topological and triv-
ial phase. We see that the origin of the band inversion is the interplay of the
Seemenof mass and Haldane terms, and when they are both present the K, and
K ′ valleys are not equivalent. The Berry curvature integration is quantized in
the topological phase and gives a Chern number. The topological phase also
hosts two counterpropagating edge state on opposite edges of a ribbon used in
numerical calculation and shown in Fig. 1.6(e). The inversion symmetry break-
ing mass term ∆ shifts the crossing of the counterpropagating edge modes off
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splitting around TRIM and spin-polarisation in Fig. 1.7(a). We note that analog-
ical spin-momentum locking arises at the surfaces of topological insulators [110].
The local inversion asymmetries are producing localised spin-polarisations around
atoms [102, 111, 112] which were shown useful for manipulation of PT antifer-
romagnets [102, 103]. Dresselhaus corresponds to the bulk inversion asymmetry
and manifests, for instance, in NiMnSb [109]. Finally, Weyl spin polarisation
arises in Kramers-Weyl-like crossings discussed in Section 1.3.

Effective SOC due to the specific symmetries of crystals with a heavy elements
can be derived from a real space Hamiltonian [42, 113]:

HSOC(r) =
∑

⟨i,j,k⟩
iλ(ri − rj) (dik × dkj) · σc†

icj (1.81)

In Fig. 1.7(b) we illustrate the construction of spin-orbit fields for the electron
second nearest neighbour hopping (Ai − Aj or Bi − Bj). During the hopping the
electron traverses the nearest neighbour atom from the second sublattice. We
have constructed the crystal as two non-centrosymmetric Rashba systems com-
bined into one with opposite sublatices exhibiting opposite inversion symmetry
breaking. In Fig. 1.7(c) we illustrate the spin-orbit fields from this term for the
sake of brevity only for one unit cell and sublattice A. In the finite slab geome-
tries required for the calculation of the edge states or conductance, a discretised
version of the second quantized Hamiltonian can be used:

HSOC =
λ

2a

∑
c†

ici+δx
− c†

ici−δx
− i

(
c†

ici+δy
+ c†

ici−δy

)
+ h.c., (1.82)

where δx, δy mark shifts by one unit cell in x, y directions. Eq. (1.82) corresponds
to the Rashba spin-orbit coupling on the A sublattice, for the B sublattice we
obtain term with the same structure but opposite sign. We will formulate in
the next two sections lattice SOC Hamiltonians modelling Dirac quasiparticle
antiferromagnet and spontaneous Hall antiferromagnet.

1.6 Dirac quasiparticle antiferromagnet model

Here we present our Dirac quasiparticle antiferromagnetic model based on our
paper [27]. We show the crystal structure in Fig. 1.8(a) and the Brillouin zone
in Fig. 1.8(b).

Now we construct a minimal model of the tetragonal CuMnAs antiferromag-
netic sublattice. We consider s − d type itinerant TB model with only the Mn
atoms and with one orbital per atom of s symmetry. We start with only a single
layer of the crinkled quasi-2D square crystal shown in Figs. 1.7(b,c) by neglect-
ing the coupling between the stacked quasi-2D planes. This is justified since
the distance between the planes is larger than first and second nearest neigh-
bour distances within the quasi-2D plane. The crinkling generates model SOC
term among the second nearest neighbour bonds (inter-sublattice hoppings). In
the real space we construct the Hamiltonian (1.81) for our crystal. We consider
inter-sublattice A−B hopping t (nearest-neighbour term), intra-sublattice A−A
hopping (second nearest neighbour term), the second-neighbour SOC of magni-
tude λ [107], and Jn labels the antiferromagnetic exchange coupling strength. We
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symmetry Mx along the (100)-plane and the half-unit cell translation along the
[100] axis. We mark the symmetry in Fig. 1.8(a) and the eigenvalues are m± = ±i.
The hybridization of the Kramers partner bands can be prohibited and the four-
fold degeneracy of the DP is protected by the M̃x symmetry (as we show in
Fig. 1.4(b)) when [27]:

1. The crossing is located at the Brillouin zone sub-manifold invariant under
M̃x, e.g. kx = 0, ±π planes.

2. The two Kramers pair bands with the wave-functions ψk and PT ψk can be
labelled by the same eigenvalue of M̃x. We use the commutation relation
of M̃x and PT to obtain that this condition is met only at kx = ±π.

3. The two pairs of Kramers partners forming the crossing are assigned the
opposite eigenvalue of M̃x. We verify this by k · p perturbation theory
expanded around the DPs. Around the Q1 point in the kx = π plane the
dispersion reads:

EQ1+ky ,± = ±ℏvF,yky, (1.86)

and the two Kramers pairs follow:

M̃xψk± = M̃xPT ψk± = ∓iψk±. (1.87)

We illustrated the symmetry eigenvalue assignment to the bands in Fig. 1.4(b).
Our CuMnAs model exhibits the lowest-order (N-independent) component of

non-equilibrium spin polarisations δsA,B which are staggered and can generate
an efficient field-like SOT, dubbed the NSOT [102, 103]. We can define a tensor
corresponding to the even under time-reversal spin-orbit field δs = χevenE (see
Eq. (1.56)), where E is applied electric field. Explicitly, the T -even field is (i)
staggered χeven

A = −χeven
B , and (ii) of Rashba symmetry χeven

A,12 = χeven
A,21 [102, 106]

(12 are spatial indexes). The field allows for the control of the orientation of N
in the (001)-plane in the direction perpendicular to the applied in-plane current.
In Figs. 1.8(b),(d) we see that for N ∥[010], the DPs move to the M ′ − Y line

and they are protected now by the M̃y =
{
My♣01

2
0

}
symmetry.

Remarkably, since at intermediate in-plane angles there is no symmetry re-
maining which would protect DPs, the entire spectrum is gapped. We show bands
for the transition from N ∥[100] to [110] in Fig. 1.9(a,b). This represents RMIT

driven by the Néel vector reorientation. The DP band-gap ∆(Q1) ∼
√

1 − cos(ϕ),
is a continuous function of the in-plane Néel vector angle ϕ measured from the
[100] axis. The transport counterpart of the RMIT is the topological AMR which
we define as,

AMR ≡ [σ(ϕ) − σmin]/σmax. (1.88)

Here σ(ϕ) is the ϕ-dependent conductivity with current along the [100] axis and
σmin(max) labels the conductivity minimum (maximum). We calculate the AMR of
our model via standard Boltzmann equation (1.56) applied for the longitudinal
conductivity [82]. The resulting angular dependence is the plot in Fig. 1.9(c).
High AMR values correspond to ϕ = 0(π/2) with the massless DPs at M − X
(M ′−Y ). The difference in magnitudes of the AMR at ϕ = 0(π/2) corresponds to
the anisotropic dispersion of the DPs. The spikes in AMR are a distinct feature
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in detail in Chapter 4. Here, Dk
ij = di × dj, where di and dj are unit vectors

connecting two nearest-neighbour Ru atoms with the common interlaced oxygen
atom as we show in Fig. 1.12(a). Flipping the sign of this ”Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya”
vector Dk

ij in (1.94), and thus the spin-orbit term, corresponds to the transfor-
mation between the two ”enantiomorphs” in the crystal shown in Fig. 1.12(a,b).
The transformation flips also the sign of the spontaneous Hall conductivity and
thus transparently illustrates the possibility to control the Hall conductivity by
the local crystal chirality.

We have also calculated the electronic structure of our model with canted
moments. We have observed only slight renormalization of the bands with a
large Berry curvature contribution around the Fermi level and consequently also
the Berry curvature changes only slightly. This demonstrates that the dominating
contribution in such a canted antiferromagnet is from the antiferromagnetism and
the conventional ferromagnetic anomalous Hall effect is small. We discuss the
spontaneous Hall effect in collinear antiferromagnets in great detail in Chapter 4
[116].

1.8 Summary: catalogue of Dirac quasiparticle

antiferromagnets

In this chapter, we have introduced the basic results of our topologi-
cal antiferromagnetic band theory. We have formulated and proven the
antiferromagnetic generalisation of the Kramers theorem. The antifer-
romagnetic Kramers theorem allows for 3D Dirac quasiparticles in an-
tiferromagnets with effective time-reversal symmetries combining time-
reversal T and spatial inversion P . The 3D Dirac quasiparticles are not
compatible with ferromagnetic ordering. We have classified the antifer-
romagnetic Dirac and Weyl quasiparticles based on the T and P sym-
metries and their representation revealing two types of antiferromagnetic
Dirac semimetals: magnetoelectric (type-III MSG) and non-symmorphic
(Type-IV MSG). We list the simplified catalogue in following table.

magnetism nonmagnetic antiferromagnetic
symmetries Type II P,T Type III P ◦ T Type IV P,T t

Topological metal Cd3As2[79] CuMnAs [27, 28] EuCd2As2[70]

Topological insulator Bi2Se3 [110] Fe-Bi2Se3 [59] MnBi2Te4 [117]

We have also formulated symmetry criteria allowing to simultaneously
host Dirac quasiparticles and NSOT. We will discuss the former in greater
detail in Chapter 3 on the realistic material candidate CuMnAs. We have
shown how to use the existing symmetry tables to reveal high symmetry
points and lines in Brillouin zone which can host band degeneracies.

We have discussed also the symmetries of single-band Berry curvature
and its nonabelian extension required for the calculation of Berry curva-
ture in metallic systems. In contrast to single-band Berry curvature, the
multiband generalisation is in general not gauge invariant. However, it
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can be transformed into the gauge covariant form. We will use this form
in Chapter 4 to evaluate the spontaneous Hall conductivity in antiferro-
magnets. We have also discussed the separation of linear response coef-
ficient into Boltzmann and Berry curvature like formulas. We have seen
that the former picture can be applied to understand anisotropic magne-
toresistance and field-like NSOT in minimal antiferromagnetic models.

Finally, we have discussed the multi-sublattice formulation of the TB
models. We have shown that the Hamiltonian in the crystal momentum
space depends on the gauge choice of the Fourier transformation factors
and for the transport calculations, it is convenient to work in the peri-
odic gauge convention I. We have presented the derivation of spin-orbit
coupled minimal antiferromagnetic model Hamiltonians. We formulated
two such Hamiltonians for two novel effects we predicted in our works.
First, the Dirac quasiparticle antiferromagnet hosting relativistic metal-
insulator transition driven by the reorientation of the Néel vector and
associated with a large, previously unidentified topological contribution
to the anisotropic magnetoresistance [27]. Second, a nodal-chain anti-
ferromagnet hosting a new type of spontaneous Hall effect in perfectly
compensated collinear antiferromagnet [116]. We will discuss details of
the former in Chapter 3, and of the latter in Chapter 4.
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2. First principle theory of
relativistic antiferromagnets

”Perfection is achieved, not when there is nothing more to add, but when there’s
nothing left to take away.”

Antoine de-Saint Exupery

For topological phases of matter and spintronics transport effects are essential
to understand the consequences of SOC arising from relativistic quantum field
theory. The relativistic quantum description of materials relies in principle on
the calculation of the many-particle wavefunction Ψl of N interacting electrons
with spins. According to quantum theory [30, 118], the measure

Ψℓ (r1σ1, . . . , rNσN) Ψ∗
ℓ (r1σ1, . . . , rNσN) dr1 . . . drN (2.1)

represents a probability of finding first particle at position r1 with spin σ1, in
the infinitesimal region dr1 around the spatial point r1, and similarly for all the
other particles. Corresponding density matrix describing the mixed quantum
mechanical state is written as [30]:

ρ (r′
1σ

′
1, . . . , r′

Nσ′
N ♣r1σ1, . . . , rNσN)

=
∑n

ℓ=1 cℓΨℓ (r′
1σ

′
1, . . . , r′

Nσ′
N) Ψ∗

ℓ (r1σ1, . . . , rNσN)
, (2.2)

where n labels state degeneracy. Neglecting spin and looking at single time in-
stant, the complex wavefunction depends on 3N variables. Thus, we obtain a
humongous number of possibilities of choosing complex scalar field per point in
real space ∞2∞3N

(mapping from ∞3N to ∞2 [119]). Even just storing a wave-
function table for nitrogen atom with 7 electrons and extremely coarse real-space
grid with only 10 points along a linear dimension we would get 1021 points cor-
responding to 1.5 × 104 tons of 64 GB SD cards [120]. Such a description of a
quantum system is not only unfeasible for simulating realistic materials but is
also unwanted. While various aspects of the richness of the wavefunctions can
be proven useful for quantum computing in future, for us, there can be a lot
of information contained in the many-particle wavefunction which is redundant.
After all, we are rather interested in the observable manifestation of the relativis-
tic quantum effects which can generate useful spin transport and low dissipation
movement of electrons.

Tremendous simplification of this problem, celebrated by the Nobel Prize
in 1998, can be achieved by utilizing DFT. The central advantage of DFT is
the mapping of the problem of determining the impractically rich many particle
wavefunction to the calculation of a spin density matrix [121] nαβ(r) which is
function of only three spatial coordinates. Furthermore, α, β correspond to spin,
and the density matrix can be expressed in terms of effective single particle Kohn-
Sham wavefunctions ψiα:

nαβ(r) =
N∑

i=1
εiα,εiα≤εF

ψiβ(r)ψ∗
iβ(r). (2.3)
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From this ground state electronic density we can determine observables of inter-
est, for instance, topological quasiparticles in electronic energy bands, disordered
Bloch spectral functions in alloys, anisotropic magnetoresistance, or spontaneous
Hall conductivity.

In this chapter, we will introduce the main ideas of the relativistic DFT in
antiferromagnetic materials, and its numerical implementation within pseudopo-
tential and TB-LMTO methods. Finally, we will describe numerical schemes
employed on supercomputers for calculating intrinsic Hall conductivity within
the Berry curvature approach, and anisotropic magnetoresistance in disordered
alloys within the Kubo-Greenwood framework.

2.1 Relativistic Kohn-Sham-Dirac theory

By employing the Born-Oppenheimer adiabatic approximation we can decouple
the equation of motion for electrons and nuclei [120]. Since we want to formulate
relativistic and magnetic single-particle Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian, we start with
studying single-particle Dirac equation. The Hamiltonian density of relativistic
quantum field theory of electrons in an external field can be written as [118, 122]:

H(r) =: ψ†(r)

[
ℏc

i
α · ∇ + βmc2 − eϕ(r) + eα · A(r)

]
ψ(r) : +Hext(r). (2.4)

Here the internal fields described by wavefunctions ψ(r) are quantized and in-
teract in the radiation part Hext(r) with the classical external fields [123] and
the external classical fields due to the nuclei are neglected, : ... : denotes normal
ordering [122]. The rest mass, reduced Planck constant, and speed of light are
denoted as m, ℏ, and c, and the Clifford-algebra structure [119] of the Dirac
equation is captured by the Dirac matrices in the standard representation [118],
where:

α =

(
0 σ

σ 0

)
, β =

(
1 0
0 −1

)
, (2.5)

and we span the 2D subspaces via the Pauli matrices (1.1) and the unit matrix.

The DFT is based on two Kohn-Sham-Hohenberg theorems. Hohenberg and
Kohn [124] expressed the ground state energy in terms of a functional of the
electron density. Kohn and Sham [125] then considered the Schrödinger equa-
tion of N noninteracting Kohn Sham electrons and the corresponding density to
uniquely describe the physics of N interacting electrons. We state the usual form
of the two theorems without proofs which can be found in many textbooks, e.g.
[118].

Theorem 2: Hohenberg, and Kohn.

The total ground state energy can be expressed as a unique functional of
the electron density.
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Theorem 3: Kohn, and Sham.

The ground state energy is obtained by minimizing the energy functional
with respect to the electronic density while the number of electrons N is
fixed. The ground state of these N interacting electrons is described by the
N single-particle Kohn Sham equations.

The total energy density in external scalar electric potential ϕ and magnetic
vector potential A can be written as,

E[ϱ, j] = F [ϱ, j] +
∫

d3rϱ(r)ϕ(r) − 1

c

∫
d3rj(r) · A(r) (2.6)

and can be determined by varying the energy as a functional of the electronic
density, and current density:

ϱ(r) = −e⟨: ψ†(r)ψ(r) :⟩,
j(r) = −e⟨: ψ†(r)αψ(r) :⟩. (2.7)

During the minimization process the total number of electrons can be formally
included as Lagrange multiplier. We explicitly mark in the equations normal
ordering since otherwise the positron solutions would give unwanted negative
energies.

Finally, F [ϱ, j] marks the Kohn-Sham universal functional

F [ϱ, j] = K[ϱ, j] + UHartree [ϱ, j] + Exc[ϱ, j], (2.8)

where the K[ϱ, j] is the kinetic energy of the noninteracting Kohn-Sham elec-
trons with the same densities as interacting original electrons, UHartree [ϱ, j] is the
electron-electron interaction energy within Hartree approximation, and Exc[ϱ, j]
is the exchange and correlations potential which is in general unknown and needs
to be approximated, e.g. within the local spin density approximation (LSDA).

Non-collinear magnetic and electric fields

In the realistic Hall effect and magnetoresistance measurements the crystal is ex-
posed to the external electric and magnetic fields. While the scalar fields can be
treated in straightforward way, in both nonrelativistic and relativistic approxima-
tions, the magnetic field and related orbital moments represent additional formal
complications. The single-particle Kohn-Sham-Dirac equation reads [118]:

(
cα ·

(
p̂ − eAeff(r)

)
+ βmc2 + veff(r)

)
ψi(r) = εiψi(r). (2.9)

Formally, the equation has a form of a single-particle Dirac equation. However, ψi,
ε, and veff, Aeff are now effective Kohn-Sham wavefunctions, eigenenergies and ef-
fective potentials, respectively. The effective potentials veff, Aeff are expressed as a
sum of internal and external potentials. In principle, the corresponding exchange
and correlation potential can be solved by relativistic Monte-Carlo methods [118].
Eqs. (2.9), and (2.7) are solved self-consistently. By introducing a useful notation
[118] we can write down the energy functional including the external fields as:

E [Jµ(r)] = K [Jµ(r)] + G [Jµ(r)]

+
∫ (

n(r)v(r) − m(r) · B(r) + J(r) · Aext(r) − 1

c

∂g(r)

∂t
· Aext(r)

)
dr.

(2.10)
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The last two terms correspond to the diamagnetic effects and are difficult to treat
numerically. Since these effects are often weak, the existing DFT codes usually
neglect these two terms. The resulting expression is taking the form:

(
α · p̂ + βmc2 + veff(r) − m(r) · Beff(r)

)
ψi(r) = εiψi, (2.11)

with the corresponding electronic and magnetization densities:

n(r) =
N∑

i=1

ψ†
i (r)ψi(r), (2.12)

m(r) = µB

N∑

i=1

ψ†
i (r)βσψi(r). (2.13)

The magnetic density functional can be written also in a compact way as [126]

ρ =
1

2
(n1 + σ · m) =

1

2

(
n + mz mx − imy

mx + imy n − mz

)
. (2.14)

Analogously, the electric and magnetic potentials can be decomposed as:

veff (r) = v(r) + e2

4πϵ0

∫ n(r′)
♣r−r′♣dr′ + δExc[n(r),m(r)]

δn(r)
,

Beff (r) = Bext (r) + δExc[n(r),m(r)]
δm(r)

.
(2.15)

Importantly, the energy functional is now expressed in terms of quantities known
from magnetism and nonrelativistic DFT, which allows us to use the numerical
methods developed for solving the nonrelativistic Kohn-Sham equations. Since
we couple the fields only to the spin of the electrons, this approximation is called
spin-only relativistic DFT. In Fig. 2.1 we show an example of charge and magne-
tization densities of a non-collinear antiferromagnet IrMn3, extensively explored
in the spintronics context, calculated in the VASP code. We note that the ap-
proximation tends to fail for systems which are at the present moment not useful
for practical spintronics applications, e.g., f-electron materials or stars with huge
internal magnetic field [127].

The net magnetic moment can be calculated as a sum of the orbital and spin
part:

m(r) ≈ −µB⟨: ψ†(r)
[
1

i
r × ∇ + Σ

]
ψ(r) :⟩. (2.16)

The numerical prefactor has value 5.2 × 10−3 in Rydberg atomic units and thus
magnetic effects are small and represent challenges for the numerical evaluations.

We note that we use here the ordering of the spin components up-down-
down-up corresponding to the spin angular momentum operator 1

2
γ5γ, where γ

are Dirac matrices. Alternative references use the basis up-down-up-down, spin
angular momentum operator 1

2
γ5α and in turn, there is an additional β matrix

in front of the magnetic interaction terms.
In calculations of non-collinear magnetic moments, the magnetic part of the

exchange correlation potential can be assumed to point locally along the spin
density:

Bxc(r) = Ŝ(r)BLSDA(ϱ(r), S(r)). (2.17)

Practically, we will constrain in our calculations the field to point along the
single spin-quantization axis within each atomic sphere. This approximation
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can be written as a sum of the orbital L and spin Σ part:

J = L + ℏ
1

2
Σ, (2.19)

where Σ = σ ⊗ 1. In contrast to nonrelativistic (and zero SOC) theory, L and
Σ are not conserved on their own. However, the total angular momentum J2, Jz,
and K

K =

(
σ · L + ℏ 0

0 −σ · L − ℏ

)
(2.20)

commute with the Dirac Hamiltonian in the spherical potential approximation,
have common set of eigenvalues[121]:

−κℏ, j(j + 1)ℏ2 and jzℏ, (2.21)

and are related as κ = ±
(
j + 1

2

)
, which is a nonzero integer. For κ > (<)0 the

spin is parallel (antiparallel) to the total angular momentum in the nonrelativistic
limit. The relativistic notation can be conveniently written as

ψ =

(
ϕ
χ

)
=

(
g(r) Yjz

je

if(r) Yjz

j′
ℓ

)
, (2.22)

where f , and g are standard radial functions known from the radial solutions to
the Schrödinger equation [129]. Furthermore, the Pauli spinors can be combined
with spherical harmonics Y m

l (m, l are standard nonrelativistic magnetic and
angular momentum quantum numbers):

Yjz

jℓ
= ±

√
ℓ + jz + 1

2

2ℓ + 1
Y

jz−1/2
ℓ

(
1
0

)
+

√
ℓ ∓ jz + 1

2

2ℓ + 1
Y

jz+1/2
ℓ

(
0
1

)
, (2.23)

where we used shorthand notation j = ℓ ± 1/2, and the following identities hold:

κ = j + 1
2

then ℓ = j + 1
2
, ℓ′ = j − 1

2
,

κ = −
(
j + 1

2

)
then ℓ = j − 1

2
, ℓ′ = j + 1

2
.

(2.24)

In turn the set of Eq. (2.18) can be written in the radial form as:

ℏc

(
df

dr
− (1 + κ)

r
f

)
= −

(
ε − V − mc2

)
g,

ℏc

(
dg

dr
+

(1 + κ)

r
g

)
=

(
ε − V − mc2

)
f, (2.25)

where we have used the identity [121]:

σ · p ≡ (σ · r)

r2
(σ · r(σ · p)) =

(σ · r)

r

(
−iℏ

d

dr
+ iσ · L

)
. (2.26)

We are in the position to derive the scalar relativistic approximation [130,
131]. In this approximation the SOC interaction is separated and is included
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variationally or in perturbation theory. We can rewrite the second Eq. (2.25)
as:

f =
ℏ

2Mc

(
dg

dr
+

(1 + κ)

r
g

)
, (2.27)

where M = m + ε−mc2−V
2c2 generates a mass-velocity correction, e.g., the mass of

the electron increases with its velocity approaching speed of light. We substitute
the last equation into the first Eq. (2.25) and we proceed with the differentiation:

− ℏ
2

2M

1

r2

d

dr

(
r2 dg

dr

)
+

[
V +

ℏ
2

2M

κ(κ + 1)

r2

]
g,

− ℏ
2

4M2c2

dV

dr

dg

dr
− ℏ

2

4M2c2

dV

dr

(1 + κ)

r
g = ε′g.

(2.28)

This equation takes the form of the Schrödinger equation with two additional
terms. The last but one term in Eq. (2.28) is the Darwin term, and finally the
last term is the SOC term. The Darwin term does not have classical analogue
and corresponds to the Zitterbewegung, the fluctuations around mean position of
the electron due to the interference between positive and negative energy states.
The scalar relativistic approximation is obtained by dropping the SOC term, and
can be formally solved as Schrödinger equation. The SOC can be added in the
last step of the calculation. The four-component wavefunction is rewritten as
[131]:

ψ̃ =

(
g̃YLχs

i
(

σ·x
r

) (
−f̃ + 1

2Mcr
g̃σ · L

)
YLχs

)
≡

(
ϕ̃
χ̃

)
(2.29)

where χ+ =

(
1
0

)
, χ− =

(
0
1

)
. Finally, the Dirac Hamiltonian is applied to

the wave function ϕ̃ and we obtain [121]:

HDψ̃ = ε′ψ̃ +
ℏ

(2Mc)2

1

r

dV

dr

(
(σ · L)1

0

)
ψ̃, (2.30)

where the last term is the spin-orbit interaction. This term measures how much
the relativistic solution differs from the radial scalar relativistic wavefunction ϕ̃
(large component). Technically, the SOC term is computed in the given basis
and is added in the variational process [132]. In nonmagnetic systems, spins are
degenerate and this term lifts this spin degeneracy. However, certain types of
collinear antiferromagnetism may remove this degeneracy already without SOC
as we will see in Chapter 4 in RuO2 antiferromagnet and the crystal Hall effect.
The validity of this approximation was discussed by MacDonald [131], and details
within linear methods in band theory were formulated by Andersen [133].

Approximations to potential and wafunctions

Local spin density approximation (LSDA). The exchange correlation poten-
tial is generically unknown, and the (relativistic) Monte-Carlo determination can
represent an overwhelming task. The exchange correlation potential functional
is commonly approximated within the LSDA as a function of the local electronic
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density n(r) [120]:

vLSDA,±
xc [n+, n−] (r) =

δELSDA
xc [n+, n−] (r)

δn±(r)
, (2.31)

where

ELSDA
xc [n+, n−] (r) =

∫
n(r)Exc [n+, n−] (r)d3r. (2.32)

The meaning of the approximation is to divide the inhomogeneous electronic gas
into infinitesimal regions approximated to have homogeneous electron gas with
the density n(r). In our TB-LMTO calculations of IrMn3 and Mn2Au alloys, we
use the Vosko-Wilk-Nusair parametrization [134].

Generalised gradient approximation (GGA). LSDA is known to over-
estimate the correlations and underestimate the exchange energy. More accurate
potentials were developed and their proper usage depends on the problem at
hand, they were organized into Jacobs ladder according to their accuracy [135].
For our antiferromagnetic systems, GGA is convenient which expresses the en-
ergy in terms of not only the density but also its gradients ∇n(r). Spin-polarised
GGA can be written as [136, 137]:

EGGA
xc [n] =

∫
n(r)Exc [n+(r), n−(r), ∇n+(r), ∇n−(r)] d3r. (2.33)

We will use the Perdew Burke Erzenhorf (PBE)[137, 138, 139] implementation of
the GGA approximation in the VASP calculations.

Electronic correlations on the DFT+U level. DFT is known to de-
scribe well-delocalised s and p electrons, however, DFT can fail to describe more
localised d or f orbitals. Furthermore, many antiferromagnetic systems are also
strongly correlated, and certain systems require to stabilise in DFT calculation
the antiferromagnetic order by the inclusion of the Hubbard repulsion U among
the electrons. This problem can be alleviated by adding the Hubbard potential
to the localised orbitals. The total energy within DFT+U is given as [120, 140]:

E[n(r), ¶ni♢] = ELDA[n(r)] +
U

2

∑

i̸=j

ninj − Edc(U, J), (2.34)

where the second term is the Hubbard interaction, ni,j are electron occupancies
of the subspace with correlated orbitals (e.g. of d-type), and the last term is the
double-counting correction depending on the Hubbard U and exchange parameter
J . The last term needs to be subtracted since the on-site interaction energy was
already accounted for in the effective LSDA potential.

Three most used forms of the approximation include fully localised, around-
mean field and spherically symmetric (Dudarev) approach [141]. We will use for
the RuO2 the last approximation, which takes the form:

ELSDA+U = ELSDA +
(U − J)

2

∑

σ

⋃
⨄

(
∑

i

nσ
ii

)
−

∏
∐∑

i,j

nσ
ijn

σ
ji

⎞
ˆ

⋂
⎦ . (2.35)

We note that the correction now depends only on the difference U − J and con-
siders spherically averaged U , and J .
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While the LSDA works well for itinerant systems with screened correlations,
the DFT+U can describe well systems with strong correlations. In the systems
where the electronic correlation strength is comparable to the bandwidth, the
dynamical mean-field theory (DMFT) and nonlocal extensions were developed
[142]. However, the DMFT in systems with strong SOC suffers from sign problem
in the Monte-Carlo solvers of the corresponding impurity problem. This is at
present an unsolved problem which is NP-hard. This type of problems presumably
requires to invent new mathematical tools as fundamental as the quantum theory
itself. Finally, we remark, the DMFT has interesting common roots with the
CPA method described later in this chapter.

The electronic structure methods can be, besides the type of approximations
to the exchange-correlation potential and relativistic corrections to the momen-
tum, grouped according to the used approximations in the Schrödinger equation
[143]:

• Effective potential form. All electrons (full or spherical potential) -
pseudopotential - structureless jellium.

• Wavefunction approximations. Real space grids - nonlinear methods
(augmented plane waves, Kohn-Korringa-Rostocker scattering and Green
functions) - linear (LMTO) - linear combination of atomic orbitals.

We will discuss later in this chapter the two wavefunction approximations which
we will use in our simulations of topological antiferromagnets: pseudopotential
projector-augmented-wave (PAW) and TB-LMTO methods. In our papers, we
use also full potential methods such as FLAPW (implemented in FLEUR, and
ELK codes), but we will not discuss these methods here.

2.2 Dirac linear muffin-tin orbitals and Green’s

functions method

A computationally suitable ab initio method for calculations of relativistic spin-
tronics effects in antiferromagnets with heavy elements is the fully relativistic
Dirac (FRD)-TB-LMTO-atomic sphere approximation (ASA) in combination
with coherent potential approximation (CPA) for the alloying disorder. The
FRD method is sometimes also called spin-polarized Dirac (SPD) [118, 131, 144],
and besides using the spin-only DFT Dirac-Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian, it relies on
several approximations. For details on the general theory and implementation,
we refer to the original works by Andersen [133], Ebert[145], Solovyev, and Schick
[146, 147, 148], and books by Skriver [149] and Turek [150]. Here we outline the
physics of the approximations relevant to our antiferromagnetic topological rela-
tivistic quantum description of the AMR and spontaneous Hall effect within the
linear response theory.

Linear muffin tin method and atomic sphere approximation. The
muffin tin method partitions the solid into non-overlapping spheres and interstitial
regions (see Fig. 2.2(a)) and substitutes the interstitial potential by a flat function.
Further simplification is achieved by the ASA, where the space is filled only by
the slightly overlapping spheres with a Wigner-Seitz radius rS such that the total
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Here χ̇L is the energy derivative of orbital χL evaluated at the reference energy
E = Ev. The corresponding secular equation takes a form:

det ♣HLL(k) − εkOLL(k)♣ = 0, (2.40)

where all the energy eigenvalues εk can be obtained in single diagonalization
which tremendously speeds up the numerical evaluation. The overlap matrices
and Hamiltonian can be expressed [150] in terms of muffin tin orbitals, single
sphere solutions in terms of spherical harmonics, and TB structure constants
of the systems [150], and similarly the Hamiltonian matrix. Consequently, the
secular equation (2.37) can be transformed to form:

det
(
EδRL,R′L′ − Horth

RL,R′L′

)
= 0, (2.41)

in a new orthogonal basis and defines the potential parameters which we list in
the following paragraph.

Relativistic quantum numbers. The Hamiltonian can be conveniently
expressed in terms of TB-LMTO quantities as [148, 150, 152]:

H = C + (
√

∆)+S0
(
1 − γS0

)−1 √
∆. (2.42)

Here C,
√

∆ and γ are variables parametrising the potential and are site diagonal,
S0 are matrices of the canonical structure constants. For the sake of brevity,
we drop the site index and relativistic quantum numbers Λ = (µκ) (Eq. (2.24))
following the notation of Turek [150]. Unlike the nonrelativistic and nonmagnetic
standard LMTO method, the C,

√
∆ and γ matrices are not diagonal in these

quantum numbers. Otherwise, the form of the Hamiltonian is formally preserved.
We note an additional approximation used for the magnetic version of the

Hamiltonian [148] which is not commonly discussed. The matrix elements

¶κµ♣σz♣κ′µ′♢ = δll′δµµ′

∑

s=± 1
2

sgn(s)C(lj
1

2
; µ − s, s)C(lj′ 1

2
; µ − s, s) (2.43)

can be expressed in terms of Clebsch-Gordan coefficients C. The coupling between
solutions with a different l is proportional to the magnetic SOC in the form:

HMSOC ∼ 1

c2r

dB(r)

dr
L · S. (2.44)

Usually B(r) (the spherically symmetric amplitude of the effective magnetic field
in Eq. (2.17)) might be treated as slowly varying with respect to r, and the mag-
nitude is small of the order of 1/c2 and thus the term is neglected. However
it was noted that this term might contribute importantly to magnetocrystalline
anisotropies and in systems with rapidly varying effective magnetic field. In
certain complicated antiferromagnetic textures the justification of this approxi-
mation remains an open problem.

Green’s functions and relativistic structure constants. The linear re-
sponse Kubo formulas for the transport coefficients can be conveniently expressed
with the help of Green’s functions. The Green’s function (resolvent (z − H)−1 of
the Hamiltonian (2.42) [153]) within TB-LMTO can be written as:

G(z) = λα(z) + µα(z)gα(z)µ̃α(z). (2.45)
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Here the site-diagonal matrices,

λα(z) = µα(z)(γ − α)
[
(
√

∆)+
]−1

,

µα(z) = (
√

∆)−1 [1 + (α − γ)P α(z)] ,

µ̃α(z) = [1 + P α(z)(α − γ)]
[
(
√

∆)+
]−1

(2.46)

are expressed in terms of TB-LMTO (superscript α) screened potential functions:

P α(z) =
[√

∆(z − C)−1(
√

∆)+ + γ − α
]−1

. (2.47)

The auxiliary Green’s function,

gα(z) = [P α(z) − Sα]−1 , (2.48)

can be written in terms of screened structure constants:

Sα = S0
(
1 − αS0

)−1
, (2.49)

where α is site-diagonal matrix of screened constants. The auxiliary Green’s
function is convenient for the numerical treatment and the relation (2.45) was
proven in Appendix of paper by Turek [152].

Coherent potential approximation. CPA [150, 153, 154, 155, 156, 157] is
a method for calculating Green’s functions of disordered systems. In the context
of electronic structure theory, CPA was proven successful for understanding the
substitutional disorder in alloys, and in recent years also finite temperature effects
from first principles, e.g. magnons, and phonons. We discuss its specific imple-
mentation in our paper [158]. We will consider random substitutional disorder
which can be described by a random alloy configuration. The configuration is
determined by the occupation numbers, and physical quantities are determined
by the configurational averaging. For a simple physical quantity we can write:

⟨⟨X̂⟩⟩ =
∑

C
p(C)⟨X̂⟩(C), (2.50)

where p(C) is the probability of occurrence of the configuration C. A single particle
Hamiltonian, H = H0 + U , can be separated into the part with full translational
invariance H0 and the random configuration depend part U with a corresponding
random configurationally averaged Green’s function:

ˆ̄G(z) ≡ ⟨Ĝ(z)⟩ =
∑

c

p(C)Ĝ(z, C). (2.51)

The disordered Green’s function can be expressed in terms of the self-energy Σ(z)
[157]:

ˆ̄G(z) =
[
z1̂ − Ĥ0 − Σ̂(z)

]−1
. (2.52)

Different approximations for calculating averaged Green’s functions are based on
the approximations to the self-energy. Examples include virtual crystal approx-
imation (used, for instance, in combination with VASP [132]), or self-consistent
Born approximation. Here we describe the CPA which can be derived from the
Dyson equation.
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The Hamiltonian can be decomposed by introducing a self-energy:

Ĥ =
[
Ĥ0 + Σ̂(z)

]
+ [Û − Σ̂(z)] (2.53)

and we can rewrite the Green’s function:

Ĝ(z) = ˆ̄G(z) + ˆ̄G(z)[Û − Σ̂(z)]Ĝ(z) = ¶1̂ − ˆ̄G(z)[Û − Σ̂(z)]♢−1 ˆ̄G(z). (2.54)

We can express the Green’s function with the help of a matrix T (z), which is in
the scattering theory known as the T-matrix:

Ĝ(z) = ˆ̄G(z) + ˆ̄G(z)T̂ (z) ˆ̄G(z), (2.55)

with

T̂ (z) = [Û − Σ̂(z)]1̂ − ˆ̄G(z)[Û − Σ̂(z)]−1. (2.56)

By the configurational averaging we obtain an exact condition

⟨T (z)⟩ = 0. (2.57)

Furthermore, we decompose the quantities into the contributions from lattice
sites, Û − Σ̂(z) =

∑
R v̂R(z), v̂R(z) = ÛR − Σ̂R(z), and similarly for self-energy.

Soven[154] assumed uncorrelated perturbation potentials vR and vR′ to arrive at
a condition for the site self-energy[159]:

⟨
[
ÛR − Σ̂R(z)

] ⎭
1̂ − ˆ̄G(z)

[
ÛR − Σ̂R(z)

]⎨−1

⟩ = 0. (2.58)

We briefly visualise the physical meaning of Soven approximation. Nodal self-
energy contribution defines effective non-random atoms placed on the lattice sites
(e.g. Au atoms placed on Mn site in Mn2Au alloys). Real atoms on each site
which randomly substitute the effective atom then generate zero scattering on
average.

The Soven equation gives an iteration recipe for the determination of the CPA
self-energy, and simple examples can be found in Ref. [159]. The CPA can ad-
vantageously (e.g. in comparison to virtual crystal approximation) describe band
splitting due to the strong disorder. This scenario is reminiscent of the DMFT
description of the metal-insulator transition. For the correlated perturbation
extension of CPA, e.g., cluster CPA was developed.

The CPA can be conveniently implemented within the TB-LMTO framework
[150]. The screened potential functions in the auxiliary Green’s functions (2.48)
generalise to the coherent potential functions Pα(z), and the averaged auxiliary
Green’s function takes the form [150, 152]:

⟨gα(z)⟩ = ḡα(z) = [Pα(z) − Sα]−1 , (2.59)

where Pα(z) are site diagonal matrices. The corresponding physical configura-
tionally averaged Green’s function can be written as:

ḠR,R′(z) =
[(

z − Heff(z)
)−1

]

R,R′

(2.60)
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rewritten with the help of

Ai(k, E) ≈ − 1

π

Im Σi (k, Ei + i0)

[E − Ei − Re Σi (k, Ei)]
2 + [Im Σi (k, Ei + i0)]2

, (2.63)

where i corresponds to the particular band of the non-random reference Hamil-
tonian. This approximation works well when the bands interact by disorder or
hybridization only weakly with each other. An example of spectral functions
evaluated close to the Fermi level in Au-rich Mn2Au is shown in Fig. 2.3(d). We
show also a comparison of energy bands calculated in VASP and TB-LMTO of
stoichiometric antiferromagnetic Mn2Au in Fig. 2.3(c).

The CPA potentials are numerically obtained from an iterative self-consistent
procedure:

W
α,(n+1)
R (z) = Pα,(n)

R (z) −
[
ḡ

α,(n)
R,R (z)

]−1
, (2.64)

where W
α,(n)
R (z) is a coherent interactor described in detail in Chapter 10 of [150].

2.3 Kubo-Greenwood formula

We can express the Kubo formula (1.53) within the Green’s function formalism
as Bastin formula [160, 161]:

σ̃µν =
ie2

ℏ

V

∫ +∞

−∞
dεf(ε) Tr

(
vµ

dG+(ε)

dε
vνδ(ε − H) − vµδ(ε − H)vν

dG−(ε)

dε

)

c

,

(2.65)
where V is volume factor. We have added configurational averaging and we have
used the identity [161]:

lim
s→0+

1

(εn − ε) (εn − ε + is)
= lim

s→0+

d

dε

(
1

εn − ε + is

)
. (2.66)

While the original derivation given by Bastin employed an explicit Schrödinger
form of the Hamiltonian and velocities, Crépieux and Bruno have shown the
validity of this approach also within Dirac and Pauli approaches [161]. Employing
integration by parts on part of the last equation, Streda [56] was able to separate
the formula into σ̃µν = σ̃I

µν + σ̃II
µν with the two contributions at zero temperature

and frequency given by:

σ̃I
µν =

e2
ℏ

4πV
Tr

⟨
vµ

(
G+ − G−

)
vνG− − vµG+vν

(
G+ − G−

)⟩
c
,

σ̃II
µν = − e2

4iπV
Tr

⟨(
G+ − G−

)
(rµvν − rνvµ)

⟩
c

(2.67)

The Kubo-Streda formula can be implemented within the TB-LMTO formalism
[162] with the help of auxiliary averaged CPA Green’s functions and vertex correc-
tions [163]. For the diagonal longitudinal conductivity, σ̃II

ij is zero and we obtain
Kubo-Greenwood formula, which can be expressed in terms of TB-LMTO-ASA
CPA quantities as [104, 152, 158, 164, 165]

σµν = − e2

πℏV0N
Tr ¶ℑḡα (EF ) [Xµ, Sα] ℑḡα (EF ) [Xν , Sα]♢ + v.c., (2.68)
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where for the sake of numerical convenience the conductivity is expressed in
terms of auxiliary quantities, and the vertex corrections (v.c.) are calculated as
described by Carva [163]. The numerical implementation uses an intra-atomic
current approximation [164]. The true continuous coordinate is substituted by a
step function (position matrix diagonal in position vector and quantum numbers)
within each atomic sphere. The conductivity thus describes only the net electron
motion between neighbouring atomic sites. In our calculations of Mn2Au alloys,
the vertex corrections turn out to be negligible and isotropic (less than 1% of the
total conductivities). Details of the application of CPA TB-LMTO for calculating
quantities at nonzero temperature were discussed by Wagenknecht [158]. Details
of Kubo-Streda calculations of spontaneous Hall conductivity are presented by
Turek [162]. In our test spontaneous Hall calculations in non-collinear antiferro-
magnets within FRD-TB-LMTO-CPA, we neglect the term called Fermi sea in
[162].

The finite-relaxation time (FRT) model corresponds to the spin and orbital
independent scattering which is technically accounted for by adding a finite imag-
inary constant (Im z) to the Fermi energy in corresponding Green’s functions in
the Kubo-Bastin equation. The FRT model gives zero vertex corrections and
does not allow to separate the phonon and spin-disorder contributions to the
conductivity tensor.

Computational scheme

We calculated conductivity tensor within FRD-TB-LMTO-ASA in combination
with RTA or CPA in NiMnSb, and Mn2Au, and non-collinear antiferromagnets
presented in Chapter 3 and 4. Technically the calculation is carried out in the
following steps:

1. The electronic structure and the potential function are calculated within
the FRD-TB-LMTO-ASA method. The input file inpge contains informa-
tion about lattice vector, atomic positions, and parameter controlling the
spread of the TB basis (CUTRAT ). inpch is composed of chemical occu-
pation of atomic sites and their number of valence electrons considered in
the calculation. We list the input parameters of the systems in Tab. 2.1.
inpmd comprises orientations of local magnetisations in three Euler an-
gles (ϕ, θ, ψ) in π units illustrated in Fig 2.2(c). For instance, in the case
of the non-collinear antiferromagnets IrM3, we introduce the Euler angles
ϕ/π, θ/π, ψ/π for the Mn atoms in the weak ferromagnetic phase and anti-
ferromagnetic phase described in Chapter 4 and listed in Tab. 2.2.

The starting potential functions are stored in inpmd. The file is constructed
from atomic potential functions stored in atoms.all. The functions need to
be concatenated (cat command) together in the correct order and recalcu-
lated for the entered Wigner-Seitz radius (see Tab. 2.1). In the final step,
the potential functions are transformed into the relativistic basis with rela-
tivistic quantum numbers. Finally, input controls the DFT loop. In this file
we set the basis type spd or spdf (orbital quantum number NL), number
of spin components (NS), NSYM and INVE (symmetry flags, we have im-
plemented only several symmetries, INVE control inversion symmetry), the
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CuMnAs(o) NiMnSb Mn2Au IrMn3 Rh0.5Pt0.5Mn3

a(Å) 6,577
5,925

3,330
3,785 3,820b(Å) 3,854

c(Å) 7,310 8,537

Volume(Å3) 185,290 207,980 94,662 54,225 55,743
Number of atoms 12 12+4 6 4 4

rWS(Å) 1,545 1,459 1,556 1,479 1,493
Valence electrons 11-7-5 10-7-0-5 11-7 9-7 9-10-7

Table 2.1: Parameters of calculated materials. NiMnSb unit cell comprises of
also empty-sphere to fill the empty lattice site in the half-Heusler structure.

number of crystal momentum points along one dimension (NK), the num-
ber of energy points for the Green’s function contour integrals (NE), the
number of DFT iterations, the type of the exchange-correlation potential,
and mixing parameters for the CPA and DFT loop. The fortran compiled
program rbes is run via:

./rbes &>tmp&,

where we redirect the output into a temporary file tmp. Output files are
outit (information of the iteration DFT procedure and final physical param-
eters: magnetic moments, total energy, Fermi energy, iteration change in
energy), outld (final potential parameters), outcp, outsz (coherent potential
functions and spin components).

2. The Kubo formula calculations proceed by evaluating (possibly averaged)
auxiliary Green’s functions and velocities, and vertex corrections. inpge,
inpch, and inpmd can be copied from the DFT step. outld from the DFT
step is copied as inppp while adding at the second line the energy (pos-
sibly Fermi energy) at which the conductivity tensor is evaluated. The
control parameters are stored in the inprr file containing information about
the number of crystal momentum points for the Kubo formula integration
(NKF), NSYM, INVE. The calculated conductivity tensor is saved in the
outrr file. We parallelised conductivity crystal momentum integration in
OpenMP allowing us to calculate larger systems with finer meshes. The
calculation is executed as:

./rrere &>tmp &.

The mesh of 160 × 160 × 160 k-points in the Brillouin zone was commonly
used for transport calculations if not specified otherwise. Smaller numbers of k-
points than common for, e.g., pure metals, are required because of the large self-
energy term originating from chemical or temperature disorder. In Fig. 2.4 we plot
an example of the convergence of our parallelised calculations of the longitudinal
conductivity and anisotropic magnetoresistance in Mn2Au alloys within FRT.
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Weak ferromagnetic Antiferromagnetic
Euler angles ϕ/π ϑ/π ϕ/π ϑ/π

SMn1 -0.75000 0.19591 -0.25 -0.50
SMn2 -0.14758 0.63386 -0.50 0.25
SMn3 -0.35241 -0.63386 0.00 0.75

Table 2.2: Euler angle parametrization of sublattice moments in non-collinear
antiferromagnetic phases.
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Figure 2.4: Convergence of resistivity and anisotropic magnetoresistance (AMR)
calculations in Mn2Au antiferromagnet. (a) Longitudinal resistivity (b) AMR vs
number of sampling points along single dimension in the Brillouin zone.

2.4 Plane wave pseudopotential method

The solution of the Schrödinger equation for free electrons are plane waves. For a
weak potential it is possible to expand the wavefunction in the plane wave series
[151]:

ψk(r) =
∑

G

Ck−G♣k − G⟩. (2.69)

This expansion can be substituted into the Schrödinger equation to obtain:
(
ε0

k−G − εk

)
Ck−G +

∑

G′

v (G′ − G) Ck−G′ = 0. (2.70)

This equation has a nontrivial solution if:

det♣
(
e0

k−G − ek̇

)
δG,G′ + v (G′ − G) ♣ = 0. (2.71)

The equation contains formally infinite number of plane waves an in practical
calculation the size has to be truncated. Since the potential v(G) rapidly changes
close to the nuclei, its Fourier transform requires large G in the expansion, and
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thus in general Fourier components will not decay fast with increasing G. This
problem can be migitiated by using pseudopotentials.

A pseudowavefunction matches the real wavefunction for r > rcut-off and the
rapid oscillations for r < rcut-off are substituted by nodeless functions. Simi-
larly, the potential diverges close to the nuclei and we can substitute this part
by some smoother form, where the complete pseudopotential has the same scat-
tering properties as the real one. For instance, Hamman et al. [166] substituted
within certain core radius the all-electron wavefunction by a soft nodeless pseudo-
wavefunction while requiring conservation of the norm within this radius. Outside
the radius, the wavefunctions are identical. For localised orbitals such as 3d, this
leads to the requirement of a large basis set of plane waves. Vanderbilt sug-
gested using atomically localised augmentation charges to relax the condition of
the norm. A drawback of the method in terms of a complicated practical con-
struction of the pseudopotential can be mitigated by the PAW method developed
by Blöchl [167]. He transforms systematically the all-electron wavefunction to
the pseudopotential wavefunction to avoid the complex augmentation charges or
many plane waves needed in the basis. The formal link between the ultrasoft
pseudopotential method by Vanderbilt and the PAW method by Blöchl was dis-
cussed by Kresse and Joubert [168] and its method numerically implemented in
VASP code.

PAW method. Within the PAW formalism the psudopotential wavefunction
is derived from the all electron wavefunction by means of a linear transformation:

♣Ψn⟩ =
\\\Ψ̃n

⟩
+

∑

i

(
♣ϕi⟩ −

\\\ϕ̃i

⟩) ⟨
p̃i♣Ψ̃n

⟩
. (2.72)

All electron wavefunctions and partial waves are denoted as Ψ̃n and p̃i, respec-
tively. The pseudopotential counterparts are marked by the tilde symbol. The
index i = (R, l, m, ϵkl) is composed of angular quantum numbers and reference
energy.

All-electron ψi are calculated for the reference atom, pseudopotential ϕ̃i are
identical to all-electron ones outside the cut-off radius and are required to match
continuously at the radius. The radius is often chosen about one half of the
distance between nearest neighbour atoms. Finally, the projector functions are
constructed as dual quantities to the pseudopotential partial waves:

⟨
p̃i♣ϕ̃j

⟩
= δij. (2.73)

Details of the methods and the link between PAW and the ultrasoft pseudopo-
tential can be found in Ref. [168].

Variational inclusion of spin-orbit coupling. The VASP code imple-
ments SOC effects in the variational scheme as a correction to the nonrelativistic
Schrödinger equation, rather than fully relativistic treatment implemented within
TB-LMTO and discussed in the previous section.

SOC originates mainly from the regions close to the nuclei and the effects are
assumed to be negligible outside of the PAW radii. Under this assumption, the
SOC term can be written as an all electron, one center contribution:

H̃SOC =
∑

ij

♣pi⟩ ⟨ϕi ♣HSO♣ ϕj⟩ ⟨pj♣ . (2.74)
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The spin-orbit elements are in the zero order approximation given as:

Hαβ
SOC =

ℏ
2

(2mec)2

K(r)

r

dV (r)

dr
σαβ · L, (2.75)

where σ are Pauli matrices and the angular momentum operators L = r×p, V (r)
is the spherical part of the effective potential within the PAW sphere, and K(r) =

K(r) =
(
1 − V (r)

2mec2

)−2
. The spin-orbit term action on the pseudowavefunction can

be expressed as: \\\ψ̃α
n

⟩
=

∑

αβ

H̃αβ
SOC

\\\ψ̃β
n

⟩
. (2.76)

Here the spinor up and down components are labelled α and β, respectively. We
employ the two-component non-collinear magnetism formalism [132]. The spin
orbit operator can be derived from Eq. (2.75) by the transformation to spherical
harmonics, ϕi(r) = Ri(♣r♣)Ylimi

(r̂):

H̃αβ
SO =

ℏ
2

(2mec)2

∑

ij

♣p̃i⟩Rijσ⃗αβ · L⃗ij⟨p̃j♣, (2.77)

where

Rij = 4π
∫ rc

0
Ri(r)

K(r)

r

dV (r)

dr
Rj(r)dr, (2.78)

L⃗ij =
⟨
Yl,mi

♣L⃗♣Yljmj

⟩
, and Yl,m label the real spherical harmonics. The spherical

harmonic basis can be used for calculating projected quantities, e.g., local spin
polarisations [111].

2.5 Wannier functions and intrinsic Hall con-

ductivity

We have seen in Chapter 1 how to express the intrinsic Hall conductivity in terms
of the Berry curvature by comparing the linear response expression in Eq. (1.57)
to the Berry curvature formula [55]:

Ωαβ(k) = −2 Im
∑

v

∑

c

⎬
uvk

\\\\
∂Ĥ(k)

∂kα

\\\\ uck

⎪ ⎬
uck

\\\\
∂Ĥ(k)

∂kβ

\\\\ uvk

⎪

[Ec(k) − Ev(k)]2
. (2.79)

The Berry curvature rapidly oscillates in the crystal momentum space and the
large contributions, hotspots, can originate from spin-orbit avoided crossings or
bands split by other mechanisms. The precise evaluation of the Berry curvature
and the associated intrinsic Hall conductivity thus requires millions of crystal
momentum sampling points. Furthermore, the summation in Eq. (2.79) runs
over many Bloch states.

This problem is suitable for Wannier interpolation scheme developed by Souza,
Marzari, Wang, Vanderbilt and others [54, 169, 170, 171] which is schematically
described around Fig. 25 of the review article [171]. Within this approach, the
Wannier functions are determined by using conventional Bloch states calculated
ab initio in a certain energy range on a coarse grid. In the second step, the
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Wannier function interpolation on a finner mesh is constructed and the Berry
curvature and linear response quantities as Hall conductivity are calculated on
the finer mesh. In Fig. 2.5 (a) we show Wannier interpolated bands on top of
the VASP DFT calculation of antiferromagnetic RuO2 antiferromagnet (Hubbard
U = 1.6 eV ). Fig. 2.5 illustrates the Berry curvature of antiferromagnetic RuO2

calculated along with the high symmetry line (bottom panel (a)) and map (b)
using the Wannier90 code.

Wannier functions can be defined as duals to the Bloch functions:

♣ψW
nk⟩ =

∑

R

eik·R♣Rn⟩ (n = 1, . . . , J). (2.80)

This is an analogous formula to the TB method with the Wannier projected
functions effectively representing the atomic orbitals. However, the Wannier
atomic orbitals are obtained from first-principles rather than by the Slater-Koster
method. The gauge freedom in choosing the phase factors of Bloch functions al-
lows us to optimize the Wannier functions into its maximally localised form by
reducing the tails of the Wannier functions in the real space. The gauge freedom
in choosing the Bloch states can be expressed by an unitary operator

♣Rn⟩ =
V

(2π)3

∫

BZ
dke−ik·R

J∑

m=1

U (k)
mn ♣ψmk⟩ . (2.81)

Within the method, the localisation potential is constructed as:

W =
∑

n

[⟨
0n

\\\r2
\\\ 0n

⟩
− ⟨0n♣r♣0n⟩2

]
=

∑

n

[⟨
r2

⟩
n

− r2
n

]
(2.82)

and measures the spread of the Wannier functions around their centres. The
localisation potential is transformed into the crystal momentum space and mini-
mized with respect to the U (k)

mn matrices. The Hamiltonian matrix in the Wannier
gauge reads:

HW
k,nm =

⟨
ψW

kn♣H♣ψW
km

⟩
=

∑

R

eik·R⟨0n♣H♣Rm⟩. (2.83)

The eigenenergies can be obtained by a transformation:

HH
k,nm =

[
U †

kHW
k Uk

]
nm

= δnmϵ̄nk. (2.84)

This transformation formally defines Hamiltonian gauge quantities, including
wavefunctions, in which the Hamiltonian takes a diagonal form (recall the non-
abelian Berry curvature analysis in Chapter 1). The corresponding transforma-
tion for Bloch functions reads:

\\\ψH
k

⟩
=

\\\ψW
k

⟩
Uk. (2.85)

For the DFT wavevectors we recover the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the DFT
calculations. At arbitrary wavectors we obtain a smooth interpolation between
DFT wavevectors, if we consider a set of disentangled bands. In the case of
entangled bands, the interpolation is set to work well only within a fixed (so
called frozen) energy window. The evaluated Hamiltonian matrices in the Wan-
nier gauge can be inexpensively evaluated by fast Fourier transformation and
diagonalization of matrices (2.84) of rank J .
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To obtain the Berry curvature in the Hamiltonian gauge we differentiate both
sides of the gauge transformation (2.81) and we substitute the expressions into
an alternative formula for Berry curvature:

Fαβ = ∂αAβ − ∂βAα = i ⟨∂αu♣∂βu⟩ − i ⟨∂βu♣∂αu⟩ . (2.86)

After a technical manipulation we obtain:

FH
αβ = Fαβ −

[
Dα, Āβ

]
+

[
Dβ, Āα

]
− i [Dα, Dβ] , (2.87)

where Fαβ, Āβ, and Dα = U †∂αU are quantities in the Wannier gauge, e.g. Āk =

U †
kAw

k Uk. By summing the diagonal terms

F tot
αβ =

J∑

n=1

fnFH
αβ,nn (2.88)

we obtain the total Berry curvature:

F tot
αβ =

J∑

n

fnFαβ,nn +
J∑

mn

(fm − fn)
(
Dα,nmĀβ,mn

−Dβ,nmĀα,mn + iDα,nmDβ,mn

)
.

(2.89)

The summation is now running over a small set of J Wannier bands. Energy
eigenvalues, occupation factors, U and D matrices are automatically obtained by
the Wannierization scheme. The Berry connection and Berry curvature informa-
tion is encoded in matrix elements:

AW
α =

∑

R

eik·R ⟨0 ♣rα♣ R⟩ (2.90)

and the Berry curvature is obtained by analytical curl of this equation.

(a) (b)

Figure 2.5: Berry curvature calculations in the RuO2 antiferromagnet. (a) (top
panel) Energy bands calculated in VASP (red circles) and by Wannier inter-
polation (green line). (bottom panel) Berry curvature calculated by Wannier
interpolation. (b) Berry curvature map in kz = 0 crystal momentum plane for
Hubbard U = 1.6 eV.
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By Brillouin zone integration we get an expression for the Hall conductivity:

σAH
αβ = −e2

ℏ

∫

BZ

dk

(2π)3
F tot

k,αβ. (2.91)

We will study the Berry curvature and Hall conductivity pseudovectors in anti-
ferromagnets in great detail in Chapter 4 of this text.

Computational scheme

The VASP code can be run in three magnetic (flag NONCOLMAG = .TRUE.)
and SOC (flag LSOC=.TRUE.) approximations: (i) no SOC, and collinear mag-
netism; (ii) no SOC, and non-collinear magnetism; and (iii) SOC and non-
collinear magnetism. We describe the practical calculation of the Berry curvature
and Hall conductivity by employing the VASP code in combination with Wan-
nier90 code to generate an effective TB Wannier Hamiltonian.

Practically, we evaluate the Hall conductivity, in four steps.
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Figure 2.6: Convergence of VASP and Wannier90 calculations in or-
thorhombic CuMnAs and RuO2 antiferromagnets. (a) Changes in energy
vs number of iterations in VASP. (b) Changes in control parameter of Wannier-
ization vs number of iterations.

1. First principle self-consistent calculation. We set-up and run a
self-consistent VASP calculation. We cat input pseudopotential files to create
POTCAR. In POSCAR we set the crystal lattice geometry and atomic positions.
In KPOINTS file we set the number of crystal momentum points used in the self-
consistent calculation. INCAR file contains control parameters of the calculation,
e.g., energy cut-off, type of potential, starting magnetization orientations and
magnitudes, SOC flag, LDA+U settings, number of processors, etc. We also
switch off symmetries (ISYM=-1), since we study low symmetry magnets with
SOC and we do not want to reduce the Brillouin zone. We set-up supercomputer
parameters and the calculation parameters (include modules, time and memory
requirements, etc.) and run the VASP code in parallel:

srun /home/user/vaspfolder/bin/vasp_ncl
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We use an accurate, magnetic and relativistic mode of our calculations. For
relatively small unit cells (e.g. 6 atoms of RuO2), the self-consistent cycles take
around 5-48 hours of real-time when using 4 nodes with 16-32 processors each,
giving in total 64-128 processors. One should keep in mind that in VASP it is
convenient to set the number of processors to be congruent with the number of
crystal momentum points.

We can also calculate the structure by setting a non-self-consistent calcula-
tion (ICHARG=11) and defining the wavevector path in the momentum space in
KPOINTS. We show exemplary energy bands for antiferromagnetic RuO2 with
moments along the [110] crystal direction calculated in VASP. In our calculations,
we use the PAW pseudopotential in combination with the GGA Perdew–Burke-
Ernzerhof (PBE) parametrization [137, 138]. For RuO2 and orthorhombic CuM-
nAs we use an energy cut-off of 500 eV, in the case of CoNb3S6, and Mn2Au we
use 300 eV. We show the convergence for the CuMnAs calculation in Fig. 2.6(a).

2. Non-self-consistent first principle calculation of matrix overlaps
and projections. In the second step we set up the basic wannier90.win file by
including the number of bands (for our RuO2 crystal we set 96) and Wannier
functions (56), and we choose the projection states (Ru: s, d, and O: s, p). We
run VASP in the nonparallel and non-self-consistent mode (ICAHRG=11) with
two Wannier90 flags: NBANDS = (rule of thumb is 1.4 times the number of
electrons), and flag LWANNIER90 = .TRUE.

/home/user/vaspfolder/bin/vasp_ncl

VASP calculates overlaps and projections required for the next step.
3. Disentanglement of bands and Wannierization. We add to the

wannier90.win file disentanglement a Wannierization setting. We also grep the
Fermi energy from the VASP calculation and set it in the wannier90.win file. We
run the Wannier procedure

wannier90.x wannier90

We show in Fig. 2.6(b) the convergence of control parameters during the calcu-
lation the Wannier functions.

4. Post-processing: Berry curvature and Hall conductivity. In the
last step, we set the parameters for the Fermi surface, energy bands, Berry cur-
vature, and Hall conductivity in wannier90.win. We run the wannier90 library in
post-processing parallel mode

srun postw90.x wannier90

As a prerequisite, we need VASP compiled in non-collinear mode and linked
with Wannier90. At the moment of writing, we use an older version of Wan-
nier90 compatible with VASP in the second step, and for wannierization and
post-processing (step 3 and 4) we use the latest version of Wannier90. Post-
processing can be alternatively calculated in WannierTools or home-made rou-
tines for integration.
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2.6 Summary: first-principle methods

In this chapter, we have reviewed the relativistic first-principle theory of
electronic structure. We have described TB-LMTO and PAW methods.
The former is useful for understanding effects originating from disor-
der scattering and extrinsic contributions to the anisotropic magnetore-
sistance in high symmetry materials (where ASA is applicable and the
atoms have similar Wigner-Seitz radii). The latter is useful in combina-
tion with maximally localised Wannier functions for calculations of the
intrinsic spontaneous Hall conductivity in antiferromagnets with lower
symmetry. We have developed:

• parallelisation of the codes for the transport calculation of the
Kubo-Greenwood formula within the Green’s function CPA + TB-
LMTO method,

• scripts to calculate and visualise crystal momentum and energy-
resolved Bloch spectral functions (see Fig. 1), three-dimensional
energy bands (see Fig. 2), spin-projected quantities, magnetization
density isosurfaces, etc.,

• set-up of VASP, TB-LMTO and our codes on supercomputing cen-
tres - METACENTRUM, IT4INNOVATION, MOGON (ranked as
number 65 (19 within Europe) in 2017 and 131 in 2019 computa-
tional performance worldwide list), and TYPHOON.

• contribution to the calculation of the spin-resolved, finite-relaxation
time, and finite-temperature codes and methodology described in
our papers which are part of David Wagenknecht’s thesis [158, 172].

We have compared first principle methods implemented in VASP and
TB-LMTO and we have tested our convergence and band structure re-
sults against our calculations in full-potential FLAPW codes FLEUR
and ELK. We describe these calculations in Refs. [27, 104]. Our spin-
resolved conductivity calculations within TB-LMTO for antiferromag-
netic FeRh exhibit large sublattice conductivities. This technical obser-
vation inspired our work in Chapter 4. We have tested the computa-
tional framework on numerous magnetic system: ferromagnetic NiCo,
and NiMnSb, antiferromagnetic FeRh, CuMnAs, non-collinear antifer-
romagnet Mn3Sn, antiferromagnetic MnPt, and non-collinear antiferro-
magnetic alloys IrMn3, and Mn2Au, and obtained results consistent with
existing literature.

We studied the convergence and time-scaling of our calculations, and
we explored the applicability of these methods for the description of the
relativistic spin transport and topological quasiparticles. The limitation
of the CPA relates to our usage of the ASA, which likely can artificially
relax band touching (unphysically prevent hybridization). However, the
method works well for the calculation of scattering effects, as we will
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illustrate on our large anisotropic magnetoresistance prediction in Mn2Au
alloys, which is consistent with experimental data [104].

On the other hand, the effective Wannier TB + VASP + Berry curva-
ture method is useful for studying the symmetry protection of topological
quasiparticles, and magnetic symmetry properties of low symmetry crys-
tals, and intrinsic band structure effects as we will describe in the next
two chapters.
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3. Anisotropic magnetoresistance
in Dirac antiferromagnets

“Antifragility is beyond resilience or robustness. The resilient resists shocks and
stays the same; the antifragile gets better.”

Nassim Nicholas Taleb

In this chapter, we study a Dirac fermion antiferromagnet candidate CuMnAs
and AMR in ferromagnetic NiMnSb and antiferromagnetic Mn2Au by magnetic
symmetry analysis and first-principle calculations. In the first part, we discuss
the tetragonal and orthorhombic CuMnAs electronic structure and the magnetic
ground-state of the orthorhombic CuMnAs. We demonstrate the presence of
Dirac fermions [23, 27, 28, 38, 82, 173] in CuMnAs antiferromagnetic energy
bands and their protection by the non-symmorphic screw axis symmetry. We
also show that this material can host the relativistic metal-insulator transition
which we have introduced in Chapter 1 on the TB model.

In the second part, we present conventional phenomenology of crystalline and
non-crystalline AMR in ferromagnets [174, 175, 176, 177, 178]. We also calculate
the AMR in NiMnSb ferromagnet from our first-principle fully relativistic Dirac-
tight binding-linear muffin tin orbital-coherent potential approximation (FRD-
TB-LMTO-CPA) method [109, 152, 158, 172]. NiMnSb was used to demonstrate
SOT due to its noncentrosymmetric unit cell [109]. We observe opposite sign of
the AMR to the sign commonly observed in elemental ferromagnets Fe, Co, Ni,
and their alloys [152].

In the last part, we study the electronic structure, residual resistivity, and
AMR in Mn2Au alloys by employing our FRD-TB-LMTO-CPA theory. Our
calculation of Au-rich Mn2Au predicts residual resistivities and a large AMR ∼
6%, consistent with current-induced Néel vector reorientation experiments [104].
We show that this correspondence can be explained with the help of our Bloch
spectral function calculations described technically in Chapter 2. Finally, we
summarize different contributions to the AMR. Results presented in this chapter
fill the gap between minimal model theories with free fitting parameters, and
the so far black box ab initio calculations in specific materials using no free
parameters. Our theory is based on (i) magnetic symmetry analysis depending
on the Néel vector orientation, and (ii) Bloch spectral function calculated within
CPA and visualised over the large part of the high symmetry lines in the Brillouin
zone.

3.1 Electronic structure of tetragonal CuMnAs

We start by briefly discussing symmetries of the tetragonal CuMnAs [179, 180]
with its crystal structure shown in Fig. 1.3(a). Tetragonal CuMnAs is driving
antiferromagnetic spintronics research since the manipulation of the Néel vector
was for the first time observed in this material [103]. The nonmagnetic crystal
of CuMnAs exhibits the P4/nmm MSG. Our calculations on the minimal Dirac
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Néel vector Magnetic space group Important symmetry

[100] Pm′nm(8) PT ,M̃x

[110] P2′
1/c(4) PT

[001] Pn′m′a′ (8) PT

Table 3.1: Dependence of the magnetic space group on the Néel vector orientation
in tetragonal CuMnAs. The numbers in brackets mark number of symmetry
operations.

quasiparticle antiferromagnet points towards the possibility of the Dirac nodal
lines in the antiferromagnetic tetragonal CuMnAs [27]. The density of states
(DOS) exhibits semimetallic character with a dip near the Fermi level and is
sensitive to the electronic correlations [82]. The comparison of DOS with pho-
toemission spectroscopy data point towards Hubbard U ∼ 3 eV.

In the energy bands calculated with SOC for the N∥[100], we indeed ob-
tained nodal lines with an open geometry. The MSG reduces to eight symmetry
elements: Identity, off-centred mirror planes M̃x and M̃z =

{
Mz♣1

2
1
2
0

}
, non-

symmorphic screw-axis S2y=
{
C2y♣01

2
0

}
, and four PT conjugated symmetries.

When we rotate the Néel vector to N∥[110] and N∥[101], M̃z and S2y remain
symmetries of the system, respectively. In both cases we have obtained gapped
nodal-lines. These symmetries are thus excluded from protecting the nodal-lines.
The nodal-lines are protected as in the model by the M̃x symmetry. This protec-
tion is distinct from the earlier identified screw-axis protection in nonmagnetic
ZrSiS [181]. The dependence of the MSG on the Néel vector orientation is listed
in Tab. 3.1.

The field-like NSOT has the same symmetry as in the minimal model from
Chapter 1 and allows for the current-induced manipulation of the Néel vector
[103, 106]. This illustrates the possibility to control the Dirac crossings in re-
alistic material. Tetragonal CuMnAs is, however, not a convenient candidate
for observing the relativistic metal-insulator transition since the Dirac crossings
are buried in the Fermi sea [27]. Remarkably, this drawback can be mitigated,
according to our calculations, by lowering the symmetry from tetragonal to or-
thorhombic and we will discuss in the next section the electronic structure of
orthorhombic CuMnAs in greater detail.

3.2 Electronic structure of orthorhombic anti-

ferromagnetic CuMnAs

The volume of the unit cell of the orthorhombic phase is doubled with respect
to the tetragonal CuMnAs crystal. The space group Pnma (number 62) is cen-
trosymmetric and we list the experimental unit cell parameters and Wyckoff po-
sitions in Tab. 3.2. There are four Mn atoms and we have calculated electronic
structure of the three antiferromagnetic orderings which preserve the size of the
nonmagnetic unit cell (and thus will be of Type-III MSG) [173]: AF1 ↑↑↓↓, AF2
↑↓↑↓, and AF3 ↑↓↓↑. We list the MSGs and the calculated total ground state
energies in VASP in Tab. 3.3. The AF2 phase is centrosymmetric with a ferro-
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Atom Wyckoff position Experimental coordinates

Cu 4c (.m.) 0.62230 0.25000 0.06000
Mn 4c (.m.) 0.54020 0.25000 0.67800
As 4c (.m.) 0.24590 0.25000 0.12340

Table 3.2: Wyckoff positions of the orthorhombic CuMnAs. The experimental lat-
tice parameters are 6.5773, 3.8540, and 7.3096Å. Remaining atomic positions are
determined for the Wyckoff position 4c as (x, 1

4
, z), (−x+ 1

2
, 3

4
, z + 1

2
), (−x, 3

4
, −z),

and (x + 1
2
, 1

4
, −z + 1

2
). .m. denotes site symmetry group containing only iden-

tity and glide-mirror plane
{
My♣(01

2
0)

}
. The experimental parameters are taken

from [182] (Tab.II).

magnetic symmetry group and thus can in principle host the spontaneous Hall
effect. We will discuss the possibility of spontaneous Hall effects in collinear anti-
ferromagnets in Chapter 4. The phases AF1 and AF3 exhibit antiferromagnetic
symmetry groups with PT symmetry and the AF1 phase tends to be the energy
ground-state [28, 173].

We show the corresponding energy bands in Fig. 3.1. The phases AF1 and AF2
fulfil the prerequisites for the antiferromagnetic Kramers theorem and the energy
bands (see Fig. 3.1(a) and (c)) are Kramers degenerate. Both phases exhibit
also band-crossings close to the Fermi level. The location of these crossings in
the lowest energy phase AF1 is pinned at the Fermi level. In further discussion,
we will present calculations in the AF1 phase only. We show its unit cell in
Figs. 1.1(c) and 3.3(a) with a marked PT symmetry centre.

A more detailed inspection of the non-spin-orbit coupled energy bands points
towards the existence of the nodal line in the Γ−X −U crystal momentum plane
(we use the conventional orthorhombic Brillouin zone notation). This nodal-line

is related to the presence of the off-centred mirror plane M̃y =
{
My♣0, 1

2
, 0

}

[27, 28, 49, 183] (in the spin space group aka magnetic symmetry group without
SOC [184]). We remark that in our papers [27, 82] we used FLEUR [185] and
ELK [186] codes for the band structure calculations, while in this thesis we present
mostly the VASP calculations which give consistent results with our paper and
other works [28, 173].

Phase Space (point) group Energy Important symmetry/effect

AF1 ↑↑↓↓ Pn′m′a′(m′m′m′) 0 PT Dirac fermions
AF2 ↑↓↑↓ Pnm′a′(m′m′m) +2.5 eV P Spontaneous Hall effect
AF3 ↑↓↓↑ Pnm′a(mmm′) +0.2 eV PT Dirac fermions

Table 3.3: Magnetic symmetry groups, calculated ground-state energy, and char-
acteristic symmetry/effect for different collinear antiferromagnetic states with the
propagation vector q = 0 and easy axis along the c-axis in orthorhombic CuM-
nAs. The order of the magnetic moments symbolised by arrows corresponds to
the positions of Mn atoms in fractional units: (0.5402 , 0.25, 0.678), ( -0.0402,
0.75, 1.178), (-0.5402, 0.75, -0.678), and (1.0402, 0.25, -0.178).
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Figure 3.5: Energy bands in orthorhombic CuMnAs calculated with spin-orbit
coupling and antiferromagnetic moments along [001] (top), [100] (centre), and
[111] (bottom) crystal directions.

to a gap of approximately 1 meV.

We remark that the band structure depends on the Hubbard U . While the
DPs are stable up to U ∼ 3 eV in our calculations, the position of the DPs shifts
up in energy with increasing U . This can, together with possibly strong disorder
sensitivity [189] and small energy band gaps, complicate the observation of Dirac
fermions and the RMIT. In the final section on orthorhombic CuMnAs, we will
discuss the possibilities to control the Néel vector orientation.

3.5 Reorientation of the Néel vector

In principle, we can control the Néel vector orientation by the NSOT or electric
gating. The latter is possible due to the semiconducting DOS for certain orien-
tations of the Néel vector [23, 190]. We will now demonstrate that the former is
possible since the orthorhombic CuMnAs fulfils the criteria for Dirac-Néel antifer-
romagnets formulated in Chapter 1: orthorhombic CuMnAs has PT symmetry
and noncentrosymmetric Mn Wyckoff positions. The magnetic anisotropy energy
is small for an arbitrary rotation at the resolution limit of our DFT method,
preferring slightly in-plane (001) Néel vector. Remarkably, also orthorhombic
CuMnAs provides efficient inverse spin galvanic effect as the Mn-sublattices are
(i) PT partners in pairs 1-3/2-4, (ii) screw axis S2z partners 1-2/3-4, as de-
picted in the Fig. 3.3(a), leading to the conclusion that an even tensor χI

µν (see
Eq. (1.56)) is staggered in the (001)-plane. Its form is the same as in tetragonal
CuMnAs [106], except χI

A,12 ̸= χI
A,21 in general, allowing for the manipulation of

the Néel order within/towards the (001) plane. Remarkably, for the spin-axis N
prepared along [110] and electric field along the [001] direction, there is an efficient

second order in magnetization even field χ
I,(2)
A,µν,kl in the [001] direction allowed by

symmetry which in principle enables a reversible reorientation towards the [001]
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axis. This torque can be possibly enhanced by the presence of real disorder and
hetero-structure geometry [191].

We arrived at this conclusion by analysing the symmetry with the help of
the symmetry code developed by Železný et al.[106]. The analysis is based on
the application of Neumann principle for the linear response coefficient of the
non-equilibrium spin-polarization δsA at the magnetic sublattice a induced by an
applied electric field: δsa = χaE (recall the linear response table presented in
Chapter 1). We employ the expansion of the tensor χa in terms of the magnetic
moment directions within an exchange approximation (no tilting):

χeven
a,µν(N̂) = χ(0)

a,µν + χ
(2)
a,µναβN̂αN̂β + . . . , (3.11)

where N̂ is the spin-axis direction. The zero order (field-like) term in orthorhom-
bic CuMnAs is given by

χ
(0)
A =

∏

∐̂
0 x12 0

x21 0 x23

0 x32 0

⎞
ˆ̂

, χ
(0)
B =

∏

∐̂
0 x12 0

x21 0 −x23

0 −x32 0

⎞
ˆ̂

. (3.12)

These are the lowest order efficient fields with only two nonzero components
x12 ̸= x21 of the analogical form to tetragonal CuMnAs, except now x21 is in gen-
eral different from x12. Since the chemistry around the Fermi level (SOC strength)
in orthorhombic CuMnAs is similar to the tetragonal CuMnAs case we can ex-
pect similar magnitudes for critical switching currents as in the aforementioned
tetragonal CuMnAs, e.g., of the order of jc ≈ 106 − 107 A/cm2 [103].

In the case of the higher order terms, the situation is more complicated. For
example, for the spin-axis N̂ = (1, 1, 0):

χ
(2)
A =

∏

∐̂
x11 x12 x23

x21 x22 x23

x31 x32 x33

⎞
ˆ̂

, χ
(2)
B =

∏

∐̂
x11 x12 −x23

x21 x22 −x23

−x31 −x32 x33

⎞
ˆ̂

. (3.13)

Therefore, for the spin-axis along [1,1,0] and electric field along the [001] direction,
there is an efficient field in the [001] direction allowed by symmetry. However,
this field will depend on the spin-axis direction and when the spin-axis tilts from
the [1,1,0] direction field no longer has to be oriented in the [001] direction.

3.6 Anisotropic magnetoresistance in ferromag-

netic half-metal NiMnSb

The sensitivity of electronic transport to the current direction is called anisotropic
resistance and can be found in systems with broken cubic symmetry. The trans-
port anisotropy arises, for instance, in tetragonal nonmagnetic crystals like CuM-
nAs (above the Néel temperature) where the crystal looks differently along the
a and c-crystal axes and the electrons thus scatter differently. Ferromagnets
are particularly attractive here since ferromagnetism not only breaks the cubic
symmetry but the current magnitude can depend on the ferromagnetic moment
rotation.
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Figure 3.6: NiMnSb crystal and DOS. (a) Mutual orientation of the magnetiza-
tion, current (Hall bar), and the crystalline axes of the NiMnSb crystal shown
in the inset. (b) The half-metallic DOS of ferromagnetic NiMnSb calculated by
FRD-TB-LMTO including the atom-resolved contributions.

The commonly leading contribution is the resistance dependence on the cur-
rent direction with respect to the magnetization axis. This effect is called (spon-
taneous) AMR [23, 27, 104, 193, 194] and was discovered more than 150 years
ago [195]. We define here AMR as:

Λ100 ≡ ρL,100(ϕ = 0) − ρL,100(ϕ = 90◦)

ρ
, (3.14)

where the subscript refers to the given crystal direction, ϕ is the angle between
the applied current and the magnetization direction, ρL refers to the longitudinal
resistivity, and bar marks its mean value within the transport plane, all over the
whole crystal. AMR can be employed for electrically detecting different directions
of magnetization. It was used, for instance, in the first generation of magnetore-
sistive field sensors in the read-heads of hard-disks [196]. The pioneering works
of the past decade have shown that AMR can be used for the electrical readout
in experimental AF memory devices [103, 114, 197, 198, 199].

However, there are two challenges in AMR research and development. First,
the AMR magnitudes are usually constrained to fractions or units of per cent
of the signal. Second, we are lacking general theory with predictive power for
searching materials with large AMR ratios. The existing ab initio calculations
are consistent with the observed magnitude of the effect in conventional systems,
such as elemental ferromagnets and their alloys [152, 200, 201]. However, partly
since the ab initio methods were applied to complicated many-band ferromagnetic
metals as a black-box theory [177], they were so far unable to identify appealing
physical pictures of the microscopic mechanism of AMR. On the other hand,
the existing phenomenological models [174, 176, 175, 202] require several fitting
parameters and a clear-cut correspondence to the ab initio parameters was so far
not established [177].

As we have seen in Chapter 1, the existence and the form of AMR are dic-
tated by the symmetries of the considered system and the transport measurement
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geometry. The commonly accepted picture of AMR relies on the simultaneous
presence of spin-polarisation and relativistic SOC [152]. The magnitude and sign
are governed by microscopic mechanisms of two distinct origins [177]. First, a
mechanism of anisotropic group velocities. Second, a scattering mechanism due
to the disorder potential which due to the SOC breaks the isotropy of the wave
function scattering. This asymmetry can have contributions from (a) the un-
polarised bands and spin-polarized impurities, and (b) spin-polarized bands and
nonmagnetic impurities. These contributions can be revealed by inspecting the
Boltzmann equation (no vertex corrections) derived from Eq. 1.56. We will dis-
cuss here the phenomenology of AMR and our ab initio calculations of AMR in
complex ferromagnet NiMnSb (crystal shown in Fig. 3.6(a)), before turning our
attention to a detailed analysis of AMR in antiferromagnetic Mn2Au alloys. We
show the half-metallic DOS of NiMnSb in Fig. 3.6(b). We see that one of the
spin channels is completely suppressed around the Fermi level.

Phenomenology of anisotropic magnetoresistance

The phenomenological formula for the angle dependent longitudinal and transver-
sal resistivity in the crystallographic basis, shown in Fig. 3.6(a) (previously de-
rived for GaMnAs with zincblend lattice [203]), can be used for half-Heusler
NiMnSb:

∆ρL

ρ
≡ ρL − ρ

ρ
= CI cos 2(ψ − θ) + CIC cos 2(ψ + θ) + CC cos 4ψ + CU sin 2ψ ,

ρT

ρ
= CI sin 2(ψ − θ) − CIC sin 2(ψ + θ) . (3.15)

Here ρL/T are the longitudinal/transverse resistivities, ρ is the average longitudi-
nal resistivity, ψ is the angle between the magnetization m and the [100] crystallo-
graphic direction (see Fig. 3.6(a)), and θ is the angle between the current j and the
[100] crystallographic direction, as we schematically show in Fig. 3.6(a). The first
term in both equations represents the non-crystalline AMR which depends only
on the angle between current and magnetization directions. This contribution is
commonly found in polycrystalline ferromagnetic alloys [152]. The second term in
both equations describes a mixed crystalline-non-crystalline AMR contribution.
The last two terms in the longitudinal resistivity equation describe the crystalline
AMR (CAMR). This component depends only on the mutual orientation of the
magnetization and crystalline axes. Specifically, the third term corresponds to
the cubic CAMR, while the last term describes the uniaxial CAMR which in
NiMnSb is due to the growth strain.

We can now use these equations to rewrite the AMR for currents applied along
different crystal directions (corresponding to the different Hall bar orientations
in the experiment):

∆ρL,100/010(ϕ)

ρ
= CC cos 4ϕ + (CI + CIC) cos 2ϕ ± CU sin 2ϕ,

∆ρL,110/11̄0(ϕ)

ρ
= −CC cos 4ϕ + (CI − CIC) cos 2ϕ ± CU cos 2ϕ, (3.16)

where ϕ = ψ − θ is the angle between the magnetization and current. We ob-
tained experimental values for the parameters CI , CC , CIC and CU from fitting
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the experimental data by using formulas (3.16):

• CU can be obtained from the difference between signals obtained in the
[110] and [11̄0] crystal directions (Hall bar orientations),

• CI can be estimated from the sum of the AMR data measured along the
[100] and [110] directions, and

• CIC and CC are determined from the sum of the [110] and [11̄0] bar mea-
surements.

Measurements of the AMR were performed by the group of Chiara Ciccarelli
by rotating the NiMnSb magnetization in the plane by an applied saturating
magnetic field [109]. Hall bars were patterned along [100], [010], [110] and [11̄0]
crystal directions. We show the measured data in Fig. 3.7(b) for 4 µm wide
Hall bars patterned from a 37 nm thick NiMnSb film. There are small differences
in the measured AMR signals between Hall bars fabricated from different parts
of the wafers. We attribute the differences to the variations from the nominal
widths of the two Hall bar devices, and consequently to different strains, caused
by uneven milling of the devices.

Figure 3.7: Measured
and calculated
anisotropic magne-
toresistance (AMR)
in NiMnSb. (a) An-
gular dependence of
the AMR measured
in NiMnSb Hall bar
(data set 1 [109]). (b)
Angular dependence of
the AMR for a Ni-rich
system calculated from
first-principle by the
FRD-TB-LMTO+CPA
method (symbols). The
lines correspond to the
phenomenological fit.
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We summarize the results in Tab. 3.6, and in Fig. 3.7(a). The AMR in
our NiMnSb devices is dominated by the non-crystalline term CI and the mixed
crystalline-non-crystalline term CIC . The crystalline terms CU and CC are an
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order of magnitude smaller. This leads to the cos 2ϕ AMR dependence in the
[110] and [11̄0] bars and a negative AMR sign (ρL(m ∥ j) < ρL(m ⊥ j)) which is
consistent with previous estimates of AMR in NiMnSb [204]. A similar angular
dependence was previously obtained in (Ga,Mn)As and (Ga,Mn)(As,Sb) [205].
Importantly, the sign is the same as in (Ga,Mn)As [177] and opposite to the
AMR sign in most conventional transition metal ferromagnets (where ρL(m ∥
j) > ρL(m ⊥ j) [152]). The AMR along the [100] and [010] direction is at least
an order of magnitude smaller due to the mutual cancellation of the CI and CIC

terms. This explains why bars oriented along the [100] and [010] direction could
not be used in our spin-orbit torque ferromagnetic resonance experiments [109].

Λ100/% Λ110/% CI CIC CC CU

-0.01 -0.15 -0.032 (3%) 0.031 (3%) 0.003 (38%) 0.009 (9%)
-0.01 -0.12 -0.032 (1%) 0.026 (3%) 0.001 (77%) -0.003 (187%)

Table 3.6: Experimental values of the AMR magnitude given by Eq. (3.14) and
the constants obtained from fitting to Eq. (3.16). Numbers in parentheses corre-
spond to the relative error bars. The two rows correspond to different data sets
1 and 2 - different Hall bar devices patterned on the same wafer.

Microscopic calculations

We have employed the FRD-TB-LMTO+CPA [152, 164] method in combination
with Kubo formula [152, 162] as we have described in Chapter 2. We have cal-
culated the conductivity tensor at zero temperature in disordered NiMnSb. We
have used s, p, and d basis. The effect of f basis orbitals can be pronounced in
the phonon and magnon effects which we do not consider here [158, 172]. We
have achieved the LSDA self-consistency with the Vosko-Wilk-Nusair exchange-
correlation potential [134]. We use the atomic basis (Ni, Mn, Sb) at the (0, 0.25,
0.75) position of the conventional unit cell body diagonal and an empty sphere
at the 0.5 positions. The ordering in the basis is important and is related to the
orientation of the inversion symmetry breaking.

We set the lattice constant to the experimental value 5.927 Å[206]. We have
used fine crystal momentum mesh up to 108 k-points in the whole Brillouin zone
for the Kubo-Greenwood calculation. The use of the relatively large number of k-
points for the calculation of the symmetric part of the conductivity tensor allows
us to converge the full angular dependence of the AMR and to determine the
microscopic parameters in the phenomenological Eq. (3.16).

According to the experiment [207], the disorder strength in NiMnSb samples
may be linked to the c-axis parameter. An increase in the Mn concentration
corresponds to an increasing c-axis lattice parameter. The swapping disorder is
most likely realized in the epitaxially grown NiMnSb, e.g., some of the Ni-sites
are substituted by Mn or vice versa. The concentrations are estimated to be from
20 % Ni-rich to 20 % Mn-rich [207]. The experimental c-axis lattice constant in
our experiments is 5.951 Å and corresponds to the slight surplus of Ni. We thus
consider in our calculations swapping disorder ranging from 10 % Ni surplus to
10 % Mn surplus. Firstly, we calculated the residual resistivity (see also Ref.[158])
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and saturated magnetization of 3.49 µB for 10 % Ni-rich NiMnSb, 4.05 µB for sto-
ichiometric NiMnSb, and 3.74 µB for 10 % Mn-rich NiMnSb. The decrease in the
total magnetization in our calculations for the disordered NiMnSb is consistent
with experiment [207], and the sublattice magnetic moments in stoichiometric
NiMnSb are consistent with the previously reported values [208, 209].

In the calculation of residual resistivities we set the imaginary part of the
complex energy to Γ = 10−5 Ry giving ∼ 10 µΩcm (∼ 85 µΩcm) for 10 % Ni (Mn)
- rich calculations. In the case of Ni-rich disorder, the calculations reproduce the
range of residual resistivities observed for NiMnSb grown by different techniques
[210, 211, 212]. The 10 % Mn-rich case is close to the upper boundary for the
disorder in our films since the calculated residual resistivity exceeds the measured
room temperature value ∼ 50 µΩcm [109].

Λ100/% Λ110/% CI CIC CC

-0.21 -0.55 -0.189 (0.2 %) 0.086 (0.2 %) 0.004 (4 %)

Table 3.7: First principles calculations of the AMR in 10 % Ni rich NiMnSb. The
numbers in parentheses are the relative error bars.

In our AMR calculations, we did not consider strain effects since the strain
related crystalline terms tend to be small in the measured samples. We used FRT
model to include the effect of temperature (phonons contribution [213]) by broad-
ening the imaginary part of the complex energy up to Imz ∼ 2.10-3 Ry. This gives
resistivity ∼ 27 µΩcm in 10 % Ni-rich system and corresponds to the previously
reported experimental values at room temperature [210, 211, 212], and to the
value calculated within Landauer-Büttiker formalism [109]. Due to the experi-
mental known c-axis constant corresponding to the surplus of Ni, we calculated
the detailed angular dependence of the AMR for 10 % Ni-rich system only. We
calculated the complete conductivity tensor for several magnetization angles and
current directions along the [100] and [110] axes. From these dependencies we ob-
tained the coefficients CI , CIC and CC using Eq. (3.16). The angular dependence
together with the phenomenological fit is shown in Fig. 3.7(b), and summarized
in the Tab. 3.7.

We see that our calculations are successfully explaining:

• the experimental negative sign of AMR,

• cosine squared phenomenological angular dependence,

• the same magnitude as the experimental value, and

• larger magnitude of AMR for [110] than [100] Hall bars due to the partial
cancellation of the CI and CIC terms.

All of these results are obtained for the experimentally relevant Ni-rich disor-
der. More results and analysis of transport in NiMnSb, including large (skew-
scattering) anomalous Hall conductivity are presented in our other works [158,
172]. Our study successfully explains the AMR in NiMnSb and established our
FRD-TBLMTO-CPA method for calculating AMR in multi-sublattice complex
magnets.
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Néel vector Space (point) group Symmetry elements (number)

[100] Im′mm(mmm′) PT , C2xtabc
2

, C2yt b
2

, C2ztac
2

(16,8)

[110] Fm′mm(mmm′) PT , C2ytac
2

, Mxtabc
2

, Mztac
2

(32,8)

[001] C2/m′(2/m′) X = ¶E, C2xy♢ + XPT + tab
2

(8,4)

Table 3.8: Dependence of the magnetic space group on the easy axis orientation
for the antiferromagnetic Mn2Au. tabc

2
marks partial unit cell translation vector

(
a
2
, b

2
, c

2

)
. In the brackets are listed numbers of space, and point group symmetry

operation.

3 atoms (lower number of atoms is favourable for the numerically expensive ab
initio calculations). Consequently, the nonmagnetic and magnetic Brillouin zone
coincides with the nonmagnetic one [66].

We show in Fig. 3.8(b) the antiferromagnetic DOS for the moments along
the [100] direction, calculated within FRD-TB-LMTO. We observe the perfectly
compensated Mn antiferromagnetic sublattices with a strong either spin up or
spin down component at the Fermi level. In Fig. 3.9(a) we show the energy band
dependence on the Néel vector orientation. The details of band deformations are
plotted in Fig. 3.9(b-c). As we have seen in Chapter 2 by comparing TB-LMTO
and PAW method when the method uses an approximation with a higher symme-
try than the real crystal we can expect additional crossing relaxation (enforcing
unavoided crossing). We likely observe this scenario for N∥ [010] in Fig. 3.9(b),
since we did not identify any available symmetry which would relax and protect
this crossing.
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Figure 3.9: Band structure of a stoichiometric Mn2Au antiferromagnet.
(a) Energy bands for the Néel vector oriented along [100] and [110] crystal direc-
tions. (b-c) Details of the band dispersion along a M − Γ line for the different
orientations of the Néel vector.
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Msub(orb) TN(K) MAE(meV) AMR (%)

FeRh 3.09(0.07) 400 1.09 [110], 1.63 [111] 1.9 (5% Rh rich)
Mn2Au 3.69(0.01) 1450 2.82 [001], 0.008 [100] 6.3 (0.5% Au rich)

Table 3.9: Summary of material specific parameters determined experimentally
and by our ab initio calculations.

3.8 Anisotropic magnetoresistance in Mn2Au

We have calculated residual resistivity and AMR of several topical antiferromag-
nets like FeRh, MnTe, MnPt, CuMnAs, IrMn3, and Mn2Au. All these antiferro-
magnets exhibit AMR in a range from a fraction of a per cent to a few per cent.
An exception is alloys of IrMn3 where we found AMR of up to 27 %. We include
a comparison of a few calculated parameters for FeRh and Mn2Au in Tab. 3.9

According to our calculations, the in-plane magnetocrystalline anisotropy en-
ergy (MAE) in Mn2Au is at the resolution limit of our method which is consistent
with the current induced experiments [104]. The out-of-plane MAE is consistent
with a previous work [216].

Residual resistivity and anisotropic magnetoresistance cal-
culations

We consider two types of disorder effects: off-stoichiometry - a surplus of Au
placed on the Mn sublattice, and inter-site swapping between Mn and Au atoms.
This choice is motivated by experiment [104]. The off-stoichiometry was anal-
ysed by energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy in 500 nm thick Mn2Au films. The
resulting concentrations are 66.2 ± 0.3 % Mn and 33.8 ± 0.3 % of Au, indicating
around 0.5 % of Au excess. Identification of the possible small inter-site disorder
was experimentally not accessible [104].

We have used our FRD-TBLMTO-CPA method described in Chapter 2 to
calculate the residual resistivity and AMRs Λ100, and Λ110. We use the spd-type
basis, LSDA and the Vosko-Wilk-Nusair exchange-correlation potential [134]. In
the Kubo-Greenwood calculations, we used very fine crystal momentum mesh up
to 1010 grid points. We have constructed an effective CPA medium corresponding
to a random averaging of the occupancies of the disordered sites for the two types
of disorder.

The residual resistivity is determined by the inversion of the full conductivity
tensor obtained from our conductivity calculations ρ = σ−1. We show in Fig. 3.10
the residual resistivity calculations for the Au surplus and Mn-Au swapping dis-
order in the disorder strength range of 0.5 − 5 %. We observe that the Mn-Au
swapping disorder produces a much larger residual resistivity than the Au-surplus
disorder. The resistivity magnitudes are consistent with the experimental values
(≃ 8 µΩcm [217]). This corroborates the chosen types of disorder and our com-
putational method.

Fig. 3.10(b) shows the corresponding AMR calculations. We estimate AMR
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for a different crystal orientations as:

Λ[abc] = −2
σN∥j[abc]

− σN⊥j[abc]

σN∥j[abc]
− σN⊥j[abc]

= 2
ρ∥ − ρ⊥
ρ∥ + ρ⊥

, (3.17)

where [abc] marks the current vector orientation. We have calculated the AMR
for the two types of disorder within the CPA approximation and also within the
RTA (setting constant spectral broadening to the Green’s functions in the stoi-
chiometric calculation). We set the broadening of the imaginary part of the com-
plex energy Imz ∼ 13 meV corresponding to the residual resistivity ≃ 10 µΩcm.
These values correspond to the experimental low-temperature values.

We can draw the following conclusions from the calculations:

• The comparison of RTA and the CPA calculated resistivities with the cor-
responding experimental values indicates the strength of disorder in exper-
imental samples to be at least 0.5 % Au-rich disorder.

• The relaxation time approximation gives too small magnitudes of AMR,
Λ100 ∼ 1% and Λ110 ∼ 0.1%, and this model likely does not explain the
magnitudes observed in the experiment.

• We obtain large AMR values for small degrees of disorder, e.g. 6.3 % for
0.5 % excess of Au. This value is consistent with experimental value 6.25 %
[104] and thus the scattering effects within CPA are likely the origin of the
large AMR.

• Our calculations exhibit strong crystalline contribution to the AMR. Λ100 >
Λ110 for both types of disorder. This trend is observed also experimentally
[104].

• We obtain positive AMR, σ(E ⊥ N) > σ(E ∥ N) for N ∥ [100], the
same sign as in elemental ferromagnetic alloys [152] and opposite to AMR
in NiMnSb and GaMnAs. For N ∥ [110] the AMR changes its sign in
dependence on disorder strength and type in our calculations.

• Lower disorder values around 0.1% give 10–20 times smaller residual resis-
tivities than observed in the experiment. Λ[100](x = 0.1 %) ∼ (3.7 ± 1.5)%.
At such a small concentration, the calculations require increased k-point
grids and number of iterations and thus we obtain larger relative errors.

Density of states and Bloch spectral function

To elucidate the much larger resistivity for Mn-Au swapping disorder we have cal-
culated the atomically resolved DOS for both types of disorder. In Fig. 3.11(a)
we show that in the case of Mn-Au swapping disorder, a corresponding virtual
bound state arises around the Fermi-level. This virtual-bound-state is not ob-
served in the Au-rich calculations shown in Fig. 3.11(b). The presence of virtual
bound states in Mn-Au swapping disorder explain the larger residual resistivities.

Finally, to understand the AMR mechanism we calculate also Bloch spectral
functions within CPA as described in Chapter 2. Analysis of the AMR with CPA
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Figure 3.10: Calculated resistivity and anisotropic magnetoresistance
(AMR) in Mn2Au alloys. (a) Calculated residual resistivities due to Au excess
and due to Mn - Au site swapping. (b) Calculated AMR due to Au excess and
due to Mn - Au site swapping and dependence on the Néel vector orientation.

Bloch spectral functions is justified in our calculations since the vertex corrections
turned out to be negligible in our calculations, and the disorder strength seems
to only smear out the energy bands and does not produce additional bands for
the Au-rich disorder, as we see by comparing Figs. 3.9(a) and 3.12. We see that
the Bloch spectral functions are anisotropic and crystal momentum dependent.

Fig. 3.12(b-c) show the redistribution of spectral weight at the Fermi level
along the M − Γ line. Within this simplified picture, the sharper spectral weight
along the electron’s velocity direction can, in turn, increase the relaxation time
and the conductivity. The sharper Bloch spectral weight for E ⊥ N than E ∥ N
is consistent with σ(E ⊥ N) > σ(E ∥ N) and a positive sign of AMR. This effect
can be explained by sensitivity of the Bloch spectral weight at the Fermi level to
the redistribution of Bloch spectral function in the Fermi sea where the disordered
band hybridization at a band-crossing is avoided (E ∥ N) or unavoided (E ⊥ N).
The large AMR is thus a consequence of the convolution of (i) an intrinsic effect
of energy bands sensitivity to the Néel vector reorientation in the Fermi sea, and
(ii) its propagation due to the nonmagnetic Au-rich disorder to the Fermi-level
states.

We have seen the ultimate limit of this effect in orthorhombic CuMnAs, where
this is related to the sensitivity of Dirac quasiparticle masses to symmetry changes
due to the Néel vector rotation. We can thus consider the observed AMR in
Mn2Au as a precursor to an ”intrinsic” (topological) AMR.
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Figure 3.11: Atom and spin resolved density of states (DOS) of Mn2Au
alloys. (a) DOS for 0.5% Mn - Au swapping. The red and blue states around
Fermi level are the virtual bound state in the Mn on Au (total) DOS. (b) DOS
for 0.5% excess of Au on Mn-sites.

3.9 Summary: intrinsic anisotropic magnetore-

sistance

Dirac quasiparticle antiferromagnet CuMnAs. In this chapter,
we have identified a realistic material candidate for a topological phase
of matter in the form of an antiferromagnetic three-dimensional DSM.
We have analysed its non-symmorphic symmetry protection and we have
shown that the system hosts also relativistic metal-insulator transition.
Recent experimental studies of the orthorhombic CuMnAs crystals show
the importance of the stoichiometry in the CuMnAs phases [173, 189] and
are not conclusive about the observation of the massless Dirac fermions.
Instead, small band-gaps and low mobility massive fermions have been
observed, possibly due to the undesirable easy axis direction [218, 219].
Alternative materials to study are EuCd2As2[70, 220] and FeSn kagome
antiferromagnet [221]. Two-dimensional Dirac fermions were reported by
DMFT study in antiferromagnetic BaFe2As2 [222].

Antiferromagnetic anisotropic magnetoresistance. The under-
standing of spontaneous AMR is conventionally understood entirely in
terms of anisotropic scattering rates or velocities which produces a small
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Figure 3.13: Schematics of angular dependencies of (a) non-crystalline anisotropic
magnetoresistance, (b) corresponding planar Hall effect, and (c) intrinsic
anisotropic magnetoresistance from relativistic metal-insulator transition due to
the antiferromagnetic Dirac fermions.

(maximum of a few per cent) signals. This was part of the reason why
the effect - once causing a revolution as a new read-out mechanism in
hard-drives - was in the 1990s substituted by orders of magnitude larger
giant magnetoresistance.

Here we have shown that the AMR has also a previously overlooked
”intrinsic” mechanism originating from the sensitivity of the band struc-
ture symmetry on the Néel vector orientation. The effect is enhanced
close to the band-touching. This allows us to predict two contributions
to AMR:

• The ultimate (gigantic) limit of ”intrinsic” AMR corresponding
to the relativistic metal-insulator transition. The effect originates
from PT symmetric antiferromagnetic Dirac fermions at the Fermi
level. We identify a realistic material candidate: the orthorhombic
CuMnAs antiferromagnet.

• Scattering rate renormalization propagated from the anisotropy of
the band-touchings in the Fermi sea. The sensitivity of band touch-
ings to the Néel vector orientation is captured by magnetic sym-
metries as long as the nonmagnetic (magnetic) random substitu-
tional (or e.g. symmetric phonon) disorder preserves the magnetic
symmetry group. We have seen this contribution in Mn2Au Bloch
spectral calculations.

AMR can be detected in patterned Hall bar devices in the longitudinal
or transversal resistivity. When the non-crystalline AMR (magnetiza-
tion with respect to current direction) is the leading contribution, a cosine
square dependence in the longitudinal channel is expected and we show
a schematic angular dependence in Fig. 3.13(a). AMR can be measured
also in the corresponding transversal resistivity ρxy = ∆ρL sin ϕ cos ϕ
which is odd in the mutual angle of magnetization and current direction
as we see in Fig. 3.13(b). This AMR is sometimes called planar Hall ef-
fect, however, it does not transform under magnetic field as the odd Hall
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AMR sign Magnetic material

ρL(m ∥ j) > ρL(m ⊥ j) NiCo (Fe [152]), CuMnAs(150 K[103]),Mn2Au[104]
ρL(m ∥ j) < ρL(m ⊥ j) NiMnSb (GaMnAs[205]), CuMnAs(300 K[103])

Table 3.10: Anisotropic magnetoresistance signs in ferromagnets and antiferro-
magnets.

effect, but is even in field (magnetic moment). Our prediction of large
AMR in Mn2Au was likely verified in the current induced experiments
on Au-rich Mn2Au alloys. The theoretical and experimental values are in
striking correspondence, indicating indeed the topology/symmetry origin
of this large AMR even in alloyed disordered crystals.

We also list the sign of AMR in several topical antiferromagnets in
Tab. 3.10. Finally, the intrinsic AMR from the relativistic metal-insulator
transition is manifested in the form of spikes (see Fig. 3.13(c)) corre-
sponding to the conductive Dirac channels, as was found for the Dirac
quasiparticle antiferromagnet [27], and later also for Weyl magnetic junc-
tions [223]. This intrinsic AMR can be seen as the ultimate limit of the
crystalline AMR which does depend on the crystalline orientation and
symmetry. Signatures of crystalline AMR were observed in MnTe anti-
ferromagnet [198]. More detailed studies, for instance, the dependence of
the AMR on the crystallinity and disorder in magnetic fields, will in the
future provide stronger links between the experiment and theory. In any
case, our relativistic metal-insulator transition is particularly favourable
for new topological relativistic quantum read-out technologies, including
the topological antiferromagnetic transistor. Since antiferromagnets with
large AMRs are serendipitously also good materials for current-induced
switching by the Néel spin-orbit torques or electrical gating, this mech-
anism can be used to switch between the topological Dirac metal and
insulator phases via Néel vector rotations.
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4. Spontaneous Hall effect from
collinear antiferromagnetism

”Creativity is just connecting things. When you ask creative people how they did
something, they feel a little guilty because they didn’t really do it, they just saw
something.”

Steve Jobs

The net motion of an electron in solid commonly follows the direction of the
applied electric field. The electrons can acquire transversal component of their
movement in an applied magnetic field, this ordinary Hall effect was discovered
in 1879 [224]. In 1881 [225], Hall also measured order of magnitude stronger
effect in ferromagnets. The appearance of this transversal voltage in certain
magnets in the vanishing applied magnetic field is known as the spontaneous
Hall effect [226, 227], also called anomalous [65] or extraordinary [228]. The Hall
voltage can be measured across Hall bar microdevices, schematically illustrated
in Fig. 4.1(a). An external magnetic field flux B = µ0H is applied to orient
the magnetic domains and the spontaneous Hall resistivity can be determined
from the Hall hysteresis shown schematically in Fig. 4.1(b) after subtracting the
ordinary Hall effect linear in H from the phenomenological expression:

ρH = RHH + RSM. (4.1)

While phenomenologically the spontaneous Hall term is often taken as propor-
tional to magnetization in ferromagnets or canted antiferromagnets, the sponta-
neous Hall effect, in general, does not have to scale linearly with magnetization M.
Different microscopic mechanisms were discovered in (i) systems without dipolar
fields (antiferromagnetic spin-liquid candidates) [229], (ii) complex magnetization
(skyrmionic) textures [230], or (iii) non-collinear antiferromagnets [231, 232].

In certain non-collinear antiferromagnets an additional Hall resistivity arises:

ρH = RHH + RSM + ρAF . (4.2)

The typical Hall hysteresis loop is shown in Fig. 4.1(b). A Mn3Sn antiferro-
magnetic crystal unit cell is shown in the inset of Fig. 4.1(b) and exhibits ferro-
magnetic MPG. This can be seen by recognizing that when we tilt the moments
towards the [100] direction to obtain a net ferromagnetic moment, the symmetries
of the crystal (e.g. mirror symmetry Mx) do not change.

The works on the non-collinear antiferromagnets have shown that the large
Hall conductivity is produced by the asymmetry between left-and right-handed
electrons deflected due to the non-collinear antiferromagnetic energy bands [105,
231, 232]. In contrast, the spontaneous Hall effect in collinear antiferromagnets
has been commonly implicitly [233] or explicitly [234, 235] anticipated to vanish.
Certainly, in collinear antiferromagnets with Kramers spin-degenerate bands, this
compensation is enforced by an effective antiferromagnetic time-reversal symme-
try (e.g. PT ), and the spontaneous Hall effect is forced to vanish. We show
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An example is non-collinear antiferromagnet IrMn3 with neglected SOC, or
organic antiferromagnets with a vanishing SOC.

5. Another possibility is an antiferromagnet with effectively higher symme-
tries than its magnetic symmetry group. If the low energy states are well
separated in energy from the rest of the electronic structure the low en-
ergy Hamiltonian can have higher symmetry than the original crystal. An
example could be NiF2 with negligible effect of F atoms [184] shown in
Fig. 4.2(d).

The last two possibilities can be thought of as an effective or ”hidden” symmetries
when there are additional constraints on the Hamiltonian of the system.

In summary, 19 out of 32 Type-I, all 32 Type-II, and 40 out of 58 Type-III
MPGs exclude the existence of the Hall pseudovector σ. Any system which ma-
terializes in one of the remaining 31 MPGs [26, 237] allows for σ and, therefore,
is a candidate material for a spontaneous Hall effect. Now we will classify all the
possible antiferromagnetic order and crystal symmetries allowing for the sponta-
neous Hall effect. The shape of the conductivity tensor and its antisymmetric part
can be for a given crystal determined by the Neumann principle [66, 238, 239].
According to the principle ”the symmetry of any physical property of a crystal
must include the symmetry elements of the point group of the crystal.” [238, 239]

At zero temperature we can derive from the linear response Kubo formula
(1.53) the following transformation properties [97, 240]:

σµν(H) =
∑

kl

σkl(H)Dkµ(PR)D(PR)lν , (4.4)

σµν(−H) =
∑

kl

σlk(H)Dkµ(PR)D(PR)lν . (4.5)

First equation holds for the unitary, and second for the antiunitary operations,
respectively. Dµν are three-dimensional matrices representing the rotational and
translation part. We used the fact that Dµν are real and H is a pseudovec-
tor. Furthermore, we can write for improper rotations R = PPR: D(R) =
det(D(R))D(PR), where PR denotes the proper rotation. And since in the con-
ductivity response function the determinant factor appears twice its second power
always gives unity. We can thus study only magnetic Laue group (MLG), which
substantially decreases the number of symmetry groups to consider from 122 to
32. For the derivation of the shape of the conductivity tensor it is enough also
to use the generating elements of the group only. That follows from the closure
property of the symmetry group.

We list the 31 MPGs [66, 237, 243] allowing for a spontaneous Hall effect in
Tab. 4.1. We sort the MPGs into the two main columns depending on whether
they are globally noncentrosymmetric or not. Note that the corresponding 10
magnetic Laue groups (centrosymmetric) contain complete information about
the possible shapes of the conductivity tensor. We list also the direction of the
allowed Hall vector σ orientations, and exemplary materials. The collinear and
non-collinear antiferromagnets or ferrimagnets (the latter two types are marked
in italic in Tab. 4.1) are taken from the MagnDATA database [244, 245] or from
the listed references.
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Centrosymmetric Noncentrosymmetric
Material Tensor

MPG σ MPG σ

1 arb. 1 arb.
Fe2O3

Mn2FeSbO6

Cr2S3

(
σxx σxy σxz

σyx σyy σyz

σxz σzy σzz

)

2/m
∥ aC2

⊥ M
2 ∥ aC2

m ⊥ M
BiCrO3

MnTe[198]
LiFeP2O7

(
σxx 0 σxz

0 σyy 0
σxz 0 σzz

)

3
4/m
6/m

∥ aC2
3 4 6 4 6 ∥ aC2

Mn3NiN

Mn3CuN

(
σxx σxy 0

−σxy σxx 0
0 0 σzz

)

2′/m′ ⊥ aT C2

∈ T M
2

′ ⊥ aT C2

m′ ∈ T M
CaMnO3[241]
MnTiO3

Mn5Si3[234]

(
σxx σxy σxz

−σxy σyy σyz

−σxz −σyz σzz

)

m′m′m
∥ aC2

⊥ Mz

2
′
2

′
2 m′m′2 ∥ aC2

m′m2′ ⊥ My

RuO2[242]
CoNb3S6[235]
LaMnO3

(
σxx σxy 0

−σxy σyy 0
0 0 σzz

)

3m′

4/m′m′m
6/m′m′m

∥ aCn

42
′
2

′ 4m′m′ 42′m′

32
′ 3m′

62
′
2

′

6m′m′ 6m′2′

∥ aCn
Mn3Pt

(
σxx σxy 0

−σxy σxx 0
0 0 σzz

)

Table 4.1: Catalogue of Hall-vector admissible magnetic point groups
and collinear/non-collinear antiferromagnets examples. First three rows
list Type-I, and last three rows Type-III magnetic point groups, respectively.
Notation of rotational axes and mirror planes is the same as in the main text.
∈ M marks Hall-vector lying in the mirror plane M, ∈ T M marks Hall vector in
the antiunitary mirror plane (mirror plane coupled with time-reversal symmetry
T ), a marks the axis of the rotational symmetry (twofold or n=3,4,6), and ”arb.”
marks an arbitrary orientation of the Hall vector. Magnetic Laue groups are
printed in bold font.

Furthermore, the collinear antiferromagnetism with allowed small canting can-
not be found in crystals with 3-, 4-, and 6- fold symmetry operations. This leaves
us with 12 weak ferromagnetic MPGs and corresponding 4 MLGs [246, 247].
These are the only symmetry groups where the simple collinear antiferromagnets
allowing for the spontaneous Hall effect can crystallize in. All of the 31 ferromag-
netic point groups are compatible also with ferromagnetism, ferrimagnetism, and
non-collinear or non-coplanar antiferromagnetism. In the MagnDATA database,
the most common MPG allowing for a Hall vector is the m′m′m. This symmetry
class is also compatible with collinear antiferromagnetism. This demonstrates the
possibility to search for a large spontaneous Hall effect within the abundant class
of robust collinear antiferromagnets.

From Tab. 4.1 we can also conclude that in the low symmetry groups the Hall
vector and net magnetization (or just the direction of the allowed but zero ghost
magnetization) does not have to be parallel, as pointed out in the early work on
spontaneous Hall effect [248]. Namely in the MPG groups 1 and 1, the orientation
of the Hall vector is arbitrary, while in the MPG groups 2′/m′, 2′, and m′ the
Hall vector is constrained to be perpendicular to a given antiunitary rotation axis
or lie within given antiunitary mirror plane. We note that this non-collinearity
among the Hall vector and magnetization is realised also in conventional elemental
ferromagnets when the magnetization is rotated off the high symmetry crystal axis
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Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya antiferromagnets

In Tab. 4.1 we list also materials and we see that the non-collinear antiferromag-
nets of the Mn3Pt type belong to one of the 19 MPGs which are not compatible
with collinear antiferromagnetism. Weak ferromagnetism (WFM) usually refers
to the canted collinear antiferromagnetic state. However, the non-collinear anti-
ferromagnets allowing for the net magnetization can be also canted.

Symmetry breaking allowing for a net magnetic moment in antiferromagnetic
systems can be generated by the DMI which can be nonzero when there is no
inversion centre between two magnetic sublattices [253]. Microscopically, DMI
can originate from two mechanisms. First, Moriya [254] added the spin-orbit
interaction to the Anderson superexchange perturbation theory explaining phe-
nomenological canting terms linear in relativistic corrections commonly applied
to insulating antiferromagnets such as Fe2O3 or NiF2. Second, Smit [255] and
Fert [256] considered a RKKY type of interaction arising in metallic systems with
magnetic moments interlaced by nonmagnetic atoms at noncetrosymmetric po-
sitions. Dzyaloshinskii[257] suggested that the canted effect can be captured by
the magnetic Hamiltonian:

H = −1

2

n∑

a,b=1

JabS⃗aS⃗b − 1

2

n∑

a,b=1

S⃗aDabS⃗b −
n∑

a=1

S⃗aKaS⃗a. (4.8)

The first term represents the isotropic Heisenberg exchange, the second term is
the two-site exchange anisotropy, and the last term is the single ion anisotropy.

For the PtMn3 crystal we have D′ = D12 = D23 = D31, and D = D11 = D22 =
D33 [258]. DMI arises since the kagome lattice lacks inversion centre between two
magnetic atoms[259] (as we illustrate in Fig. 4.3(a)). Phenomenologically, DMI
takes a complicated form in this crystal [260]. A rigid rotation of the triangular
order in the (111) plane can be parametrised by a single angle ϕ [258, 261]. The
magnetocrystalline energy takes for this rotation a simple form [258]:

E(ϕ) =
(

2K +
3

2
(D + D′)

)
sin2 ϕ, (4.9)

where K is the on-site anisotropy, and D (D′) is the symmetric (antisymmetric)
part of the two-site anisotropy tensor defined above. The rotation of the trian-
gular order by 90 degrees corresponds in the IrMn3 to a high anisotropic energy
barrier of 10.42 meV [258] and we calculate comparable value 8.96 meV (by our
FRD-TB-LMTO method for nk = 283 sampling points). These large magnetic
anisotropies (and corresponding excessive spin-flop fields) are presumably the rea-
son why the spontaneous Hall effect was not observed in IrMn3 so far [262], but
rather in PtMn3 [263].

In the collinear rutile antiferromagnets (see Fig. 4.3(b)) with the Néel vector
N along [100] and an allowed (perturbatively) weak ferromagnetic moment M,
the lower orders in energy expansion take a form [264, 265, 246]:

E(N, M) =
A

2
M2 +

a

2
N2

z +
b

2
M2

z + d (NxMy + NyMx) , (4.10)

where the first term is an isotropic exchange. The remaining terms are of rela-
tivistic origin and the last term is the DMI. The relativistic origin means that
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regime we plot two blue lines bordering the possible scaling in Fig. 4.4) while
skew-scattering dominates the high longitudinal conductivity regime. The latter
diverges in the clean limit as can be seen for instance in our ab initio calculations
in NiMnSb crystals [158]. In this limit, the skew-scattering Hall conductivity is
proportional to the SOC energy and lifetime, and inversely proportional to the
bandwidth [266]. Many works following the ideas of Smit [227] and Berger [267]
focused on extrinsic contributions. Also, Kubo-formula approaches, including the
CPA method presented in Chapter 2, were developed [200, 162]. This allowed
for calculating the Hall conductivity from first principles in disordered metallic
systems, recently also extended to finite temperature calculations with frozen
phonons and magnons [158].

Intrinsic contribution mechanisms. The intrinsic contribution is present
in the absence of any scattering, originates from the pure band structure and was
originally controversially discussed by Karplus and Luttinger [228, 226]. Later
in the 1980s when the research focused on the freshly discovered quantization
of the Hall conductivity in strong magnetic fields, the relation of the quantized
Hall conductivity to the Chern number was pointed out by Thouless and Streda
[33, 56].

The concept of Berry curvature has been later applied to Bloch electrons in
ferromagnetic metals. Before Jungwirth et al.[51] and Onoda et al.[268] works
recognized the role of topological properties of wavefunctions in the theory of
metallic spontaneous Hall effect, Sundaram and Niu [269] derived the anomalous
contribution to the velocity of Bloch electrons. In this picture, the transport equa-
tion comprising the cross product of applied voltage and magnetization includes
a Berry curvature vector:

ṙ =
1

ℏ

∂Enk

∂k
− k̇ × Ωn(k). (4.11)

Hall vector is thus microscopically determined by the Berry phase effects of Bloch
electrons. This term can dominate in the intermediate conductivity regime rel-
evant also for our antiferromagnetic systems. The band splitting due to SOC
produce a transfer of Chern number among bands. These anticrossing then rep-
resent major contributions (hotspots) to the Berry curvature in the crystal mo-
mentum space. The 2D limit gives a contribution to the Hall conductivity from
the anticrossing:

e2

h
= 3.87.10−5Ω−1, (4.12)

and in 3D the contribution is:

e2

ha
= 103Ω−1cm−1, (4.13)

when we choose lattice constant a ≈ 4Å[266].
We have seen in Chapter 1 that in the presence of broken P , T , or both

symmetries adiabatic Berry phases arise in addition to conventional Fermi liquid
theory. This conclusion was demonstrated in the case of Hall conductivity by
Haldane in 2004 [52]. The Fermi sea formulation of Hall conductivity expression
seems to be countering the Fermi liquid theory and pointing towards analogy to
Landau diamagnetism theory. Haldane has recast the Hall conductivity formula
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Year Discovery description
1879 Hall effect in nonmagnetic systems [224]
1881 Spontaneous Hall effect without magnetic field [225]
1953 Intrinsic spin-orbit generated anomalous velocity [228]
1955 Side jump and skew scattering extrinsic mechanisms [226, 227, 267]
1980 Quantum Hall effect in strong magnetic fields [270]
1988 Haldane quantum anomalous model without magnetic field [62]
2002 Berry curvature in real materials and 2D models [51, 268]
1996 ”Topological” Hall effect from spin chirality [271, 272]
2010 Spontaneous Hall effect without magnetic dipolar order [229]
2013 Quantum Hall effect in magnetised topological insulators at mK [273]
2014 Anomalous Hall effect in non-collinear antiferromagnets [105, 231, 232]
2018 Spontaneous Hall effect from collinear antiferromagnetism [116]

Table 4.2: Time line of Hall effect related discoveries.

to show that it is possible to reinterpret the formula as originating from topo-
logical quasiparticles at Fermi surface. A practical numerical scheme based on
the covariant Berry curvature and Wannier functions was derived for the metallic
cases with many entangled bands [10] as we have explained in Chapter 1 and 2.

Symmetry breaking mechanisms. Additional insight into the origin of the
intrinsic spontaneous Hall effect was obtained by identifying different combina-
tions of SOC and spin-polarization effects in energy bands. The observation of the
spontaneous Hall conductivity of few S/cm in spin-liquid candidates with antifer-
romagnetic correlations [229] has demonstrated that no dipolar order is required
for the nonzero spontaneous Hall conductivity. Predictions of the spontaneous
Hall effect in non-coplanar antiferromagnets indicates the possibility of a spin-
chirality origin of the Hall signal and no necessity for the relativistic SOC. The
spontaneous Hall effect originating from the nontrivial magnetization textures is
sometimes called a topological Hall effect and was identified also in skyrmionic
textures.

The anomalous Hall effect in a magnetic field was observed also in nonmag-
netic semimetal ZrTe5 and its origin was attributed to the Weyl points generated
from the Dirac cones by the external magnetic field [274]. Our discovery of the
crystal Hall effect originating from collinear antiferromagnetism thus identifies
arguably the minimal-complexity and robust antiferromagnetic order in the hier-
archy of symmetry breaking mechanisms of the spontaneous Hall effect.

4.3 Spontaneous anomalous Hall effect in non-

collinear antiferromagnets

Ab initio calculations predicted large spontaneous Hall conductivities in room-
temperature non-collinear antiferromagnets IrMn3 [105] and Mn3Sn [275]. The
predictions were shortly verified experimentally in Mn3Sn [231], Mn3Ge [232], and
PtMn3 [263]. The non-collinear antiferromagnet PtMn3 has a Cu3Au L12 crystal
structure with a cubic high symmetry nonmagnetic space group Pm3m (number
221). Mn atoms form a kagome lattice in the (111) planes as we illustrate in
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Fig. 4.3(a). Below the Néel temperature, this class of antiferromagnets can host
several non-collinear antiferromagnetic phases [260]. When the antiferromagnetic
order points towards the centre of triangles shown in Fig. (4.3)(a), the crystal has
MSG R3m′ and MPG 31m′, respectively and we have listed the orientations of
local quantization axes in Chapter 2.

The symmetry group allows for a ferromagnetic moment and the ferromagnetic
nature of the group is preserved even in the perfectly compensated antiferromag-
netic state. We can determine from our Tab. 4.1 the form of the conductivity
tensor in the crystal frame of reference with the main axes along the crystal axis
[100], [010], and [001]:

σabc =

⋃
⎢⨄
σ11 σ12 σ13

σ13 σ11 σ12

σ12 σ13 σ11

⋂
⎥⎦ . (4.14)

According to our classification, the Hall vector is oriented along the [111] direction
as we mark in Fig. 4.3(a). We can transform the tensor into the basis with main
axes along [1̄10],[1̄1̄2], and [111] crystal directions where the conductivity tensor
takes a more familiar form:

σxyz =

⋃
⎢⨄

σ∥ σH 0
−σH σ∥ 0

0 0 σ⊥

⋂
⎥⎦ . (4.15)

Here the components in the two bases are related as:

σH =

√
3

2
(σ12 − σ13) , (4.16)

σ∥ = σ1 − 1

2
(σ2 + σ3) , (4.17)

σ⊥ = σ11 + σ12 + σ13. (4.18)

This also illustrates that there is an AMR with respect to the non-collinear an-
tiferromagnetic order. The symmetric conductivity has in the second basis two
different diagonal components σ∥ and σ⊥, where ∥ (⊥) denotes currents flowing
in (out-of) the plane of the triangular non-collinear antiferromagnetic order.

System lattice (Å) Hall conductivity (Scm−1)

PtMn3 3.833 81 [263]
IrMn3 3.772 172 (nkz = 512), 218 [105]

Ir1.12Mn2.88 3.772 227 (nkz = 800 Typhoon)
Rh0.95Pt0.05Mn3 3.820 -133 (nkz = 128 Tarkil)

PtMn3 ”AF” 3.833 0.0

Table 4.3: List of considered non-collinear antiferromagnets, used lattice con-
stants of the cubic unit cell, and obtained Hall conductivity values with marked
method/supercomputer and compared to existing literature. All but the last
systems are in the magnetic ”WFM” phase, the last one is in the ”AF” phase.

The antiferromagnetic ordering in PtMn3 is sometimes called WFM since it
is also compatible with the existence of a tiny net magnetic moment obtained by
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tilting the moments towards the [111] direction due to the DMI, as explained in
Section 4.1. The direction of the net moment is commensurate with the Hall vec-
tor orientation. The first-principle calculations in IrMn3 and PtMn3 demonstrate
that the Hall conductivity can be sizeable 218 [105] and 81 [263] S/cm, respec-
tively. This magnitude is comparable to the anomalous Hall effect elemental
ferromagnets.

We summarize our and reported calculations in Tab. 4.3. We used TB-LMTO
method to evaluate the Fermi surface (2.67) term in the non-collinear antiferro-
magnet IrMn3 within the finite RTA with Imz up to 10−5 Ry, and we calculated
also two types of random alloying disorder treated by the CPA. We tested Ir
distributed over Mn sites ( Ir1.12Mn2.88) and Rh0.5Pt0.5Mn3 (Rh and Pt do have
similar Wigner-Seitz radius and the possibility of this alloying was reported in
literature [276]).

We will proceed by discussing the symmetry-breaking mechanism in the non-
collinear antiferromagnets. The leading symmetry breaking in PtMn3 and simi-
lar materials are generated by the non-collinear antiferromagnetic order. The Pt
Wyckoff positions are centrosymmetric and the MSG does not change if we remove
the Pt atoms from the PtMn3 crystal. This justifies neglecting the nonmagnetic
atoms in the magnetic multipole symmetry analysis of AHE order parameters
[63]. Also since all the Wyckoff positions are centrosymmetric, the nonzero Berry
curvature and thus Hall conductivity can be generated solely by the nontrivial
non-collinear magnetic texture breaking time-reversal symmetry. We emphasize
the similarities with the standard anomalous Hall effect in elemental ferromag-
nets. The SOC lifts, due to the DMI, the degeneracy between two magnetic states
connected by the reversal of all local magnetizations and translates the symmetry
breaking into the orbital sector [54, 63, 258].

The non-collinear antiferromagnetic order can be assigned chirality [258]:

κ =
2

3
√

3
(S1 × S2 + S2 × S3 + S3 × S1) . (4.19)

Rotating the triangular antiferromagnetic order within the (111) plane by 90
degrees changes the MSG (MPG) to an antiferromagnetic one R3m ( 31m) and
there is no Hall conductivity as we list in Tab. 4.3. This illustrates the possibility
to control the Hall signal not only by tuning among various antiferromagnetic
order [263] but also by rotation of the non-collinear antiferromagnetic order.

4.4 Crystal anisotropic collinear antiferromag-

netism in RuO2

The spontaneous Hall effect in collinear antiferromagnets is in literature often
anticipated to vanish. Rightfully so in the case when the system materializes
in an antiferromagnetic MLG. The cancellation of the scattering or Berry cur-
vature contributions from the opposite sublattices is enforced by the symmetry
connecting the sublattice with opposite moments (e.g. PT or T t 1

2
, where t 1

2
is a

half-unit-cell translation). We can thus ask ourselves whether we can find a per-
fectly compensated collinear antiferromagnet with allowed and sizeable sponta-
neous Hall signal. By interlacing the collinear moments with nonmagnetic atoms,
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we can break the TAF symmetry, as we show in Fig. 4.3(b), and Fig. 4.5(a) on
the rutile antiferromagnet RuO2. Collinear antiferromagnetism with the quanti-
zation axis along the [100] direction corresponds to the MSG Pn′n′m (Type-III),
magnetic point group (MPG) m′m′m, and MLG 2′2′2. The symmetry generators
are P , glide mirror plane Myt (t = (a

2
, a

2
, c

2
), and an antiunitary rotation T C2z.

These symmetries also do not change when we cant the perfectly antiparallel
magnetic moments towards the [010] direction. This illustrates the ferromagnetic
nature of the symmetry groups even in a fully compensated antiferromagnetic
state with the Hall vector: σ = (0, σxz, 0). This spontaneous symmetry breaking
due to the crystal structure reflects the local crystal chirality,

χ
(C)
AB = dA × dB. (4.20)

The local crystal chirality appears due to the nonmagnetic atoms at the non-
centrosymmetric positions, where dA and dB are vectors connecting two nearest-
neighbour Ru atoms with the common interlaced O atom, as we have seen on the
minimal tight-binding model in Fig. 1.12.

In the nonmagnetic state, the bands are Kramers degenerate due to the P and
T symmetries protecting the nonmagnetic Kramers theorem. The distribution
of O atoms in the collinear antiferromagnetic state deforms the magnetization
densities around the Ru sublattices as we show in Fig. 4.5(a). Here we plot the
magnetization densities calculated without SOC. The magnetization density on
sublattice A is perfectly compensated by the magnetization density on sublattice
B as we can see from Fig. 4.5(a), and the DOS in Fig. 4.5(c) calculated without
SOC.

Note that among the rutile antiferromagnets [66, 243], a metallic phase is rare.
The recently discovered [242, 277] itinerant antiferromagnetism in industrially rel-
evant RuO2 is just an exceptional example of a metallic rutile antiferromagnet.
Our DFT calculations [116] confirm that for a medium strength Hubbard param-
eter (U ∼ 1 − 3 eV), antiferromagnetism and metallic DOS coexist, consistent
with previous reports [242, 277]. We set in all plots U∼ 2 eV if not specified oth-
erwise. For smaller values, U < 1 eV, we obtained vanishing antiferromagnetic
moments, while for large values, U > 3 eV, the system becomes an insulator.

The perfect antiferromagnetic compensation arises due to the symmetry con-
necting the sublattices by a 90-degree rotation combined with a half-unit cell
translation along the body-diagonal of the crystal. The magnetization density
explicitly illustrates breaking of the TAF symmetry. In Fig. 4.5(b) and (c) we
observe strong splitting of the spin-up ♣ ↑⟩ (blue lines) and spin-down channels
♣ ↓⟩ (red lines) in the energy bands and Fermi surface cut. The strong splitting
of the energy bands is a fingerprint of the time-reversal symmetry breaking. The
main contribution to the symmetry breaking is due to the locally anisotropic an-
tiferromagnetic isosurfaces which are modulated by the non-magnetic atoms in
the crystal structure justifying the name CHE.

When we switch on the relativistic corrections, the local noncetrosymmetricity
also generates ASOC ∼ k × ∇V · s, which additionally lowers the symmetry.
The resulting band structure is locally spin-polarised and also spin mixed and
generates the required asymmetry between left and right moving electrons. With
the large atomic SOC is turned on, only minute corrections to the DOS occur
[116]. They result in a small net magnetic moment, M = MA + MB, of a
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magnitude ∼ 0.05 µB (due to DMI) [278]. Here mA/B are magnetizations of
the antiferromagnetic A and B sublattices. In comparison, the Néel vector N =
(MA − MB)/2 has a magnitude ∼ 1.17 µB.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.6: Fermi surface cut and Berry curvature components in the
crystal momentum kz = 0 plane. (a) Ωy(kx, ky, 0) (b) Ωz(kx, ky, 0). The
Ωx(kx, ky, 0) component vanishes. The figures were calculated by the Wannier90
method.

We show the crystal momentum Berry curvature map Ωy in Fig. 4.6(a) and
Ωz in Fig. 4.6(b). The integrated component

∫
dkxΩy(k) is even in ky as we

expect from the symmetry analysis and is nonvanishing. In contrast, My, P , and
T C2z imply that

∫
dkxΩx(k) = 0, and My, and T C2zMy yield

∫
dkzΩz(k) = 0

consistent with our calculations.
Furthermore, in Fig. 4.7 we study the additional splitting of energy bands due

to the SOC. In panels (c,d) we observe the largest contributions to the Berry cur-
vature due to the splitting along the Y −Γ line. These Berry curvature ”hotspots”
[279] are localised around spin-orbit split bands to the opposite energy side of the
Fermi surface similarly as in Fe [54, 279], or non-collinear antiferromagnets [105].
The large magnitude can be traced back to the presence of symmetries protect-
ing the degeneracy of the bands in the calculation without SOC (e.g. to the
spin-space group [184]). The SOC than breaks the spin-space symmetry and
the resulting local in crystal momentum band-gap generates a peak in the Berry
curvature.

With this, we arrive at the important signature of this crystalline symmetry
breaking by the nonmagnetic atoms. As we show in Fig. 4.7(a-b) we can distribute
the O atoms in two ways corresponding to the opposite local crystal chiralities
(4.20). Wyckoff position of Ru is 2a, and of O is 4f (x = −0.30375) in the phase
with chirality +, and 4g (x = +0.30375) in the phase with chirality -.

Swapping the local crystal chiralities also rotates the deformed magnetization
densities as we show in Fig. 4.7(a-b). Note that we did not change the orientation
of the Néel vector. The local crystal chirality change also flips the sign of the Berry
curvature as we see from Fig. 4.7(d). This confirms the crystalline mechanism
origin of the Hall signal.

We note that the symmetry breaking in realistic rutile antiferromagnets is
more complicated than in the minimal nodal-chain model from the first chapter.
In the minimal model, the symmetry breaking is caused by the ASOC only, in the
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Figure 4.8: Orbital composition and splitting of energy bands in (a) non-
magnetic and (b) antiferromagnetic states of RuO2.

rutile antiferromagnet, we observe strong asymmetry already in the calculation
without SOC due to the asymmetric magnetization densities around Ru atoms.
Furthermore, the antiferromagnetic splitting depends on the crystal momentum
as we show in Fig. 4.8 where we compare the orbital composition of energy bands
with and without antiferromagnetism. SOC is switched off in these calculations.
We observe in the band structures also splitting of the Dirac nodal lines present
in the nonmagnetic phase along X − M − A symmetry line in the Brillouin zone
[280].

Now we demonstrate that the Hall conductivity associated with this symmetry
breaking mechanism can be very large. We calculate the Hall conductivity by the
Bery curvature formula in Wannier90 code. For artificially constrained perfectly
antiparallel spin moments along [100], the Hall vector σ ∥ [010] and we obtain
σxz = 36.4 Scm−1. For a canting angle ≈ 1◦ obtained from the DFT calculation,
M ∥ [010] and σxz = 35.7 Scm−1. In our paper [116] we present calculations
of the full dependence of the CHE for N ∥ [100] on the canting angle between
magnetizations of sublattices A and B. We can separate σxz into a contribution
even in M,

σCHE
xz =

σxz(N, M) + σxz(N, −M)

2
, (4.21)

and odd in M,

σAHE
xz =

σxz(N, M) − σxz(N, −M)

2
. (4.22)

Here σAHE
xz is a contribution induced by the small net moment, analogous to the

AHE in ferromagnets. Our calculations show [116] that this term is roughly
linear in net magnetic moment M while σAF

xz is almost constant at small canting
angles ϕ. This demonstrates that the small net magnetic moment has a negligible
effect on σxz. This is in striking contrast to the recently studied antiferromagnets
GdPtBi [236] and EuTiO3 [281]. These antiferromagnets exhibit a T -invariant
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MPG in the ground state and the observed AHE can be attributed entirely to
the canted moment induced by an applied external magnetic field.
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Figure 4.9: Energy bands in dependence on Néel vector orientation in
antiferromagnetic RuO2.

In analogy to the model results, the hybridization of linear band crossings
and the gapping of nodal-line features [282] strongly depends on the Néel vector
orientation [27] and reflects the change from the MSG Pnn′m′ for N ∥ [100] to
the MSG Cnn′m′ for N ∥ [110] and we show in Fig. 4.9 the dependence of the
Néel vector orientation. The changes in energy bands with the in-plane Néel
vector rotation result in a highly anisotropic crystal Hal conductivity [249] as we
present in our paper [116]. An extreme case is represented by the possibility to
switch-off the Hall conductivity entirely when the Néel vector points along the
[001] crystal axis. We have also calculated orbital magnetization in VASP and
we conclude that for a generic orientation of the Néel vector, the Hall vector and
orbital magnetization are not along the same direction since they correspond to
microscopically different expressions [10].

Furthermore, we have studied [116] also the dependence of the Hall conduc-
tivity on the Hubbard U . Changes in Hubbard U are effectively tuning the size
of the magnetic moments and we conclude that the Hall conductivity is not pro-
portional to the sublattice magnetization [116].

4.5 Global crystal chirality in CoNb3S6

In this section we will present the electronic structure of the noncentrosymmetric
quasi-two-dimensional CoNb3S6 collinear antiferromagnet. We will demonstrate
the possibility to control the crystal Hall conductivity in this system by the global
crystal chirality. Co is embedded here in the transition metal dichalcogenide
and the resulting crystal structure of CoNb3S6 is noncentrosymmetric with SG
P63mmn (number 182). The crystal structure lacks mirror symmetries and thus
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Figure 4.11: Electronic structure of the CoNb3S6 antiferromagnet. (a)
Energy bands of the antiferromagnetic CoNb3S6. (b) Energy bands of the anti-
ferromagnetic CoNb3S6 with Hubbard U=4 eV. In both cases with SOC.

belongs to one of the 65 Shoncke SG; however, the SG is not chiral. We show the
crystal of CoNb3S6 in Fig. 4.10(a).

The MSG of CoNb3S6 for the Néel vector along [100] is C2′2′21 and includes
symmetry operations T C2x, T S2y, and S2z, and also symmetries coupled by t =
(1/2, 1/2, 0), e.g., T C2xt. The MLG is the same (2′2′2) for both RuO2, and
CoNb3S6, and thus also the structure of the conductivity tensor is identical in
these crystals. The magnetic Co subsystem has a PT symmetry when the non-
magnetic atoms are ignored which would exclude the existence of a Hall vector.
However, due to the symmetry breaking by the S atoms, analogically to O atoms
in RuO2, the structure gains a Hall vector and allows for the crystal Hall effect.
If we take a collinear antiferromagnetic order with moments along the a-axis
and the same size of the magnetic and crystallographic unit cells, our symmetry
analysis shows that the Hall vector, i.e., the CHE, is allowed by symmetry. The
MPG 2′2′2 contains unprimed rotational axis C2 perpendicular to the hexagonal
layers and g ∥ aC2 according to our classification Tab. 4.1.

We can change the sign of the CHE by changing the spatial inversion symme-
try breaking by the S atoms without manipulating the magnetic Co atoms. This
corresponds to mirroring the crystal as we show in Fig. 4.10(a). In Fig. 4.10(b)
we show also the magnetization density demonstrating the breaking of the both
T and P symmetries.

The nonmagnetic and antiferromagnetic energy bands shown in Fig. 4.10(c)
and 4.11(a-b) are compatible with topological quasiparticles. The nonmagnetic
space group is compatible with an hourglass dispersion [187, 188] due to the
presence of the nonsymmorphic rotational axis symmetry. Also, we note Kramers-
Weyl dispersion around high symmetry points [89], with detailed examples shown
in Fig. 4.10(c).
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corresponds, according to our calculations, to the Fermi level shift of -0.6 eV. We
calculate for the Fermi energy set to ∼-0.72 eV a spontaneous Hall conductivity
∼ 85 S/cm [116] and thus our first principle value is consistent with the measured
Hall conductivity of 27 S/cm. The lower experimental value can be explained by
the multi-domain state of the experimental sample.

Now we turn our attention to RuO2. We start by discussing the possible
growth directions for observing the crystal Hall effect in the RuO2 antiferromag-
net. RuO2 can be grown in bulk and thin film. Both bulk crystals, as well as 25
nm thin films oriented in the (100) plane, were recently demonstrated to host the
antiferromagnetic order [192, 242, 277]. We summarize the symmetry and param-
eters obtained from our first-principle calculations[116] in Tab. 4.4 for different
Néel vector orientations.

N MSG MPG lattice (Å) M (µB)

[001] P4′
2/mnm′ 4′/mm′m

a=4.5331
c=3.1241

0

[100] Pnn′m′ m′m′m
a=4.528
b=4.536
c=3.124

∥ [010]
0.05

[110] Cmm′m′ m′m′m
a=4.5337
c=3.124

∥ [110]
0.0075

Table 4.4: Magnetic space/point group (MSG/MPG) in RuO2 antiferromagnet
and calculated lattice constants, net magnetic moment M in RuO2 for different
orientations of the Néel vector N.

For instance, in a (010) thin film, it is important to ensure that the easy
axis has a projection to the [100]-axis. Forcing the easy axis into the (001)-plane
can be achieved, according to our magnetocrystalline anisotropy calculations, by
a substitutional disorder (e.g. by Ir which has a similar atomic radius as Ru
and IrO2 exists) or by the application of an external magnetic spin-flop field.
An indication of the crystal Hall effect was recently observed in thin films of
RuO2 in strong magnetic fields which were used to orient the magnetic domains.
The extrapolated experimental Hall conductivity of ∼300 S/cm is consistent with
our first principle calculations shown in Fig. 4.12(a) for orientations of the Néel
vector along [100] and [110] crystalline axes illustrated in Fig. 4.12(b) and (c)
respectively. The CHE conductivity exhibits peak values of ∼ 1000 S/cm. This
corresponds to record magnitudes reported for the AHE in ferromagnets with
Weyl points or nodal-lines or non-collinear Weyl antiferromagnets [65, 232, 284].

4.7 Summary: theory of spontaneous and crys-

tal Hall effects

An antiferromagnetic system with ferromagnetic Laue group exhibits a
Hall vector. The orientation of the Hall vector can be determined from
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breaking in crystal Hall effect in our collinear antiferromagnets can be
seen as toroidal magnetic quadrupole order [98].

Anisotropic collinear antiferromagnetism. In the system with
allowed but zero net moment, an additional order parameter allowing
for the Hall conductivity σij(H, S, χ) (e.g. crystal chirality or multipolar
order capturing the complete magnetization density) is required to cor-
rectly describe the Onsager reciprocity on the phenomenological level.
A consequence of this observation is that the crystal Hall conductivity
can be controlled by swapping the local or global crystal chirality. Many
antiferromagnetic systems exhibit magnetization density isosurfaces of
high symmetry: e.g. Mn2Au, SrMn2Bi2, or orthorhombic CuMnAs. We
have found the asymmetric anisotropic magnetization density isosurfaces
in RuO2 antiferromagnet and CoNb3S6.

Topological quasiparticles compatible with Hall conductiv-
ity. The MLG determines the Hall vector orientation, MPG determines
the crystal momentum Berry curvature, and finally the MSG constraints
the energy dispersion and topological quasiparticles. Our symmetry anal-
ysis shows that the Hall vector symmetry groups are not compatible
with 3D Dirac quasiparticles, however, other topological quasiparticles
are possible: Weyl fermions [94], nodal lines [94] and chains, Kramers-
Weyl fermions, or hourglass-like dispersions to name a few. The band
degeneracies can be determined straightforwardly by analysing the sym-
metry tables for ferromagnetic Type-I and Type-III MSGs as explained
for a general case in Chapter 1.

Anisotropy of Hall conductivity. In contrast to the spontaneous
anomalous Hall effect in ferromagnets, in certain antiferromagnets, it is
possible to switch on and off the crystal or anomalous Hall effect by
rotating the antiferromagnetic order. This represents the ultimate limit
of the spontaneous Hall anisotropy.

Magnitude and scaling of the Hall conductivity. Our studies
show that the Hall conductivity is in general neither proportional to
magnetization and sublattice magnetization, nor to SOC strength, as
often anticipated [63, 152]. The reason is that in metals, many bands
contribute to the Hall linear response. The main contribution to the
Hall conductivity in RuO2 is from the hot spots in the Berry curvature.
The hot spots are generated by the SOC which splits the energy bands.
The degeneracy of the energy bands in the calculations with the switch
off SOC can be linked to additional crystalline symmetries in the spin
space group. Our ab initio calculations in RuO2 antiferromagnet show
that the crystal Hall conductivity can be as large as in ferromagnets.

Crystal Hall symmetry breaking applications. The crystal Hall
symmetry breaking can be found in an abundant class of collinear anti-
ferromagnets. Also, analogical effects relying on this symmetry breaking
can be identified: thermal [285] and optical [286] counterparts or spin-
current variants of the Hall effect. An example is even-in time-reversal
pure spin current (preserving spin quantum number). The crystal Hall
effect requires SOC to generate transversal charge current. Its spin coun-
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terpart does not require the presence of SOC and the crystalline symme-
try breaking generates spin current even when the SOC is neglected.

Shape of Hall hysteresis loop. Crystal Hall effect offers an al-
ternative plausible explanation of the Hall conductivities convention-
ally taken as a signature of complex magnetic structure and topological
Hall effect in noncentrosymmetric systems [241]. Topological Hall effect
(spontaneous Hall effect due to the nontrivial non-coplanar magnetic tex-
tures) has a characteristic nonmonotonic hysteresis loop shape. Such a
shape can be obtained alternatively as a convolution of two spontaneous
Hall signals from material regions with the opposite Hall sign [287]. These
two regions might correspond to the opposite sign of the crystal Hall ef-
fect. The hysteresis loop in the spontaneous Hall effect in combination
with the multidomain nature of antiferromagnets can be potentially used
in hardware neural networks as a tunable sigmoid element.
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Conclusion

”There is no physical law precluding particles from being organised in ways that
perform even more advanced computations than the arrangements of particles in
human brains.”

Steven Hawking

We have explored in this thesis topological antiferromagnetic spintronics ma-
terials and effects by means of symmetry analysis and first principle electronic
structure calculations. Understanding of topological magnetic phases of matter
is more complicated than the one in nonmagnetic topological insulators. The
study of topological magnetic metals requires nonabelian Berry curvature, un-
derstanding of the complex many-particle relativistic magnetic ordering, and the
investigation of a larger number of symmetry groups - 1651 instead of the con-
ventional 230 nonmagnetic groups. This also increases the computational cost of
first-principle calculations.

Here we have summarized main results of the topological band theory and
symmetry analysis of magnetic energy bands, followed by a description of our
state-of-the-art relativistic first-principles calculations of the electronic structure
in complex spin-orbit coupled magnets. Our identification of antiferromagnetic
Kramers theorem led to the discovery of antiferromagnetic Dirac fermions, and
the classification of band-degeneracies in antiferromagnets in terms of spatial in-
version and time-reversal discrete space group symmetries. We have implemented
our relativistic magnetic Hamiltonians in python language and with the help of
PythTB package we have studied their topological properties. We have devel-
oped a computational framework employing existing VASP and TB-LMTO codes
on supercomputers. Our parallelization of transport Green’s function TB-LMTO
code allowed us to dramatically speed up calculations, and let us calculate com-
plex topological antiferromagnetic materials. Our calculations and visualisations
of Bloch spectral functions was used to understand charge transport from first
principles and allows us to bridge the so far black box ab initio calculations with
phenomenological models.

In Chapters 3 and 4 we have applied this theory on two examples of novel
effects we predicted: the relativistic metal-insulator transition from antiferro-
magnetic Dirac fermions, and the crystal Hall effect from collinear antiferromag-
netism. We have studied the symmetry dependence of Dirac fermions in antifer-
romagnetic CuMnAs. Our first principle calculations successfully explain AMR
experimentally observed in NiMnSb: its negative sign, crystalline components,
and magnitude. Our calculations also reveal a large AMR in Mn2Au which can
be linked to the disorder propagation of band touchings which is sensitive to the
Néel vector orientation.

In the second part, we have studied the spontaneous Hall effect in anti-
ferromagnets and we have revealed its generic properties: (i) nonscaling with
(sublattice) magnetization, spin-orbit coupling, electronic correlation, (ii) strong
anisotropy possible in antiferromagnets, (iii) symmetry classification of Hall vec-
tors, (iv) sensitivity to the full magnetization density (not only magnetization
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vector projections), and (v) relation to spin space group splitting and compati-
bility with topological quasiparticles beyond standard Weyl fermions. We have
identified a novel spontaneous symmetry breaking relying on low symmetry lo-
cal magnetization isosurfaces aka anisotropic collinear antiferromagnetism. This
guided us to prediction of the crystal Hall effect (CHE) in collinear antiferro-
magnets, systems in the past commonly believed to exclude spontaneous Hall
signals. We have identified a strong crystal Hall conductivity in RuO2 from our
first principle calculations.

Besides the fundamental dimension of our research and the usage of AMR
and CHE as sensing tools in antiferromagnetic spintronics, the effects can have
other promising applications. The intrinsic anisotropic magnetoresistance from
Dirac fermions can be controlled by the ultrafast Néel spin-orbit torques in the
metallic phase and voltage gating in the semiconducting phase. The effect can
be possibly used in future for improving magnetic storage scaling or as topologi-
cal antiferromagnetic transistor function based on the topological metal-insulator
transition. The CHE symmetry breaking mechanism can produce novel types of
low dissipation (spin) currents. For instance, the existing realisation of the quan-
tum anomalous Hall effect in magnetically doped topological insulators suffers
from tiny band-gaps, fragile diluted magnetism, low critical temperatures, and
less robust quantization of the Hall conductivity. Furthermore, finding intrin-
sic ferromagnetic or non-collinear and non-coplanar (possibly) antiferromagnetic
topological insulator seems to be a formidable task since these orders seem to
be rarely insulating. In contrast, collinear antiferromagnets commonly host ro-
bust magnetism, are compatible with semiconducting electronic structure and
high critical temperatures. Our Hall signal in collinear antiferromagnets thus
represents an important step in paradigm change from nonrelativistic, diluted,
interfacial, ferromagnetic, nonlinear antiferromagnetic heterostructures to rela-
tivistic, intrinsic collinear antiferromagnetic quantum spontaneous states. These
states hold great promise for low dissipation nanoelectronics.

Our relativistic magnetic first principle calculations of AMR in NiMnSb,
Mn2Au and spontaneous Hall conductivity in RuO2, and density of states in
tetragonal CuMnAs were confirmed in experiments. This solidifies our compu-
tational framework, reveals the potential of our effects in nanoelectronics and
opens new directions in the research of topological antiferromagnetic spintronics.
We find the antiferromagnetic systems particularly interesting as they can unify
neighbouring, as well as, remote fields of topological quasiparticles, spintronics,
physics of correlated systems, or axion dark matter.
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